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Rice is one of the most important cereal crops for the world population. Flowering
time and seed development of rice are directly related to plant regional and ecological
adaptions, and productive yield.
In this dissertation, to gain knowledge of seed development in rice, the status of
post-translational modifications (PTMs) in developing rice seeds was investigated.
Numerous modified lysine sites in developing rice seeds were identified utilizing
antibody-based affinity enrichment approaches and nano-HPLC/MS/MS analyses of
acetylated, succinylated, crotonylated and 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated peptides. Functional
annotation analyses indicated that a wide variety of vital biological processes were
targeted by lysine PTMs. A number of modified histone and non-histone proteins were
found to harbor multiple PTMs, and our findings showed that many modified histone
sites were conserved across plant, human, and animal systems. Comprehensive analyses
of lysine modification sites illustrated that the sites were highly sequence-specific for
distinct motifs. Overall, this study provides a systematic analysis of lysine PTM proteome
in plants, which will serve as the basis for future investigations of the regulatory
mechanisms and functions of lysine PTMs.

The mechanisms of flowering time variances in response to different
photoperiods were further studied in the rice mutant, HSS. QTL-seq analysis identified a
major effect on chromosome 6 responsible for the phenotypic divergence between
Nipponbare (wild-type) and HSS rice. Sequence and mRNA expression analyses
confirmed that allelic variants of Hd1 make HSS plants less sensitive to photoperiod by
altering expression level of Hd3a. Diurnal expression pattern analyses revealed that
DTH8 transcripts were largely affected by Hd1 expression level in both LD and SD. This
result suggested that Hd1 may able to regulate DTH8 and DTH8-Hd1 complex
abundance in response to day length in rice flowering time regulation. In addition, we
discussed the functions of PTMs in flowering time regulation in rice.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rice is one of the most important cereals that serves as the staple food for over
half of the world’s population (Bhullar and Gruissem, 2013). Rice is a monocot, selfpollinated plant belonging to the genus of Oryza. The two cultivated rice species are
Oryza sativa and Oryza glaberrima, which are Asian rice varieties and African rice
varieties, respectively. Rice is a facultative short-day plant, and the optimum temperature
for rice growing is around 30℃ (Tmax) and 20℃ (Tmin). Importantly, rice is a useful model
system for monocot plant research. This is largely because it has a small genome
(approximately 420-466 Mb) compared with other major crops (Pitzschke 2013). The
genome of rice has been fully sequenced and the availability of a high-precision genomic
sequence also greatly accelerated researches on rice.
Rice (Oryza sativa) is a short day (SD) plant that flowers earlier under SD
conditions and later under long day (LD) conditions. Flowering time is one of the major
determinants of rice germplasms in regional environmental adaptions to different
photoperiods in a broad range of latitudes (Izawa, 2007; Takahashi et al., 2009; Yang et
al., 2015). Sensitivity to photoperiod is one of the most important pathways to govern
flowering in rice, and has been identified as a major selection target in cultivated rice (Du
et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2016a). Emerging evidence revealed that genes controlling
flowering time also affect hybrid vigor, plant height, panicle development, and yield
1

potential (Endo-Higashi and Izawa, 2011; Ni et al., 2009; Wei et al., 2010; Xue et al.,
2008).
Grain yield and quality are two critical agronomic traits that have garnered
interest because of the magnitude of their impact in overall human health, food security,
grain yield, and economic value. Developing seeds contain extensive metabolic processes
related to storage nutrient biosynthesis, transport and deposition, which directly
contribute to crop production. The main components of cereal grains are starch, protein
and lipids, which provide over 65% of the world’s food energy and 47% of the edible
protein supply (Young and Pellett, 1994). Grain filling for rice begins at 6 days after
flowering and lasts until 20 days after flowering (Xu et al., 2008). The content and
composition of storage starch and protein are mainly determined during the seed
development. Rice seed starch, mainly comprised of amylose and amylopectin, is the
most abundant constituent of rice grain comprising 90% of the dry matter in milled rice
(Zhou et al., 2002). Rice seed storage protein is an important storage nitrogen resource
for plant reproduction and serves as a nutrient source for the human diet. However, due to
the abundance of storage starch and storage proteins, DNA and RNA extraction and
proteomic analyses of rice seed proteome are highly challenging (Branlard and Bancel,
2007; Li and Trick, 2005; Mornkham et al., 2013). Developing seeds contain extensive
metabolic processes related to storage nutrient biosynthesis, transport and deposition,
which directly contribute to crop production. However, seed development governed by
post-translational modifications has been barely elucidated yet.
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) refer to the addition of functional groups
covalently to a protein during or after protein biosynthesis. PTMs play a key role in the
2

regulation of protein functions and metabolisms. Thus far, more than two hundred PTMs
have been detected (Duan and Walther, 2015). A wide array of novel protein PTMs has
been discovered throughout recent years include crotonylation, propionylation,
butyrylation, biotinylation, glutarylation, succinylation, malonylation, and ADP
ribosylation (Huang et al., 2015). Many of these PTMs have been reported to modulate
chromatin packaging and DNA-binding proteins accessibility by either altering the
charge state of histones or through internucleosomal interactions (Huang et al., 2015). In
addition, PTMs may have impacts on associations of regulating enzymes or protein
effectors to the modified substrates, thus further affecting protein functions (Li and Li,
2015). In plants, protein modifications has been reported to play crucial roles in
photosynthesis, abiotic and biotic stress-tolerance, plant hormone regulation, plant innate
immunity, flowering time regulation, seed development and fertility (Ding et al., 2012;
Fu et al., 2015; Hou et al., 2015; Jeong et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014a; Linster et al., 2015;
Pesaresi et al., 2003; Sako et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2015; Zacharaki et al., 2012; Zhang et
al., 2016a; Zhou et al., 2005).
In this dissertation, we carried out proteome-wide analyses of protein acetylation,
succinylation, crotonylation, 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation in developing rice seeds. A total
of 1003 lysine acetylation sites, 854 succinylation sites, 6367 crotonylation sites, and
9916 2-hydoxyisobutyrylation sites have been discovered. The modified proteins were
found associated with various biological functions through gene ontology annotation
analyses. The common motifs of lysine modifications in rice proteins were revealed.
Furthermore, a large number of proteins with multiple modifications were identified via a
thorough comparison. Our study provides broader horizon of PTMs in developing rice
3

seeds, which facilitates to understand the mechanisms and functions of PTMs mediated
signals cross-talk and integration in the regulation of metabolism and development in
plants. In addition, we studied the mechanisms of flowering time regulation via mutant
and gene mapping analyses. QTL-seq analysis identified that the allelic variances on Hd1
make the mutant less sensitive to photoperiod by altering expression level of Hd3a.
Diurnal expression pattern analyses revealed that DTH8 transcripts were largely affected
by Hd1 expression level in both LD and SD. This result suggested that Hd1 may able to
regulate DTH8 and DTH8-Hd1 complex abundance in response to day length in rice
flowering time regulation. In addition, we discussed the functions of PTMs in flowering
time regulation in rice.
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CHAPTER II
COMPREHENSIVE PROTEOME-WIDE LYSINE ACETYLOME AND
SUCCINYLOME PROFILING OF DEVELOPING
RIEC (ORYZA SATIVA) SEEDS
This chapter is from article “Meng, Xiaoxi, et al. "Proteome-wide lysine
acetylation identification in developing rice (Oryza sativa) seeds and protein comodification by acetylation, succinylation, ubiquitination, and
phosphorylation." Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA)-Proteins and Proteomics 1866.3
(2018): 451-463.” (DOI: 10.1016/j.bbapap.2017.12.001).This article is licensed under
CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-ncnd/4.0/)
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Introduction
Protein lysine acetylation is a highly conserved post-translational modification
(PTM) in organisms ranging from bacteria to human (Liu et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,
2009). It is a covalent modification and involves three groups of vital proteins: lysine
acetyltransferases (KATs), which use acetyl-coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) as the substrate to
donate an acetyl group (CH3CO) to the Nε-terminal amine on the side chain of lysine
residues; lysine deacetylases (KDACs), which remove acetyl groups from the lysine
residue on Nε-amino group; and acetyllysine binders, which selectively interact with
acetylated proteins (Choudhary et al., 2014). Thus far, eight different KATs and at least
19 KDACs have been identified in rice (Hu et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012). Acetylation
also occurs nonenzymatically by reaction with acetyl-CoA (Paik et al., 1970; Wagner and
Payne, 2013; Weinert et al., 2014), and with acetyl-phosphate in bacteria (Weinert et al.,
2013a). The function of lysine acetylation in histones has been extensively studied in
epigenetic control of gene expression via modification of chromatin structure. Lysine
acetylation induces substantial changes to a protein’s chemical properties by altering the
charge status from +1 to 0 at the lysine residue (Zhang et al., 2011), which weakens
interactions between histone-DNA and histone-histone. The altered charge status also
decreases histone affinity to negatively-charged DNA molecules thereby increasing the
accessibility of DNA to transcription apparatus (Mutskov et al., 1998; Puig et al., 1998).
Recent proteomic studies have shown that the majority of acetylation events occur on
non-chromatin associated proteins and also play important roles in cell signaling and
metabolism, protein activities and structure, and sister chromatid cohesion (Choudhary et
6

al., 2014; Liu et al., 2011; Song et al., 2012). In plants, protein acetylation has been
reported to play crucial roles in photosynthesis, abiotic and biotic stress-tolerance, plant
hormone regulation, plant innate immunity, flowering time regulation, seed development
and fertility (Ding et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2015; Hou et al., 2015; Jeong et al., 2015; Li et
al., 2014a; Linster et al., 2015; Pesaresi et al., 2003; Sako et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2015;
Zacharaki et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2016a; Zhou et al., 2005).
Lysine succinylation (Ksu) is an evolutionarily-conserved post-translational
modification (Hirschey and Zhao, 2015) that attaches a succinyl group (-CO-CH2-CH2CO-) to protein lysine residue. The addition of a succinyl group induces a mass shift of
+100.0186 Da and generates a negative charge on lysine residue under physiological pH
(Papanicolaou et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2011). Since lysine succinylation results in a
bulkier structural change and greater charge difference on lysine, one could postulate that
it generates a grander impact on the substrate protein’s structures and functions in
comparison to lysine acetylation and methylation (Hirschey and Zhao, 2015; Zhang et al.,
2011). The study on desuccinylase SIRT5 deleted cells demonstrated that pyruvate
dehydrogenase (PDH) and succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) are activated by succinylation
(Park et al., 2013), whereas carbamoyl-phosphate synthase1 (CPS1) and 3-hydroxy-3methylglutaryl-CoA synthase 2 (HMGCS2) activities are up-regulated by a SIRT5mediated desuccinylation (Du et al., 2011; Rardin et al., 2013). Additionally, fatty acid
oxidations, ketogenesis, and urea cycles are suppressed in mice by elevating
succinylation (Rardin et al., 2013).
A highly accepted idea is that succinyl-CoA levels and E2 subunit of αketoglutarate dehydrogenase (KGDHC) activities have emerged as the primary regulators
7

of protein succinylation through non-enzymatic and enzymatic ways (Gibson et al., 2015;
Rardin et al., 2013; Wagner and Payne, 2013; Weinert et al., 2013b). The succinylation
effectiveness of KGDHC is superior in comparison to succinyl-CoA (Gibson et al.,
2015). SIRT5 and SIRT7 are mammalian sirtuins of class III family histone deacetylases,
and they were identified as the key enzymes for lysine desuccinylation in cells and tissues
(Li et al., 2016; Park et al., 2013; Peng et al., 2011; Rardin et al., 2013). Apart from
desuccinylation, SIRT5 exhibits broader activities for demalonylation and
deglutarylation, but it demonstrates low activity for deacetylation (Du et al., 2011; Park et
al., 2013; Peng et al., 2011; Tan et al., 2014). Furthermore, CobB, a known Sir2-like
prokaryotic deacetylase, can catalyze both deacetylation and desuccinylation in E.coli
(Colak et al., 2013).
Proteome-wide identification of lysine acetylation has also been reported in
Arabidopsis, Vitis vinifera, Glycine max, Pisum sativum, Solanum tuberosum, Fragaria
ananassa, Triticum aestivum and Oryza sativa (Table 2.4) (Fang et al., 2015; Finkemeier
et al., 2011; He et al., 2016; König et al., 2014; Melo-Braga et al., 2012; Nallamilli et al.,
2014; Salvato et al., 2014; Smith-Hammond et al., 2014a; Smith-Hammond et al., 2014b;
Wu et al., 2011; Xiong et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016b). These studies indicate
acetylated proteins are involved in a wide variety of biological processes. In 2014,
Nallamilli et al. identified 60 lysine acetylated sites in 44 rice proteins isolated from
suspension cells (Nallamilli et al., 2014). Tan et al. showed that histone acetylation
regulation is actively involved in cell wall regeneration in rice protoplast (Tan et al.,
2010). Recently, 1,337 acetylation sites in 716 proteins and 669 acetylation sites in 389
proteins were reported from rice whole seedling and germinating embryo proteomes (He
8

et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2016), respectively. The acetylation sites in other individual
organ or tissue of rice remain to be explored. Overall, the reported proteome-wide
acetylation studies have substantially contributed to our understanding of protein
acetylation in plants. However, compared with mammalian cells and other organisms, the
numbers of identified acetylation sites and acetylated proteins are still very limited in
plants.
Prior researches have suggested that lysine succinylation is a pervasive modifier
among prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Kosono et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014b; Rardin et al.,
2013; Weinert et al., 2013b). Recently, the advancements in the mass spectrometry
technology and succinyl-peptides enrichment methods facilitated the identification of
hundreds to thousands of succinylation sites in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes
(Arnaudo and Garcia, 2013; Weinert et al., 2013b; Xie et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2015).
The proteome analysis of lysine succinylation has been recognized in E.coli (Colak et al.,
2013; Weinert et al., 2013b), B. subtilis (Kosono et al., 2015), V. parahemolyticus (Pan et
al., 2015), M. tuberculosis (Xie et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015), H.sapiens (Weinert et al.,
2013b), M. musculus (Park et al., 2013; Rardin et al., 2013; Weinert et al., 2013b), S.
cerevisiae (Weinert et al., 2013b), and T. gondii (Li et al., 2014b). This vital aspect has
substantially extended our understanding of protein succinylation. Plant succinylomes
have only been examined in tomato seedlings (Jin and Wu, 2016), rice germinating
embryos (He et al., 2016), B. distachyon seedling leaves (Zhen et al., 2016), common
wheat (Zhang et al., 2017), and hybrid Taxus species (Shen et al., 2016).
The main components of cereal grains are starch, protein and lipids, which
provide over 65% of the world’s food energy and 47% of the edible protein supply
9

(Young and Pellett, 1994). Rice alone serves as the staple food for over half of the
world’s population (Bhullar and Gruissem, 2013). Developing seeds contain extensive
metabolic processes related to storage nutrient biosynthesis, transport and deposition,
which directly contribute to crop production. In this study, we carried out proteome-wide
analysis of protein acetylation and succinylation in developing rice seeds. A total of
1,003 lysine acetylation sites across 692 proteins, and 854 lysine succinylation sites from
347 proteins were identified. The gene ontology groups and enriched protein acetylation
and succinylation activities were identified. The common motifs of lysine acetylation and
succinylation in rice proteins were revealed. Furthermore, a large number of proteins with
multiple modifications were identified via a thorough comparison of the rice acetylome,
succinylome, ubiquitome and phosphorylome. Our study provides broader horizon of
acetylation and succinylation in developing rice seeds, which facilitates to understand the
mechanisms and functions of PTM mediated multiple signals cross-talk and integration in
the regulation of metabolism and development in plants.
Materials and methods
Plant materials and growth conditions
Rice (Oryza sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare) leaves and roots were sampled
from 20 days old seedlings grown in an incubator at 28 ℃ (16-h-day/8-h-night). The
flowers, pollen, 7, 15, and 21 days post anthesis (dpa) developing rice seeds and mature
rice seeds were collected from rice plants grown in a greenhouse of the Department of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Mississippi State University, MS, USA. The
cultured cells are rice (Oryza sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare) NB2P suspension cell
cultures, which were maintained as reported (Lee et al., 2004; Mujahid et al., 2013).
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Protein extraction
Proteins were isolated using a phenol extraction method (Hurkman and Tanaka,
1986; Mujahid et al., 2013; Xing et al., 2016). The ground plant organs/tissue were mixed
with an extraction buffer (0.9 M sucrose, 0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 8.7, 0.05 M EDTA, 0.1 M
KCl, and 2% β-mercaptoethanol), combination with a subsequent addition of equal
volume of saturated phenol (pH 8.0), and homogenization for 30 minutes. The phenol
phase was recovered from homogenate by centrifugation at 5,000 g for 15 minutes at
4°C. The previously described phenol extraction procedure was repeated three times. The
final collection of phenol was mixed with five volumes of precipitation buffer (methanol
with 0.1 M ammonium acetate and 1% β–mercaptoethanol) and resided overnight at 80°C for precipitation. The crude protein was obtained by centrifugation at 15,000 g for
15 minutes at 4 °C. Afterward, the protein pellet was washed three times with cold
precipitation buffer, accompanied by three time additional washes with ice cold 70%
ethanol. The pellet was lyophilized in a speed vacuum and stored at -80 °C before proper
usage.
Nonenzymatic succinylation by succinyl-CoA in vitro
15 dpa developing rice seed proteins were prepared in PBS (pH 7.2) at 10mg/ml.
A total of 100μl (1mg) protein was mixed with freshly prepared succinyl-CoA sodium
salt (S1129, Sigma) in H2O to a final concentration of 0.5mM or 1mM. Reactions were
incubated at 28℃ for 12 hr. with occasionally shaking. Sequentially, the proteins were
purified by Sep-Pak C18 Plus Short Cartridge (WAT020515, Waters) and were
lyophilized in a speed vacuum and stored at -80 °C before proper usage. All succinylCoA sodium salt treatments were performed in three technical replicates.
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Western blot analysis
Protein samples extracted from different rice organs/tissue were separated by 12%
SDS-PAGE and transferred onto PVDF membrane (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA,
USA) for Western blot. Acetylated and succinylated proteins were detected by utilizing
rabbit-derived pan anti-acetyl lysine antibody (ICP0380, ImmuneChem, Burnaby, British
Columbia, Canada) and anti-succinyl lysine antibody (PTM-401, PTM Biolabs, Chicago,
IL, USA), respectively, in a 1:1000 (v/v) dilution overnight at 4°C, accompanied by
gentle shaking in reference to the supplier.
Trypsin digestion
The lyophilized 15 dpa rice seed protein was re-dissolved in buffer (8 M urea, 100
mM NH4CO3, pH 8.0) and the protein content was determined with 2-D Quant kit (GE
Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Subsequently, 25 milligrams of protein was
precipitated with cold 25% TCA (tichloroacetic acid) for 2 hours at -20 °C, and the
resulting precipitate was washed three times with cold acetone. Before digestion, the
protein was reduced with 10 mM DTT (dithiothreitol) for 1 hour at 37 °C and
subsequently alkylated with 20 mM IAM (iodoacetamide) for 45 minutes in dark setting
at room temperature. For trypsin digestion, the protein sample was diluted with an
addition of 100 mM NH4HCO3 for urea reduction to a desired concentration of less than
2M. Sequencing-grade trypsin (V5111, Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA) was
supplemented at a 1:50 (w/w) enzyme-to-substrate mass ratio for an overnight digestion
period and likewise at a 1:100 (w/w) enzyme-to-substrate mass ratio for an additional 4
hour digestion period at 37 °C.
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HPLC fractionation and affinity enrichment of lysine succinylated peptides
The peptides were fractionated into 8 fractions by high pH reverse-phase HPLC
with Agilent 300 Extend C18 column (5 μm particles, 4.6 mm ID, 250 mm length,
Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) after digestion. Briefly, peptides were initially separated
into 80 fractions in a gradient of 2% to 60% acetonitrile in 10 mM ammonium
bicarbonate (pH 10). Then, the peptides were further combined into 8 fractions in a
noncontiguous manner as reported (Udeshi et al., 2013). For succinylated peptides
enrichment, fractionated peptides were dissolved once more in NETN buffer (100 mM
NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 0.5% NP-40, pH 8.0) and incubated with prewashed anti-acetyllysine agarose beads (PTM-104, PTM Biolabs, Chicago, IL, USA) or
anti-succinyl-lysine agarose beads (PTM-402, PTM Biolabs, Chicago, IL, USA) at 4°C
overnight, accompanied by gentle oscillation. Afterward, the beads were rinsed four
times with NETN buffer and twice with ice-cold ddH2O. Enriched peptides were eluted
by 0.1% TFA (trifluoroacetic acid) from the beads and purified with C18 ZipTips (EMD
Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) column.
Protein identification by nano-HPLC/MS/MS
The lyophilized peptides were dissolved in 0.1% formic acid (FA) and 2%
acetonitrile (ACN). Analyzation of the peptides prospered by nano-HPLC/MS/MS,
utilizing an EASY-nLC 1000 UPLC system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) attached to a Q-Exactive Plus Hybrid Quadrupole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Briefly, the peptides were eluted onto a
reversed-phase analytical column (2 μm particles, 50μm ID, 15cm length, Acclaim
PepMap RSLC, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The utilization of a
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consistent flow rate of 280 nl/min with a 16 minute linear gradient from 7% to 18% of
solvent buffer of 0.1% FA in 98% ACN was the initial response. A concentration
increase of 18% to 22% for an 8 minute period, and a concentration increase of 22% to
35% for another 8 minute period was achieved. The ascending concentration grasped
80% in a 5 minute period and immobilized at this value of the solvent buffer for the
remaining 3 minutes. The resulting peptides were subjected to a NanoSpray Ionization
(NSI) source, succeeded by tandem mass spectrometry in Q ExactiveTM Plus (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) connected online to the UPLC. Intact peptides
were detected at a resolution of 70,000 in the Orbitrap, and peptides were selected for
MS/MS by appointing the NCE setting to the preferred quantity of 30. Ion fragments
were detected at a resolution of 17,500. A data-dependent procedure that alternated
between one MS scan and 20 MS/MS scans was applied for the highest 20 precursor ions
exceeding a threshold ion count of 1.0×104 in the MS survey scan with 15.0s dynamic
exclusion. The electrospray voltage operated was 2.0 kV, and automatic gain control
(AGC) was applied to avoid ion trap overcapacity. Ions with charge states of 2 to 5 were
permitted and 5×104 ions were collected for generation of MS/MS spectra. The m/z scan
range was approximately 350 to 1800 for MS scans.
The acetylation and succinylation sites were identified by MaxQuant software
(http://www.maxquant.org/) coupled with Andromeda search engine (v.1.4.1.2)(Cox et
al., 2009). The mass spectra of the raw data were searched against UniProt_Oryza
sativa_japonica database (63,195 sequences, released July 2014) concatenated with
reverse decoy database. Trypsin/P was specified as a cleavage enzyme, allowing
maximum of 4 missing cleavages, 5 modifications per peptide, and 5 charges.
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Carbamidomethylation on cysteine was distinguished as fixed modification. Oxidation on
methionine, acetylation and succinylation on both lysine and protein N-terminal were
specified as fluctuating modifications. Mass error was programmed to 10 ppm for
precursor ions and 0.02 Da for fragment ions. The false discovery rate (FDR) thresholds
for protein, peptide, and modification site were adjusted to a quantity of 1%, and
minimum peptide length was adjusted to a quantity of 7. Lysine acetylation and
succinylation sites identified with a localization probability of < 0.75 were eliminated.
The remaining parameters in MaxQuant were set to default values.
Bioinformatics analysis of lysine succinylated peptides and proteins
Functional classification based on proteins gene ontology (GO) annotation was
obtained from the UniProt-GOA database (www. http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/). The
identified protein IDs were converted to UniProt ID and then mapped to GO IDs.
InterProScan software, based on protein sequence alignment method, would be used if
some identified proteins were not annotated by UniProt-GOA database. GO categories of
biological process and molecular function were used to describe the protein functions.
Subcellular localization predication software WoLF PSORT was used to predict
subcellular localization of acetylated and succinylated proteins in developing rice seeds.
Conserved amino-acid sequence motifs of acetyl-21-mers or succyl-21-mers (ten
amino acids upstream and downstream of the acetylation or succinylation site) were
analyzed by motif-x (http://www.motif-x.med.harvard.edu). The entire protein sequence
of Oryza sativa L. japonica was utilized as the background database. For motif logobased clustering analysis, the −log10 (P value) were z-transformed for each category (pvalue < 0.05) and gathered by one-way hierarchical clustering in Genesis. Cluster
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membership was visualized by heat map through the “heatmap.2” function, located in the
“gplots” R-package.
BLAST analysis was accomplished by operating the two-directional BlastP
software with BLOSUM62 matrix, with the objective of evaluating acetylated and
succinylated protein conservation across selected acetylomes and succinylomes of
diverse organisms. BLAST outcomes that encompassed a corresponding E value < 1E10, a score > 200, and an identity > 30 were appointed as the best-scoring homologous
proteins.
Protein-protein interaction networks were constructed against the STRING
database (version 10.0). Evidence for protein-protein interaction was obtained from seven
sources: experiments, databases, text mining, co-expression, neighborhood, cooccurrence, and gene fusion. Identified interactions with confidence scores ≥ 0.7 (high
confidence) were obtained. Interaction networks from STRING were visualized with
Cytoscape software.
Results
Protein lysine acetylation and succinylation in different rice tissues/organs
To assess protein lysine acetylation and succinylation level in rice, we carried out
Western blot analysis using antibody specific for lysine acetylation or succinylation with
proteins isolated from different rice tissues/organs. Multiple protein bands of different
sizes and smear were detected from all tested samples (Figure 2.1a and b), indicating that
lysine acetylation or succinylation is a widespread modification and not limited to
histones in rice. Several prominent acetylated or succinylated protein bands were
identified in 7 dpa, 15 dpa, 21 dpa and mature dry seeds. For the proteins from roots,
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leaves, flowers and pollens, multiple weak but distinguished bands and a smear were
observed although the stain was less abundant in these lanes in general. The band pattern
revealed by Western blot is different from the one displayed by SDS-PAGE, suggesting
that lysine acetylation and succinylation are protein selective in substrates. Since the
physiological activities are highly dynamic in the developing seeds with starch, protein
and the grain weight increases rapidly, we decided to use the proteins from developing
rice seeds to carry out acetylome and succinylome studies in rice.

Figure 2.1

Acetylation and succinylation profile in different rice organs/tissues
revealed by Western blots.

Molecular weight is labelled on the left. The samples are labelled on the top. (a)
Acetylation profile revealed by Western blot. 1: root protein; 2: leave protein; 3: flower
protein; 4: pollen protein; 5: protein from 7 dpa seeds; 6: protein from 15 dpa seeds; 7:
protein from 21 dpa seeds; 8: protein from mature dry seeds. (b) Succinylation profile
revealed by Western blot. 1: suspension cell protein 2: root protein; 3: leave protein; 4:
flower protein; 5: pollen protein; 6: protein from 7 dpa seeds; 7: protein from 15 dpa
seeds; 8: protein from 21 dpa seeds; 9: protein from mature dry seeds. M: size marker.
Upper: Image of SDS-PAGE stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250. Lower:
Western blot image of protein succinylation. Same amount of proteins (25 μg per lane)
were loaded in SDS and Western blot.
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Estimation of global protein succinylation occupancy in developing rice seeds
Succinylation can occur by a chemical mechanism dependent on succinyl-CoA
(Wagner and Payne, 2013; Weinert et al., 2013b). Using pan anti-succinyl lysine
antibody, we observed that incubating proteins isolated from developing rice seeds with
0.5 mM and 1mM of succinyl-CoA sodium salt caused a significant increase in lysine
succinylation compared with native rice protein (Figure 2.2a and b, lane 1-4). We
confirmed via Western blot that succinyl-CoA can non-enzymatically succinate rice
proteins in vitro. Western blot signals for the succinyl-CoA treated samples were tend to
be saturated and we speculate that all proteins were succinylated artificially.
To estimate global protein succinylation occupancy in developing rice seeds, the
initial quantity of 1mM succinyl-CoA sodium salt treated protein sample was reduced to
60%, 45%, 30%, 15%, 10%, 5%, 2%, and 1% for Western blot analysis (Figure 2.2b lane
5-12). The succinylation abundances were quantified based on the intensities of two
major bands of each analyzed lanes on the Western blot by using Quantity One tool
(Figure 2.2c). The succinylation intensities of native developing rice seeds proteins
dissolved in either SDS or PBS buffer (Figure 2.2c, lane 1 and 2) were less than the
intensity presented in lane 10 but higher than lane 11(Figure 2.2c), which were 5% and
2% amount of the protein sample saturated with succinylation, respectively. Three
technical repeats were conducted and shown in Figure B.2. This observation indicated
that the native succinylation occupancy was roughly between 2% to 5% in developing
rice seeds.
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Figure 2.2

Estimate global protein succinylation occupancy in developing rice seeds.

(a-b) Molecular weight is labelled on the left. The samples are labeled on the top. M: size
marker; 1. Protein (15μg) dissolved in SDS buffer; 2: Protein (15μg) dissolved in PBS
buffer; 3: Protein (15μg) dissolved in PBS buffer and treated with 0.5mM succinyl-CoA;
4: Protein (15μg) dissolved in PBS buffer and treated with 1mM succinyl-CoA; 5-12:
60%, 45%, 30%, 15%, 10%, 5%, 2%, 1% of protein loaded comparing to lane 4 (protein
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source was same with lane 4). (a) Image of SDS-PAGE stained with Coomassie Brilliant
Blue G-250. (b) Western blot image of protein succinylation. The primary antibodies
used were rabbit-derived pan anti-succinyl lysine antibody (PTM-401, PTM Biolabs,
Chicago, IL, USA). (c) Succinylation intensity for the two major bands in each analyzed
line in Western blot. Succinylation intensities were quantified by Quantity One software
(Bio-Rad) with corrected background.
Global mapping of acetylated and succinylated peptides
In this study, we were able to identify 1,003 acetylation sites on 692 proteins and
854 succinylation sites on 347 proteins retaining a false discovery rate (FDR) of ≤ 1%
from 15 dpa developing rice seeds. The length distribution of most peptides was between
8 and 20 (Figure 2.3a and c), which agreed with the property of tryptic peptides,
suggesting that sample preparation met the standard. To evaluate the distribution of
acetylation sites in the acetylome of developing rice seeds, the number of modification
sites for each protein was counted (Figure 2.3b). Among the 692 detected acetylated
proteins, approximately 72.1% (499/692) contained a single lysine acetylation site.
Proteins with two, three and four acetylated sites comprised 18.2%, 5.3% and 2.5%,
respectively. In addition, 12 proteins were modified at 5 or more lysine sites by acetyl
groups. Notably, starch biosynthesis pathway proteins starch branching enzyme I
(Q0D9D0) and starch phosphorylase L (Q9AUV8) possessed 10 and 8 acetylated sites,
respectively, and were identified as the two proteins possessing the most acetylated sites
in this study. Among the identified 347 succinylated proteins, approximately 52%
(181/347) modified proteins contained a single putative succinylation site, and the
average degree of succinylation was 2.46 (854/347) (Figure 2.3d). Remarkably,
endoplasmic reticulum chaperone protein disulfide isomerase-like 1-1 (PDI) (Q53LQ0)
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possessed the largest succinylated lysine value of 15 in a single protein. Representative
MS/MS spectra of acetylated and succinylated peptides are presented in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.3

Statistics of identified acetylated and succinylated proteins.

(a) Peptide length distribution of acetylated peptides. (b) Distribution of acetylated
proteins based on number of acetylated sites. (c) Peptide length distribution of
succinylated peptides. (d) Distribution of succinylated proteins based on number of
succinylation sites.
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Figure 2.4

Representative fragmentation mass spectra of acetylated and succinylated
peptides in developing rice seeds.
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The detected b and y fragment ion series are shown. Loss of H2O or NH3 is presented in
yellow color. Charge state, peptide score, PEP and mass error are shown for each
spectrum. The acetylated (a) and succinylated (b) sites are indicated as (ac) and (su)
in peptide sequence, respectively.
Characterization of lysine acetylated and succinylated peptides
To understand the regulation of lysine acetylation and succinylation , we carried
out modification site motif analysis by examining the sequences from -10 to +10 amino
acid residues of the 1,003 acetylation sites and 854 succinylation sites using program
motif-x.
Seven distinguished motifs were identified for acetylation (Figure 2.5a); which
were KacXXXR, KacXXXXR, KacXXXK, KacY, KacF, KacH, and
KXXXXXXXXKac. While, six distinguished motifs were identified for succinylation:
KsuXXXXR, KsuXI, KsuXXXR, LKsu, KsuXXXXXXXR, and KXXXXKsu (Figure
2.5b). Kac or Ksu indicates the acetylated or succinylated lysine, and X indicates a
random amino acid residue. The motif KXXXXXXXXKac has not been reported as an
acetylation motif in other published studies.
In addition, the frequency of amino acid residues flanking the acetylated or
succinylated lysine was analyzed to investigate the enrichment or depletion of different
amino acids (Figure 2.5c). Arginine (R) at positions from -8 to -4 and +2 to +8, especially
at -7, -6, +4, +5, +6 and +8 position, and lysine (K) at -9,-7,-5 and +4 position were
favorable for acetylation. Moreover, higher frequency of histidine (H) at +1 position,
phenylalanine (F) at +1 and -1 positions, and tyrosine (Y) at +1 position were observed
around acetylated lysines and these patterns agreed with the identified conserved motifs
reported above. Interestingly, lysines with another lysine positioned from -2 to + 1 or an
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arginine positioned at -1, alanine at +1, leucine at +1 and +4 had the lowest frequency to
be acetylated according to flanking sequence analysis (Figure 2.5c). For amino acids
surrounding succinylated lysines, arginine at positions from +4 to +9, especially at +4, +5
and +7, and isoleucine at +2 position, leucine at -1 position, were drastically preferred
and these patterns agreed with the identified conserved motifs reported in this study.
Interestingly, lysines with an arginine positioned at -1 or another lysine positioned from 2 to + 2 have the lowest frequency to be succinylated according to flanking sequence
analysis (Figure 2.5c).
A noteworthy preference for motifs was discovered in succinylated proteins
associated with different biological processes, molecular functions, cellular components,
pathways, and domains (Figure 2.5d-f). For example, the proteins expressing binding
activities prefer to harbor motifs of KXXXXKsu and KsuXI. The storage-related proteins
in developing rice seeds habitually adopt cupin 1 domain, RmlC-like cupin domain, and
RmlC-like jelly roll fold domain. They prefer to harbor motifs containing arginine
(KsuXXXR, KsuXXXXR, KsuXXXXXXXR). The recognition of conserved motifs and
motif preferences in different protein clusters provides verification that protein lysine
succinylation is a highly regulated modification process instead of non-specific
modifications, and its function is influenced by the environment of neighboring amino
acid residues.
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Figure 2.5

Motif analysis of the acetylation and succinylation sites.

(a) Conserved motifs of acetyl-21-mers flanking acetylation sites (“K” in position 0). (b)
Conserved motifs of succyl-21-mers flanking succinylation sites (“K” in position 0). The
size of each letter correlates to the frequency of that amino acid residue occurring in that
position. (c) Heat map of the amino acid compositions around the acetylation (upper) and
succinylation (lower) sites. The –log10 (Fisher’s exact test p value) for every amino acid
in each position (from -10 to +10) is shown. (d-f) Motif logo-based clustering analyses of
the succinylation sites. (d) GO annotation enrichment; (e) KEGG pathway enrichment
analysis; (f) Domain enrichment analysis.
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Functional annotation of lysine acetylated and succinylated proteins
To further understand the biological regulations and functions of acetylated and
succinylated proteins in developing rice seeds, we carried out gene ontology (GO) and
subcellular localization analyses.
In biological process of GO analysis, the results showed that a large number of
acetylated and succinylated proteins associated with metabolic process, cellular process,
response to stimulus, single-organism process and localization. It is interesting that the
acetylated and succinylated proteins in developing rice seeds are highly involved in
response to stimulus, which indicates that these modifications may play a potential role in
stress tolerance. The results of molecular function analysis showed that the majority of
acetylated and succinylated proteins were related to binding and catalytic activities
(Table 2.1). In developing rice seeds, almost all enzymes involved in the citrate cycle
were modified by an acetyl or succinyl group (Figure 2.6). In addition, enzymes
associated with glycolysis/gluconeogenesis and pentose phosphate pathways were found
to be heavily modified as shown in Figure 2.6. Zhao et al. (2010) found that virtually
every enzyme in glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, citrate acid cycle, urea cycle, fatty acid
metabolism and glycogen metabolism had undergone acetylation in human liver cells
(Zhao et al., 2010). In Salmonella, the central metabolism enzymes are acetylated
extensively and differentially in response to different carbon sources (Wang et al., 2010);
indicating an plausible role of acetylation in metabolic regulation and some degree of
functional conservation of acetylation in metabolic regulation between plants and other
organisms. The subcellular location of the acetylated and succinylated proteins was
determined by WoLF PSORT, a subcellular localization predication software (Table 2.1).
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The results showed that acetylated and succinylated proteins are more abundant in
cytosol, chloroplast, mitochondria and nucleus.
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Table 2.1

Functional annotation of the acetylated and succinylated proteins based on
biological process, molecular function and subcellular localization.

Classification

Biological processes

Molecular functions

Subcellular localization

Annotation terms

No. of Acetylated
Protein

metabolic process
cellular process
response to stimulus
single-organism process
localization
biological regulation
developmental process
multicellular organismal process
cellular component organization or biogenesis
multi-organism process
reproduction
signaling
growth
immune system process
rhythmic process
locomotion
binding
catalytic activity
structural molecule activity
transporter activity
electron carrier activity
nutrient reservoir activity
enzyme regulator activity
antioxidant activity
1,3-beta-D-glucan synthase activity
sucrose synthase activity
molecular transducer activity
protein binding transcription factor activity
receptor activity
sucrose-phosphate synthase activity
cytosol
chloroplast
nucleus
mitochondria
plasma membrane
extracellular
endoplasmic reticulum
cytoskeleton
vacuolar membrane
Golgi apparatus
endoplasmic reticulum, plasma membrane
cytosol, nucleus
chloroplast, mitochondria
peroxisome

437
401
199
162
74
63
56
54
53
36
30
12
9
8
1
1
386
338
57
33
17
13
10
8
3
2
2
2
1
1
232
226
92
48
41
23
10
8
7
1
1
1
1
1
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No. of
Succinylated
Protein
216
190
132
77
39
29
24
23
15
28
13
2
3
8
0
1
185
177
20
18
9
16
6
12
0
2
0
0
0
0
105
117
25
45
16
19
6
5
9
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 2.6

Acetylated and succinylated enzymes in TCA cycle,
glycolysis/gluconeogenesis and starch biosynthesis pathways.

MDH: malate dehydrogenase; CS: citrate synthase; ACO: aconitate hydratase; IDH:
isocitrate dehydrogenase; OGDH: 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase E1 component; DLD:
dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase; LSC: succinyl-CoA synthetase; DLST: 2-oxoglutarate
dehydrogenase E2 component (dihydrolipoamide succinyltransferase); SDHA: succinate
dehydrogenase; FH: fumarate hydratase; PGM: phosphoglucomutase; PGI:
phosphoglucose isomerase; ALDO: fructose-bisphosphate aldolase; GAPDH:
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; TPI: triosephosphate isomerase; PGK:
phosphoglycerate kinase; GPML: phosphoglycerate mutase; ENO: enolase; PK: pyruvate
kinase; PDHA: pyruvate dehydrogenase; DLAT: pyruvate dehydrogenase E2 component
(dihydrolipoamide acetyltransferase); UGP: UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase; OsSUS:
sucrose synthase; OsAGP: ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase; OsGBSS: granule-bound
starch synthase; OsBE: starch branching enzyme; OsSS: starch synthase; OsISA: starch
debranching enzyme: isoamylase; OsPUL: starch debranching enzyme: pullulanase;
OsPHO: starch phosphorylase; G6PD: glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase; PGLS: 6phosphogluconolactonase; PGD: 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, decarboxylating 2;
RPE: Ribulose-phosphate 3-epimerase; RPIA: ribose-5-phosphate isomerase; TKT:
transketolase 1. Proteins highlighted in yellow color are modified by succinylation only.
Proteins highlighted in blue color are modified by both acetylation only. Red color
indicates proteins are modified by both acetylation and succinylation.
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Lysine acetylation and succinylation involvement in nutrition reservoir production
Variety of proteins associated with starch biosynthesis and metabolism were
acetylated or succinylated based on our study (Table 2.2). The acetylated or succinylated
starch synthesis pathway enzymes include granule-bound starch synthase I (OsGBSSI),
starch branching enzyme I and IIb (OsBEI and OsBEIIb), starch debranching enzyme
Isoamylase III and Pullulanase (OsISA3 and OsPUL), starch phosphorylase H and L
(OsPHOH and OsPHOL), ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase small subunit 2 and large
subunit 2 (OsAGPS2 and OsAGPL2), starch synthase IVa (OsSSIVa), disproportionating
enzyme II (OsDPE2), phosphoglucomutase (PGM), and sucrose synthase 2 and 3 (SUS2
and SUS3). Starch biosynthesis begins by cleavage of sucrose into hexoses or phosphohexoses, a reaction catalyzed by sucrose synthase or invertase (Lü et al., 2008). ADPglucose pyrophosphorylase catalyzes the synthesis of ADP-glucose, which is the glucosyl
donor for elongation of α-1,4-glucosidic chains. Thereafter, starch is synthesized through
a series of enzyme-catalyzed processes. Granule-bound starch synthase catalyzes
formation of amylose, which is essential for linear molecule joining via α-1,4 linkage in
starch (Lü et al., 2008). The starch synthase, starch branching enzyme and debranching
enzyme, play important roles in highly branched amylopectin synthesis. Additional
enzymes needed for starch tuning, such as starch phosphorylase and
phosphoglucomutase, are also necessary for building of starch granule and branched αglucans in amyloplasts, respectively (Turesson et al., 2014). Interestingly, we found that
starch synthesis pathway protein starch branching enzyme I and starch phosphorylase L,
had at least 10 and 8 acetylation sites, respectively.
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Storage proteins and starches are both core components of rice endosperm. Seed
storage proteins are not only critical as nutritional value supervisors for rice grain, but
they also participate as vital machineries for seed germination, initial seedling
development, endosperm structure, and culinary value (Chen et al., 2012a; Shewry and
Halford, 2002). For our investigations, 13 proteins with storage specialization were
acetylated or succinylated, including 10 rice glutelin proteins, 2 globulin proteins (Table
2.3). Glutelins are storage proteins that are specifically encoded by 15 genes in rice
genome, and they are considered the prevailing storage proteins in rice (Chen et al.,
2012a; Kawakatsu et al., 2010). GluA-1, GluA-2, GluA-3, GluB-1a, GluB-2, GluB-5,
GluB-6, GluB-7, GluC-1, and GluD-1 are 10 of the 15 constituting glutelin proteins that
are acetylated or succinylated.
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Table 2.2
Protein
Name
OsAGPS2

Enzyme
Entry
[EC:2.7.7.27]

Protein
Entrya
P15280

Acetylation
site(s)
217, 261

Succinylation
site(s)
217, 261, 263,
403, 447, 476

[EC:2.7.7.27]

Q5VNT5

250

37, 250, 312,
449, 459, 504

[EC:2.4.1.11]

Q0DEV5

444, 452

None

[EC:2.4.1.18]

Q0D9D0

[EC:2.4.1.18]

Q6H6P8

89, 103, 164,
324, 372, 500,
524, 697
134, 191, 587

[EC:3.2.1.68]

Q6K4A4

130

None

[EC:3.2.1.41]

Q7X834

805

732

OsPHOH

Starch branching enzyme
IIb
Starch debranching enzyme:
Isoamylase III
Starch debranching enzyme:
Pullulanase
Starch phosphorylase H

89, 103, 118, 164,
236, 372, 614,
662, 697, 809
134, 303, 738, 771

[EC:2.4.1.1]

Q8LQ33

747

None

OsPHOL

Starch phosphorylase L

[EC:2.4.1.1]

Q9AUV8

OsSSIVa

Starch synthase IVa

[EC:2.4.1.21]

Q5JMA0

216, 255,
504, 594,
913, 928
589

OsDPE2

[EC:2.4.1.25]

Q69Q02

215, 639

None

SUS2

Disproportionating enzyme
II
Sucrose synthase 2

[EC:2.4.1.13]

P30298

38, 164, 622, 747

SUS3

Sucrose synthase 3

[EC:2.4.1.13]

Q43009

172, 218,
630, 755

PGM

Phosphoglucomutase

[EC:5.4.2.2]

Q9AUQ4

18, 215, 506, 543

38, 319, 380,
725
68, 172, 215,
218, 327, 358,
588, 755, 797
568

OsAGPL2
OsGBSSI
OsBEI

OsBEIIb
OsISA3
OsPUL

a

Identified acetylated and succinylated proteins involved in starch metabolic
pathways.
Encoded Enzyme
ADP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase small
subunit 2
ADP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase large
subunit 2
Granule-bound starch
synthase I
Starch branching enzyme I

Uniprot Accession number.
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451,
846,

259, 255, 657,
734
None

447,

Table 2.3

Identified acetylated and succinylated seed storage proteins.

Protein
name
GluA-1

Protein
entrya
Q0JJ36

GluA-2

Acetylation site(s)

Succinylation site(s)

RAP Locus

None

154, 210, 395, 418, 444

Os01g0762500

P07730

149, 154, 444

418

Os10g0400200

GluA-3

Q10JA8

153, 225, 394, 417, 418

146, 153, 210, 394, 417, 443

Os03g0427300

GluB-1a

Q0E2D2

263

Os02g0249800

GluB-2

Q0E2D5

336

149, 197, 263, 312, 391, 414, 427,
440
None

GluB-5

Q6ERU3

149, 197, 341

245, 341, 392, 415, 416, 428, 441

Os02g0268100

GluB-6

Q6T725

None

Q0E2G5

147, 293

216
147, 384, 408, 433

Os02g0248800

GluB-7
GluC-1

Q6K7K6

152, 214, 456

95, 152, 214, 290, 331, 456

Os02g0453600

GluD-1

Q6K508

135, 142

410, 467, 261, 190

Os02g0249000

Globulin

Q75GX9

218, 257, 265

Os03g0663800

Globulin

Q852L2

216, 240

257, 272, 265, 367, 249, 524, 488
434, 274, 240, 216

Os02g0249600

Os02g0242600

Os03g0793700

a: Uniprot accession number.
Conservation of acetylated proteins in plants
To date, three studies of proteome-wide lysine acetylation identification in rice
(Oryza sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare) have been reported. Nallamilli et al. (2014)
identified 60 lysine acetylated sites in 44 rice proteins isolated from suspension cells
(Nallamilli et al., 2014). Recently, 1,337 acetylation sites in 716 proteins and 669
acetylation sites in 389 proteins were identified from 5-week old rice whole seedlings
(including leaves, stems, and roots) and germinating embryos, respectively (He et al.,
2016; Xiong et al., 2016). In these three studies, lysine acetylomes were investigated
using a similar strategy to the study: enriching acetylated peptides by immuno-affinity
purification and identifying modifications through LC-MS/MS. When comparing the rice
suspension cell acetylome (Nallamilli et al., 2014) with the developing seeds’ acetylome
reported here, only glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 1 (Q7FAH2) at position
196 was identical between the two studies. We found 171 acetylation sites on 132
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proteins from rice seedlings (Xiong et al., 2016) were also identified in our developing
rice seeds acetylome, comprising approximately 17.0% (171/1,003) of the acetylated sites
reported here. Moreover, 210 acetylated sites on 132 proteins (about 20.9%, 210/1,003)
were shared between rice germinating embryos (He et al., 2016) and developing seeds
acetylomes.
To evaluate the conservation of acetylated proteins identified in our study, we
performed BLAST analysis using the two-directional BlastP software with BLOSUM62
matrix. We aligned our acetylated protein sequences with previously reported plant
acetylome data, including eudicot plants of Arabidopsis thaliana (Finkemeier et al.,
2011; König et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2011), Glycine max (Smith-Hammond et al., 2014b),
Vitis vinifera (Melo-Braga et al., 2012), Fragaria ananassa (Fang et al., 2015), Solanum
tuberosum (Salvato et al., 2014) and the monocot plant Triticum aestivum (Zhang et al.,
2016b). The best-scoring homologous protein was selected if the corresponding BLAST
E value <1E-10, score >200, and identity >30. The comparison of developing rice seeds
acetylome with other published plant acetylomes is shown in Table 2.4. Orthologs of 281
O. sativa acetylated proteins were detected in the acetylomes of other plants. A large
proportion of conserved acetylated proteins are involved in central carbon metabolism, as
well as protein synthesis and folding. Several lysine sites in ATP/ADP translocator
protein are acetylated among different plants. The conservation of acetylated proteins
suggests that acetylation may play an important role in essential biological processes
among plants.
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Table 2.4

Comparison of the developing rice acetylome with other published plant
acetylomes.
Number of
acetylation
sites

Number of
acetylationproteins

1003

692

60

44

1

1337

716

132

(Xiong et al. 2016)

669

389

132

(He et al. 2016)

Monocot
Eudicot
Eudicot
Eudicot
Eudicot

Oryza sativa
(developing seeds)
Oryza sativa
(suspension cell)
Oryza sativa
(seedlings)
Oryza sativa
(germinating embryo)
Triticum aestivum
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Glycine max

Acetylated
homologous
protein with
developing
rice seeds
------

416
91
64
243
400

277
74
57
120
245

108
28
16
55
36

Eudicot

Vitis vinifera

138

91

45

Eudicot
Eudicot

Fragaria ananassa
Solanum Tuberosum

1392
37

684
31

265
9

(Zhang et al. 2016)
(Finkemeier et al. 2011)
(Wu et al. 2011)
(Konig et al. 2014)
(Smith-Hammond et al.
2014)
(Melo-Braga et al.
2012)
(Fang et al. 2015)
(Salvato et al. 2014)

Classification

Monocot
Monocot
Monocot
Monocot

Species

Reference

this study
(Nallamilli et al. 2014)

BLAST alignments were performed by using two-directional BlastP software with
BLOSUM62 matrix. The best-scoring homologous protein was selected if the BLAST E
value <1E-10, score >200, and identity >30.
Comparison of succinylome in different organisms
In recent experimentations, global proteome analysis for lysine succinylation in
germinating rice seeds acknowledged 665 succinylated sites on 261 proteins (He et al.,
2016). Compared with the 854 succinylation sites reported in this study, we identified
236 common sites on 141 succinylated proteins in the two rice succinylome studies. The
heavy succinylation for glutelins in developing rice seeds was found absent in
germinating embryo succinylomes. Moreover, protein biosynthetic enzymes, protein
disulfate isomerase (Q53LQ0), aspartate aminotransferase (P37833), and alanine
aminotransferase (Q338N8) contain grander modification locations in developing rice
seeds in comparison with germinating embryo. Numerous sites on starch biosynthetic
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enzymes (OsAGP, OsBE, OsDBE, and SUS) are succinylated in developing rice seeds,
but they are not succinylated in germinating rice embryos (He et al., 2016).
BLAST analysis was performed to recognize conserved succinylated proteins
possessed by various organisms. The proportion of conserved succinylated proteins was
greater in comparison to the succinylomes of B. distachyon L. and S. lycopersicum (Table
2.5). We discovered that proteins for carbon metabolism, amino acid biosynthesis, and
oxidative phosphorylation pathways are reserved in plant succinylomes. Orthologs of
131, 75, 39, and 68 succinylated developing rice seed proteins were detected in the
succinylomes of Animalia, Fungi, Protista, and Bacteria. Moreover, 18 developing rice
seed proteins contain succinylated homologues in all examined kingdoms. Among these
conserved proteins, 11 proteins are classified as ATP synthases and DnaK family
proteins. Two are classified as aldehyde dehydrogenases with involvements in cellular
response to oxidative stress. One is classified as adenylate kinase enzyme with
specializations in energy homeostasis and cell growth. Three are TCA cycle enzymes
(OGDH, DLST, and IDH) which catalyze succinyl-CoA formation; DLST additionally
operates as succinyltransferase (Gibson et al., 2015). Ortholog detection in the
succinylomes of various kingdoms provides noteworthy evidence of succinylation
conservation across diversified organisms.
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Table 2.5

Comparison of the developing rice seed succinylome with published
succinylomes of different species.

Oryza sativa (developing
seeds)
Oryza sativa (embryo)

854

347

No. of
conserved
Ksu protein
in rice
—

665

261

141

40.63%

(He et al., 2016)

Brachypodium distachyon
L.
Solanum lycopersicum

605

262

206

59.37%

(Zhen et al., 2016)

347

202

112

32.28%

(Jin and Wu, 2016)

Homo sapiens (Hela cell)

2004

738

117

33.72%

(Weinert et al., 2013)

Mus musculus (MEFs)

2565

779

66

19.02%

(Park et al., 2013)

Mus musculus (liver)

2140

750

113

32.56%

(Weinert et al., 2013)

Saccharomyces cerevisiae

1345

474

75

21.61%

(Weinert et al., 2013)

Protista

Toxoplasma gondii

425

147

39

11.24%

(Li et al., 2014)

Bacteria

Mycobacterium
tuberculosis (H37Rv)
Bacillus subtilis (strain
168)
Escherichia coli
(BW25113)
Vibrio parahemolyticus

1537

627

45

12.97%

(Yang et al., 2015)

327

204

32

9.22%

(Kosono et al., 2015)

2572

990

51

14.70%

(Weinert et al., 2013)

1931

642

54

15.56%

(Pan et al., 2015)

Kingdom
Plantae

Animalia

Fungi

Organism

NO.of
Ksu
sites

NO.of
Ksu
proteins

Percent

Reference

—

This study

BLAST alignments were performed by using two-directional BlastP software with
BLOSUM62 matrix. The best-scoring homologous protein was selected if the BLAST E
value <1E-10, score >200, and identity >30.
Proteins co-modified by succinylation, acetylation, ubiquitination and
phosphorylation
Emerging evidence proposes that PTMs may incorporate cross talk and
substitutions between alterations, which contributes to fluctuating functional
consequences of proteins (Spange et al., 2009). Certain lysine acylation regulatory
enzymes could have influences on various lysine acylation categories in a comparable
manner (Chen et al., 2007; Hirschey and Zhao, 2015; Park et al., 2013; Sabari et al.,
2015; Tan et al., 2014). A plausible notion is that the active acetyltransferases randomly
utilize acyl-CoAs to modify lysine substrates, and diverse lysine modifications may
experience competition for protein lysine sites during specific biological regulations.
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Proper investigations were performed to determine if rice proteins have the capability of
sheltering distinctive PTMs. We achieved comparative examinations of the developing
rice seed succinylomes, acetylome, phosphorylome (Qiu et al., 2016), and ubiquitome
(Xie et al., 2015b). A remarkable PTM overlapping was detected on proteins in rice
(Figure 2.7a). We discovered 168 existing proteins in 15 dpa developing rice seeds were
modified by both lysine succinylation and acetylation. This obtained data was
accountable for approximately 24.3% (168/692) of acetylome and 48.4% (168/347) of
succinylome reported here. The quantities of proteins embrace two or three special PTM
types are 196 and 49, respectively.
To completely understand the protein regulatory mechanisms with multimodifications, protein-protein interaction networks were created for rice proteins with at
least two analyzed modifications (Figure 2.7b). Proteins embracing multiple
modifications are associated with numerous cell biological processes. The superior three
clusters can be located in the highlighted portion of Figure 2.7b. Proteins engaging in
interactions with ribosomes, glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, and oxidative phosphorylation
provide evidence that cellular processes with strong connections to protein synthesis,
carbon metabolism, and energy metabolism are subjected to multiple post-translational
regulations.
Remarkably, 11 rice proteins encompass the complete array of analyzed PTMs.
These proteins are extensively involved in central carbon metabolism, amino acid
biosynthesis, starch biosynthesis, and plant defense response mechanisms. The starch
biosynthetic rate-limiting enzyme, ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase small subunit 2
(OsAGPS2), is a single protein harboring succinylation, acetylation, ubiquitination, and
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phosphorylation. Cellular signaling transduction regulators, 14-3-3 proteins, are engaged
in plant response mechanisms to abiotic and biotic stresses (Lozano-Durán and Robatzek,
2015; Ranty et al., 2006). We discovered that rice 14-3-3 proteins, GF14d, and GF14e are
substrates for all four modifications. GF14b, GF14c, GF14e, and GF14f revealed
transcriptionally controlled mechanisms when challenged with rice blast fungus,
Magnaporthe grisea (M. grisea), and bacterial blight, Xanthomonas oryzae pv. Oryzae
(Xoo), in both compatible and incompatible interactions (Chen et al., 2006). The PTM
modification sites on GF14e protein are highlighted in Figure 2.7c.

Figure 2.7

Overlapping rice proteins among acetylation, succinylation, ubiquitination,
and phosphorylation.

(a) Venn diagram showing the number of proteins overlapping among succinylation,
acetylation, ubiquitination and phosphorylation. (b) Protein-protein interaction network
of rice proteins with at least two PTMs among succinylation, acetylation, ubiquitination
and phosphorylation. Protein-protein interaction network was built against STRING
database (version 10.0). Identified interactions with confidence score ≥ 0.7 (high
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confidence) were fetched and visualized by Cytoscape software. (c) Succinylated,
acetylated, ubiquitinated and phosphorylated sites on representative protein 14-3-3-like
protein GF14-E (Uniprot: Q6EUP4).
Discussion
In this study, 1003 lysine acetylation sites on 692 proteins and 854 lysine
succinylation sites on 347 proteins with a FDR of ≤ 1% have been identified by a
thorough investigation in developing rice seeds. This expansion of the lysine acetylome
and succinylome in rice provides more comprehensive insights into the lysine acetylation
and succinylation in plant development and metabolism.
Understanding the global low-level stoichiometry and individual high-level
succinylation stoichiometry of specific lysine residues is important for investigating
succinylation functions in rice plant. The low succinylation occupancy, or stoichiometry,
was revealed by previously studies (Meyer et al., 2016; Weinert et al., 2013b; Xie et al.,
2012). Using SWATH-MS2 methodology, the majority of lysine succinylation
modifications in wild type E.coli proteins showed less than 2% occupancy (Meyer et al.,
2016). Our approximation of succinylation occupancy was roughly in line with the
stoichiometry measured from E.coli proteins.
Analysis of the acetylated sites revealed seven motifs in this study. The motif
KXXXXXXXXKac was identified for the first time in acetylomes. Five identical motifs
(KacXXXR, KacXXXXR, KacXXXK, KacY, KacH) have also been identified in
prokaryotes, Vibrio parahemolyticus and Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which are model
marine bacterium and human pathogen, respectively (Pan et al., 2014; Xie et al., 2015a).
Many of the preferred amino acids were also present in a high frequency in other
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eukaryotes, including KacXXXK, KacXXXXR, KacF, and KacH in human cells (Chen et
al., 2012b; Kim et al., 2006; Shao et al., 2012), KacY in grapevine, wheat and MEF cells
(Chen et al., 2012b; Melo-Braga et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2016b), KacH in wheat (Zhang
et al., 2016b), and KacXXXK in rat (Lundby et al., 2012). These observations suggest
that these sequence arrangements surrounding the acetylated sites are conserved to some
degree in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Additionally, motifs KacXXXR,
KacXXXXR, KacXXXK and, KXXXXXXXXXKac were not reported in rice seedlings
and germinating embryo acetylome motif studies (He et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2016),
suggesting that the acetylation sites can be highly tissue specific in rice. Remarkably,
motif LKsu had also been identified in succinylomes of E.coli BW25113, T. gondii,
mouse liver mitochondria and S. cerevisiae (Li et al., 2014b; Rardin et al., 2013; Weinert
et al., 2013b). Motif KsuXI was also reported in B. subtilis succinylome (Kosono et al.,
2015). In addition, some enriched amino acids identified in this study also shared high
similarities with the preferred sequence around the succinylation sites in mouse liver, V.
parahemolyticus, M. tuberculosis, S. lycopersicum, T. gondii and B. distachyon although
the precise residue position might be slightly different (Jin and Wu, 2016; Li et al.,
2014b; Pan et al., 2015; Weinert et al., 2013b; Xie et al., 2014; Zhen et al., 2016),
suggesting some degree of conservation in the succinylation sites in both prokaryotes and
eukaryotes. The motif analysis of acetylation and succinylation sites indicated that lysine
residues with specific amino acid context are more readily acetylated or succinylated. It is
acknowledged that the enzymes responsible for inducing phosphorylation on proteins
often specifically recognize sequence patterns around the phosphorylated
serine/threonine/tyrosine residues by their phosphoprotein-binding domains (Amanchy et
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al., 2011). Although it has not been proved, it is possible that acetyltransferases and
succinyltransferases prefer the consensus sequences that were revealed by motif analysis
for substrate recognition.
Cereal starch provides over 65% of the world’s food energy supply (Young and
Pellett, 1994). In this study, we detected that a striking number of enzymes involved in
starch biosynthesis were acetylated or succinylated (Table 2.2). The acetylated or
succinylated enzymes include starch biosynthesis rate-limiting enzyme (OsAGPs),
amylose formation key enzyme (OsGBSS), and amylopectin formation enzymes (OsBEs,
OsSS, OsISA, OsPUL, and OsPHOs). Besides acetylation or succnylation, OsAGPS2,
OsAGPL2, OsBEI, OsBEIIb, OsPUL, and OsPHOL were also found malonylated in
developing rice seeds (Mujahid et al., 2017). Zhang et al. reported that a NAD+dependent histone deacetylase, OsSRT1, is involved in starch accumulation and seed
development by regulating Rice Starch Regulator 1 (RSR1) and amylase genes in
developing rice seeds (Zhang et al., 2016a). Given that multiple key enzymes are
acetylated or succinylated, it is plausible that acetylation and succinylation may be
essential for starch metabolism. Further exploration of the function of acetylation and
succinylation on starch metabolic enzymes may be critical for understanding the
regulation of starch synthesis in developing seeds.
Rice seed storage proteins are synthesized and deposited during seed maturation
as a nitrogen source for seed germination or a nutrient source for the human diet
(Kawakatsu et al., 2010). We identified that ten glutelin storage proteins and two globulin
storage proteins were targeted by acetylation or succinylation in developing rice seeds
(Table 2.3). Besides the storage proteins in rice seeds, acetylation of several seed storage
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proteins in Arabidopsis thaliana and soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill, cv. Jack) was
also been reported (Smith-Hammond et al., 2014b; Wu et al., 2011). Immunoblotting
studies in Arabidopsis seeds detected acetylation on two major storage proteins of
cruciferin 2 α-subunit and cruciferin 3 β-subunit (Wan et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2011).
Cruciferin, a 12 S globulin, is the most abundant storage protein in Arabidopsis thaliana
seeds with a similar structure to cupin superfamily proteins (Wan et al., 2007).
Additionally, examination of the Lys-Nε-acetylome of developing soybean seeds revealed
245 acetylated proteins, of which 9 were storage proteins (Smith-Hammond et al.,
2014b), specifically Napin-type 2S albumin 1 and 3, Gly m Bd 28K/RmlC-like cupin,
Glutelin type A protein, and the major storage globulin proteins β-conglycinin α and β
subunits. The occurrence of acetylation on storage proteins in different plant types
indicates that storage protein acetylation is common in plants although the biological
function remains to be explored.
Emerging evidence suggests post-translational modifications may interact and
regulate biological processes together. Ubiquitination, phosphorylation and acetylation on
p53, a tumor suppressor, affect its stability and function (Brooks and Gu, 2003). Butler et
al. (2015) reported that acetylation increases epithelial Na+ absorption by reducing
epithelial Na+ channel (ENaC) ubiquitination. This stabilizes ENaC, and hence, increases
its abundance at the cell surface (Butler et al., 2015). The phosphorylation and acetylation
status change in pyruvate dehydrogenase phosphatase 1 (PDP1) and pyruvate
dehydrogenase E1 α subunit (PDHA) alters the activity of pyruvate dehydrogenase
complex (PDC) and promote glycolysis in cancer cells (Fan et al., 2014; Saunier et al.,
2016), suggesting that phosphorylation and acetylation play an important role in joint
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regulation of PDHA of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. In this study, we identified
substantial overlaps of these modifications in many proteins. In Figure 2.7c, a highlighted
example, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH, Q7FAH2), showed coregulation by acetylation, phosphorylation, succinylation and ubiquitination. GAPDH is a
key enzyme in glycolysis that catalyzes converting glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (G3P)
into glycerate 1,3-bisphosphate. It has been reported that increased GAPDH acetylation
results in increasing its glycolysis activity and inhibiting its activity in gluconeogenesis,
thus revealing that acetylation of GAPDH may direct the carbon flux toward glycolysis
or gluconeogenesis in bacteria (Wang et al., 2010). These modifications on GAPDH raise
a possibility that the enzyme is regulated by multiple modifications via cross-talk to
control carbon flux instead of by any individual modification alone. The functional crosstalk between post-translational modifications is still largely unknown in plants; our
results identified multiple key enzymes for further functional analysis.
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CHAPTER III
COMPREHENSIVE PROFILE OF LYSINE CROTONYLATION REVEALS UNIQUE
FEATURES OF CROTONYLATION IN DEVELOPING RIEC SEEDS
Introduction
Lysine crotonylation is a short-chain acylation that was initially identified by
Zhao and his-co-workers (2011) in histones of human cells and mouse sperm (Tan et al.,
2011). Crotonylation occurs on the ɛ-amino group of lysine and involves the addition of a
crotonyl group from crotonyl-CoA (Sabari et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2011). Crotonylation
induces a rigid four carbon structure with flattened C-C-π-bond, and, therefore, results in
a +68.023 Da mass shift of molecular weight in the substrate lysine residue (Figure 3.1A)
(Tan et al., 2011). This structural change also neutralizes the positive charge of the εamino group of lysine, leading to the possibility of charge-based modulating of chromatin
packaging, analogous to the role of lysine acetylation (Sabari et al., 2015).
Lysine crotonylation is dynamically regulated both enzymatically and
metabolically. Sabari et al. (2015) reported that p300 is able to crotonylate histones
(Sabari et al., 2015). Furthermore, CBP, hMOF, and PCAF have crotonyltransferase
activities for non-histone proteins (Xu et al., 2017). Crotonyl-CoA is an important
metabolite in cells and acts as the cofactor for donating crotonyl group (Baumann, 2015;
Sabari et al., 2015). Pathways that affect the concentration of crotonyl-CoA or acetylCoA can influence levels of histone crotonylation (Sabari et al., 2015). Class I histone
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deacetylases (HDACs), including HDAC1, HDAC2, HDAC3, and HDAC8, are the major
histone decrotonylases in mammalian cells (Wei et al., 2017a). Sirtuin family
deacetylases (SIRTs), SIRT1 and SIRT3, also demonstrated decrotonylase activities as
reported (Bao et al., 2014; Wei et al., 2017a). Recent studies have reported the YEATS
family proteins AF9, Taf14, and YEATS2 to be effective readers of lysine crotonylation
on histones (Andrews et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016a; Zhang et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2016).
Emerging evidence revealed that crotonylation was correlated with transcriptional
regulation. Histone lysine crotonylation is favorably enriched at active gene promoters
and potential enhancers (Tan et al., 2011). It functions as a specific indicator of sex
chromosome-linked gene expression in post-meiotic male germ cells (Montellier et al.,
2012; Tan et al., 2011). Sabari et al. (2015) demonstrated that p300-catalyzed histone
crotonylation can enhance transcription to a greater extent than acetylation(Sabari et al.,
2015). Cellular concentration of crotonyl-CoA has a positive correlation with gene
expression (Sabari et al., 2015). Wong and Yus’ group (2017) revealed that histone
decrotonylation, independent from deacetylation, is sufficient to trigger global
transcription repression, suggesting crotonylation plays a non-redundant role to
acetylation (Wei et al., 2017a).
It has been revealed that crotonylation on histones is conserved from various
species of eukaryotic cells (Evans, 2015; Tan et al., 2011). Recently, proteome-wide
identification of lysine crotonylation substrates has been reported in human cell lines and
Nicotiana tabacum. Using affinity enrichment-based proteomics, 1185 lysine
crotonylation sites from 453 human HeLa cell proteins (Wei et al., 2017b), 10,163
crotonylation sites on 2445 proteins from human A549 cells (Wu et al., 2017), 2696
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crotonylation sites on 1024 human H1299 cells (Xu et al., 2017), and a total of 2044
crotonylation sites distributed on 637 N.tabacum seedling leaf proteins (Sun et al., 2017),
were reported. However, crotonylation in monocot plants, especially in cereal crops, has
not been studied. The comparison between lysine crotonylation and other modifications
such as acetylation, phosphorylation, malonylation, and 2-hydroxylbutylation has not
been investigated. Rice is one of the most important cereals that serves as the staple food
for over half of the world’s population (Bhullar and Gruissem, 2013). Grain yield and
quality are two critical traits closely related to food security, human health and economic
value. In the rice grain, the majority of nutrients is stored in the form of starch and
protein. The content and composition of storage starch and protein are mainly determined
during the seed development. However, seed development governed by post-translational
modifications has been barely elucidated yet. In this study, a proteome-wide analysis
identified 6367 lysine crotonylation sites across 2132 proteins in developing rice seeds,
and showed that crotonylation is present in diverse critical metabolic processes. In
addition, motifs and amino acid residue frequency flanking crotonylated lysines were
analyzed. Our results showed that a number of crotonylated lysine sites on both histone
and non-histone proteins were conserved between plants and human cells. Additionally,
many rice proteins were substrates for multiple kinds of post-translational modifications
and even the same sites can be modified by multiple different modifications. Further,
many critical proteins harbor a large number of different modifications in the cell. This
study provides novel insights into the potential functions and regulations of lysine
crotonylation, as well as multi-PTMs mediated regulation and cross talk during cereal
grain development.
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Materials and Methods
Plant resources and growth environments
Oryza sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare rice plants were used in this study.
Leaves and roots were collected from 20-day seedlings grown in an incubator at 28 ℃
(16-h-day/8-h-night). Cultivated rice plants in a greenhouse of Mississippi State
University, MS, USA, provided the collections of 7, 15, and 21 dpa developing rice
seeds, matured rice seeds, flowers, and pollens. The cultured cells are rice (Oryza sativa
L. japonica cv. Nipponbare) NB2P suspension cells, which were maintained as reported
(Lee et al., 2004; Mujahid et al., 2013).
Protein extraction, Western blot, and proteolytic enzyme digestion
Extracted proteins were gathered by application of the phenol isolation method as
previously described (Hurkman and Tanaka, 1986; Nallamilli et al., 2014; Xing et al.,
2016). For Western blot, crotonylated proteins were detected by utilizing the rabbitderived pan anti-crotonyllysine antibody (PTM-501, PTM Biolabs, Chicago, IL, USA) in
a 1:1000 (v/v) dilution. Anti-rabbit IgG alkaline phosphatase conjugated secondary
antibody was used at a 1:30,000 (v/v) dilution. Western blot signal was detected by
NBT/BCIP (Nitro blue tetrazolium/5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-phosphate p-toluidine
salt, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) system. Trypsin digestion was conducted as
description in chapter II.
HPLC fractionation and affinity enrichment of peptides
To reduce the sample’s complexity, high-pH reverse-phase HPLC with Agilent
300 Extend C18 column (5 μm particles, 4.6 mm ID, 250 mm length, Agilent, Santa
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Clara, CA, USA) was utilized for proteolytic peptide separation. This step occurred
before crotonylated peptides enrichment and can be referred to the process in chapter II.
Fractionated peptides were enrich with pre-washed pan anti-crotonyllysine antibody
conjugated agarose beads (PTM-503, PTM Biolabs, Chicago, IL, USA) according to
procedures in chapter II.
Mass spectrometric analysis and database searching
The enriched peptides were analyzed NSI and Q-Exactive Plus Hybrid
Quadrupole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
(Detailed procedures in chapter II). The MS/MS raw data was administered by operating
MaxQuant (http://www.maxquant.org/) with an integrated Andromeda search engine
(v.1.4.1.2). The Oryza sativa database was acquired from Uniprot encompassing 63,195
sequences (released July 2014), which subsequently concatenated with reverse database
and frequent contaminants. Precursor and fragment ion mass tolerances were customized
to 10 ppm and 0.02 Da, respectively. Trypsin/P was specified as a cleavage enzyme with
the following limitations: 4 missing tryptic cleavages, 5 modifications per peptide, and 5
charges. For fixed modification, carbamidomethylation was particular for cysteine.
Variable modifications incorporated oxidation on methionine, crotonylation on lysine,
and crotonylation on protein N-terminals. The minimum peptide length was established at
7. The FDR thresholds for proteins, peptides, and modification sites were set at 1%.
Lysine crotonylation sites embracing a localization probability < 0.75 were meticulously
eliminated.
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Bioinformatics analysis of crotonylated peptides and proteins
GO analysis was derived from the UniProt-GOA database
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/) by recognizing and correlating biological processes and
molecular functions. Proteins that were not annotated by UniProt-GOA database endured
further investigations by protein sequence alignment in InterProScan software. Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis was accomplished by
utilizing the KEGG Automatic Annotation Server (KAAS) instrument. The annotation
findings were plotted to the KEGG pathway database by operation of the online service
tool KEGG mapper. Protein domain description was annotated by InterPro domain
database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/) using InterProScan software based on protein
sequence alignment. Additionally, GO terms, KEGG pathway and domain enrichment
investigations were implemented by maneuvering functional annotation tools of DAVID
bioinformatics resources 6.7 against the rice (Oryza sativa L.) background. A two-tailed
Fisher’s exact test examined the ascertained crotonylated proteins. The standard FDR
control method generated corrections for multiple hypothesis testing, and annotation
terms with a modified p-value below 0.05 were regarded as extensively enriched. Protein
subcellular localizations were predicated by WoLF PSORT software.
An adjacent sequence model of crotonyllysine was analyzed by motif-x
(http://www.motif-x.med.harvard.edu), integrating ten amino acids upstream and
downstream of the modification sites. Protein sequences for all Oryza sativa L. japonica
proteins were utilized as background databases. Cluster membership was visualized by
maneuvering the heat map with the “heatmap.2” function in the “gplots” R-package.
Secondary structure analysis was accomplished by operating NetSurfP (version 1.1).
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Only predictions embracing a minimum probability of 0.5 for one of the various
secondary structures (coil, α-helix, β-strand) were considered for analysis. The mean
secondary structure probabilities of modified lysine residues were compared to the mean
secondary structure probabilities of a control dataset comprising all lysine residues of all
discovered modified proteins. The non-paired Wilcox test generated p values
calculations.
BLAST analysis was accomplished by operating the two-directional BlastP
software with BLOSUM62 matrix. BLAST outcomes that encompassed a corresponding
E value < 1E-10, a score > 200, and an identity > 30 were appointed as the best-scoring
homologous proteins.
Results and Discussion
Global profiling of lysine crotonylome in developing rice seeds
To test if lysine crotonylation could be detected in rice, we isolated proteins from
rice (Oryza sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare) suspension cells, roots, leaves, flowers,
pollens, 7 dpa seeds, 15 dpa seeds, 21 dpa seeds, and mature seeds. Crotonylation signals
were detected among all the tested protein samples by Western blot using a pan anticrotonyllysine antibody (Figure 3.1B), suggesting that lysine crotonylation is ubiquitous
in rice.
To characterize the landscape of lysine crotonylation, we performed global
profiling of lysine crotonylome from 15 dpa developing rice seeds. Following tryptic
digestion, affinity enrichment and nano-HPLC/MS/MS analysis, a total of 6367
crotonyllysine sites across 2132 proteins were identified with less than 1% FDR using
MaxQuant software. The rice crotonylome is larger than the reported acetylome,
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succinylome or malonylome (He et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2018; Mujahid et al., 2018;
Xiong et al., 2016), suggesting that lysine crotonylation is an abundant PTM in the rice
proteome. The modified peptide length ranged from 7 to 42 amino acids, and the mass
error for the majority of the peptides was below 0.02 Da. The distribution of the mass
error was near zero, confirming that the mass accuracy was adequate. The occurrence of
modification sites in each protein was counted to evaluate the distribution of
crotonylation sites in the rice crotonylome (Figure 3.1C). Among the 2132 identified
crotonylated proteins, a large proportion of them (approximately 75.0%) carried one to
three crotonylation sites. Seventy-nine proteins embraced more than 10 crotonylation
sites. To evaluate the occupancy of crotonylated lysine residues in substrate proteins, the
frequency of crotonylated lysines in each modified protein was calculated and is
presented in Figure 3.1D. Nearly half of the identified proteins had fewer than 10% of
their lysines crotonylated. However, 113 proteins had crotonylated lysine frequency
exceeding 40%, and 20 proteins had the frequency equal to or surpassing 60%. The
heavily crotonylated proteins included aspartate aminotransferase (P37833), ribulose
bisphosphate carboxylase large chain (rbcL, P0C512), GluB-5 (Q6ERU3), GluA-2
(P07730), 1-Cys peroxiredoxin A (P0C5C9), and thioredoxin H1 (TRXH, Q0D840).
Many of the heavily crotonylated proteins play a critical role in cellular processes.
Subcellular localization of crotonylated proteins in developing rice seeds was
analyzed by WoLF PSORT software (Figure 3.1E). The crotonylated proteins largely
exist in the chloroplast (37%) and cytosol (32%), followed by the nucleus (13%),
mitochondria (6%), and plasma membrane (5%).
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Figure 3.1

Overview of lysine crotonylation in developing rice seeds.

(A) Structure of lysine crotonylation. (B) Lysine crotonylation profile in different rice
organs/tissue revealed by Western blot. Molecular weight is labelled on the left. The
samples are labelled on the top. M: size marker; 1. suspension cell protein; 2: roots
protein; 3: leaves protein; 4: flowers protein; 5: pollens protein; 6: protein from 7 dpa
seeds; 7: protein from 15 dpa seeds; 8: protein from 21 dpa seeds; 9: protein from mature
dry seeds. Upper: Image of SDS-PAGE stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250.
Lower: Western blot image. Same amount of proteins (25 μg per lane) were loaded for
samples.2 (C) Distribution of crotonylated proteins based on number of modification
sites. (D) Distribution of crotonylated lysine residues rate on modified proteins. (E)
Subcellular localization of the identified crotonylated proteins.
Analyzing lysine crotonylation sites
To determine the sequence preference adjacent to crotonylated lysines, we
conducted the motif analysis of amino acids surrounding crotonylated lysine from -10 to
+10 positions. Motif analysis revealed general preferences for 15 kinds of specific amino
acid residue arrangements flanking the crotonylated lysines (Figure 3.2A). Crotonylation
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has a strong substrate sequence preference for the negatively charged amino acids of
aspartic acid (D) and glutamic acid (E) at -1 or +1 position (Figure 3.2A). The three most
enriched motifs with 937, 683, and 643 matches were [EK], [KE], and [KD], respectively
(K indicates the crotonyllysine, Figure 3.2B). In addition, crotonylated lysines flanked by
aliphatic amino acids (I, L and V), aromatic amino acids (F and Y) and, amino acids G at
+1 position, N at -1 position are also enriched (Figure 3.2A). Frequency of amino acids
flanking the crotonylated lysine sites was consistent with the motif analysis (Figure
3.2C). Moreover, lysine (K) at the -9 position, arginine (R) at +5 to +8 positions, and
valine (V) at -4 to -2 positions were also over-presented around the crotonylated lysine
residues. The specific amino acid pattern surrounding modified sites suggests that
crotonylation occurs in a highly controlled process instead of a random process.
Motifs of [DK], [YK], [FK], [EK] and [KxL] (K indicates the crotonyllysine
identified and x indicates a random amino acid) in our study were also reported in N.
tabacum crotonylome, M. abscessus acetylome, P. asperata acetylome, rice seedling
acetylome, rice embryo succinylome, and B.distachyon succinylome, respectively (Guo
et al., 2016; He et al., 2016; Xia et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2017; Zhen et
al., 2016). The preference of negatively charged amino acids (D and E) flanking the
modified lysine was also observed in crotonylome of N. tabacum and human H1299
cells; acetylomes of T. thermophilus, rat, developing rice seeds and Synechocystis;
propionylome of E.coli; and 2-hydroxyisobutyrylome of developing rice seeds (Lundby
et al., 2012; Meng et al., 2018; Meng et al., 2017; Okanishi et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2017;
Sun et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2017). Moreover, high occurrences of hydrophobic or aromatic
amino acid residues were presented in the developing rice seeds crotonylome, acetylome
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or malonylome (Meng et al., 2018; Mujahid et al., 2018). These observations suggest that
various PTMs can share similar sequence patterns around the modified lysine residues for
substrate recognition, even in different organisms.
Analyzing of motifs flanking modified lysines provides implications for substrate
recruitment to the regulating elements. Lysine crotonylation readers, YEATS domains of
YEATS2, AF9, and Taf14, display a selectivity towards histone crotonylation peptides
based on divergent motif features surrounding modification sites (Andrews et al., 2016;
Li et al., 2016a; Li et al., 2016b; Zhao et al., 2016). Sirt1, Sirt3, and class I HDACs
(HDAC1, 2, 3, and 8) have been shown to possess decrotonylase activities (Bao et al.,
2014; Feldman et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2017a). These decrotonylases manifested varied
decrotonylation activities on substrates (Bao et al., 2014; Wei et al., 2017a). The
specificity of decrotonylases on recognizing both the modification site and its
surrounding residues is likely leading to the distinct substrate selectivity by
decrotonylases (Bao et al., 2014). Sirt3 and HDAC8 favor aromatic residues around the
deacetylation sites, and HDAC8 additionally prefers glycine (G), negatively charged
residue (D), hydrophobic residues (I and V), and aromatic residues (F and Y) flanking the
deacetylation sites (Riester et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2011; Toro and Watt, 2015), which
is in line with our motif analysis data. Since significant residue preference for negatively
charged amino acids surrounding crotonyl-lysine sites was observed in developing rice
seeds, N. tabacum and, human H1299 cells (Sun et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017), additional
catalyzing enzymes may exist for establishment and removal of crotonylation on those
sites.
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Secondary structure and surface accessibility may influence the ability of
crotonyltransferases and decrotonylases to recognize their substrates. We found that
crotonylated lysines tended to be located on ordered protein secondary structures, in
particular alpha-helix and beta-strand regions, compared to unmodified lysines (Figure
3.2D). Previous studies revealed that acetyl-lysine and succinyl-lysine sites in rice are
also enriched in regions with ordered secondary structure (He et al., 2016). Additionally,
lysine crotonylation sites had less surface accessibility compared with regular lysine
residues (Figure 3.2D).

Figure 3.2

Characteristics of the crotonylated lysines.
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(A) Conserved motifs of crotonyl-21-mers flanking the modification sites (K in position
0). The size of each letter correlates to the frequency of that amino acid residue occurring
in that position. (B) Frequency of each motif occurred in the identified peptides harboring
crotonylation. (C) Heat map represents the frequency of amino acid compositions around
the crotonylation sites. The –log10 (Fisher’s exact test p value) for every amino acid in
each position (from −10 to 10) is shown. (D) Secondary structure and surface
accessibility analyses of crotonylated lysine residues.
Functional annotation analyses of crotonylated proteins
To further understand the biological regulations and functions of crotonylated
proteins in developing rice seeds, we carried out annotation analyses on GO, the KEGG
pathway, and protein domains.
In biological processes of GO analysis, the results showed that proteins associated
with translation, protein processing, amino acid biosynthesis, carbohydrate metabolic
processes, and response to biotic and abiotic stresses, etc. were significantly enriched
(Figure 3.3A). The results of molecular function enrichment analysis showed that various
processes of molecular bindings and enzyme activities were overrepresented in the
developing rice seeds’ crotonylome (Figure 3.3A). Moreover, translation related
processes, such as forming structural constituents of ribosomes, translation factor activity
and aminoacyl-tRNA ligase activity, were also enriched (Figure 3.3A). Consistent with
our results, structural constituents of ribosomes, protein translation, and protein
processing in human cell crotonylomes were also enriched as previously reported (Wu et
al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017). KEGG pathway enrichment analysis illustrated that most
crotonylated proteins participated in carbon metabolism, protein/amino acid metabolism,
and energy metabolic pathways (Figure 3.3B). Enriched metabolic pathways of carbon
metabolism, pentose phosphate pathway, and biosynthesis of amino acids, ribosome and
proteasome were also identified in human cells (Wu et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017).
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Furthermore, we performed protein domain enrichment analysis to gain insight into the
functions of crotonylated proteins (Figure 3.3C). The results showed that multiple heat
shock and chaperonin protein domains were enriched. In addition, NAD(P)-binding
domain, thioredoxin-like fold, proteasome component domain, etc. were also enriched.

Figure 3.3

Functional enrichment analyses of GO terms, KEGG pathway, and domain
for crotonylated proteins.

A two-tailed Fisher’s exact test was applied to each catalog. (A) Gene ontology enriched
terms for molecular function and biological process. (B) Enriched pathway analysis for
crotonylated proteins. (C) Enriched domain analysis for crotonylated proteins.
Lysine crotonylation is conserved on histone and non-histone proteins
Lysine crotonylation was first identified on histones (Tan et al., 2011). Histone
crotonylation was reported to be correlated with transcriptional activation and gene
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expression (Sabari et al., 2015). So far, histone sites bearing crotonylation have been
identified in human (Tan et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2017), mouse (Sabari et al., 2017; Tan et
al., 2011; Tweedie-Cullen et al., 2012) and tobacco (Sun et al., 2017). In this study, we
identified 5 sites on H2B, 3 sites on H3, and 1 sites on H4. Sequence alignment analysis
showed that crotonylation on H2BK136, H3K57, H3K80, H3K123, and H4K92 of rice
were also observed in human, mouse and tobacco (Figure 3.4A). Crotonylation on
H2BK66, H2BK71 and H2BK74 were conserved but not in all studied organisms (Figure
3.4A). Moreover, crotonylation of H2BK107 was only identified in rice. The alignment
results revealed that lysine crotonylation is a conserved histone modification across
plants, humans, and mouse.
To evaluate the conservation of crotonylated non-histone proteins, we performed
BLAST analysis of our crotonylated rice protein sequences with previously reported
crotonylome datasets of tobacco (Sun et al., 2017), human HeLa cell (Wei et al., 2017b),
and A549 cell (Wu et al., 2017). Homologous protein was selected if the corresponding
BLAST expect <1E-10, score >200, and identities >30. As shown in Figure 3.4B, 508
(79.95%) tobacco seedling proteins, 149 (32.89%) human HeLa cell proteins, and 996
(40.74%) human A549 cell proteins were homologous to developing rice seeds proteins.
Meanwhile, 157 rice proteins have crotonylated homologues in all examined datasets. A
large proportion of conserved crotonylated proteins are associated with carbon
metabolism, ribosome, proteasome, amino acid biosynthesis and protein processing in the
endoplasmic reticulum. The identified orthologs in different crotonylomes suggest that
crotonylation is conserved, and it may play an important role in essential biological
processes shared by plants and humans.
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Figure 3.4

Conservation of crotonylated proteins.

(A) Comparison of histone H2B, H3 and H4 lysine acylation sites among rice, human,
mouse and N. Tabacum. Lysines with modifications are indicated by red color. The
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numbers indicate modified lysine positions on histones. (B) Comparison of the
developing rice crotonylome with published crotonylomes of H. sapiens and N. tabacum.
BLAST alignments were performed by using two-directional BlastP software with
BLOSUM62 matrix. The best-scoring homologous protein was selected if the BLAST E
value <1E-10, score >200, and identity >30.
Protein lysine crotonylation overlaps with acetylation, succinylation and
malonylation
Besides lysine crotonylation, protein lysine residues are also modified by other
acyl moieties, including acetyl, succinyl, propionyl, malonyl, glutaryl, and 2hydroxyisobuturyl (Rousseaux and Khochbin, 2015). Many of the identified lysine
crotonylation sites on histone are also known to be acetylated (Tan et al., 2011). It is
interesting to know whether different acylations can occur at the same sites on nonhistone proteins. We compared the crotonylated sites identified in this study to previously
determined acetylation, succinylation and malonylation sites in 15dpa developing rice
seeds (Meng et al., 2018; Mujahid et al., 2018). The size of acetylome (1003 sites),
succinylome (854 sites) and malonylome (421 sites) of developing rice seeds are far
smaller than crotonylome (6367 sites) detected in this study although we used the same
tissue for experiments. Comparison between different acylation data sets revealed that
392 (39%) acetylation sites, 501 (59%) succinylation sites, and 252 (60%) malonylation
sites were overlapped with crotonylation sites, respectively (Figure 3.5A-C), suggesting
that a large number of lysine residues can be modified by more than one acyl groups.
Among these acylations, crotonyl and acetyl belong to the hydrophobic acyl group of
modifications, while succinyl and malonyl modifications are classified into acidic acyl
group (Sabari et al., 2017). The smaller proportion of common modification sites
between crotonylation and acetylation suggested that these two modifications have
distinct substrate targets but there may be some degree of overlap. It will be very
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interesting to examine how these modifications affect the protein function when the same
residue is modified differently. Frequency of amino acids flanking the lysine sites with
the potential to harbor crotonylation and other acylations was analyzed by IceLogo
software (P < 0.05) (Figure 3.5E-G). Functional annotation of GO enrichment analysis (P
< 0.05) was also applied to proteins co-modified by crotonylation and other acylations
(Figure 3.5H-J). Crotonylation, acetylation, succinylation, malonylation, and their
possible combinations exhibited amino acid sequence preference at the modification sites
as well as protein species bias, respectively. For instance, the metabolic processes related
to peptides and organonitrogen compounds are highly enriched with proteins co-modified
by acetylation and crotonylation, while proteins involved in responses to stimulus and
stress were more frequently found with co-modified proteins of succinylation and
crotonylation (Figure 3.5H-J); glutamine (Q), histidine (H), arginine (R) and tyrosine (Y)
were over-presented at the -1, +1, +3 to +5 and +1 to +2 positions surrounding the lysine
sites both crotonylated and acetylated, but these residues were not enriched in close
proximity with the lysine residues co-modified by crotonylation, succinylation and
malonylation (Figure 3.5E-G). ADP-glucose transporter (OsBT1, Q6Z782), a key protein
for starch synthesis and compound granule formation in rice, was one representative
protein subjected to all the four modifications of crotonylation, malonylation, acetylation,
and succinylation. The modification sites of different PTMs on OsBT1 protein are shown
in Figure 3.5D.
Prior studies have demonstrated that the relative intracellular concentration of
crotonyl-CoA and acetyl-CoA determines the occurrence of crotonylation or acetylation
on histone lysines in p300-mediated reactions (Baumann, 2015; Sabari et al., 2015). We
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also found that some enzymes engaged in metabolisms of acetylation, ADP-ribosylation,
phosphorylation, methylation and ubiquitination were crotonylated. The discovery of
multi-acylations at the same lysine sites and similar amino acid arrangement around the
multi-modified lysines suggested that the existence of the same or similar enzymes
involved in establishment and removal of these different acylations. It has been
confirmed that lysine acetylation and crotonylation share the same catalyzing and
removing enzymes, and that the catalytic center is the same between histone deacetylase
and histone decrotonylase (Wei et al., 2017a). At the same time, however, lysine
crotonylation plays a non-redundant role to lysine acetylation on gene expression
regulation (Wei et al., 2017a). The possible competition, cross talk, and functional
interplay between different acylations on the same sites of a protein require further
investigation (Rousseaux and Khochbin, 2015; Sabari et al., 2015).
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Figure 3.5

Analysis of proteins modified by crotonylation, acetylation, succinylation
and malonylation.

(A-C) Overlapping lysine sites between crotonylation and acetylation (A), succinylation
(B) and malonylation (C) in developing rice seeds. (D) Representative protein comodified by crotonylation (CR), acetylation (AC), succinylation (SU), malonylation
(MAL) and phosphorylation (P). (E-G) Heatmap presents enriched (green) and depleted
(red) amino acids (from -5 to +5 position) surrounding lysines (K) co-modified by
crotonylation and acetylation (E), crotonylation and succinylation (F) and, crotonylation
and malonylation (G). P value <0.05. (H-J) Pathway enrichment annotation of proteins
co-modified by crotonylation and acetylation (H), crotonylation and succinylation (I) and,
crotonylation and malonylation (J).
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Proteins in transcription and RNA processing are crotonylated
Transcription is an essential step for gene expression, in which RNA is
synthesized from a DNA template. Lysine crotonylation de-compacts the chromatin
structure by neutralizing the positive charge on lysines, which is important for general
transcriptional regulation (Tan et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2017a).
In this study, five proteins as components of DNA-directed RNA polymerase I, II,
III, and V were crotonylated (Table 3.1). These RNA polymerases are involved in the
formations of pre-rRNAs, mRNA precursors, snRNAs, microRNAs, tRNAs, siRNAdirected heterochromatin and other small RNAs in plants. Other crucial elements for
transcription, including five transcription factors and three transcription initiation factors,
were also targeted by crotonylation (Table 3.1). Notably, transcription factor OsNFYC12 (Q8LMX6) is preferentially expressed in the endosperm. It mediates the OsNFYB1 nuclear localization in the cell and consequently regulates the grain filling and
endosperm development of rice (Xu et al., 2016). Zinc finger transcription factor SRZ1
(Q6Z6E6), on the other hand, is a stress responsive gene that plays a negative role in
abiotic stress signaling (Huang et al., 2008).
RNA processing, including polyadenylation, capping, and splicing, functions on
editing primary transcripts into a mature mRNA, functional tRNA, or rRNA. In this
study, polyadenylate-binding protein (Q6Z050/Q6YYV1), cleavage and polyadenylation
specificity factor (Q652P4) for polyadenylation, and nuclear cap-binding protein
(Q10LJ0) for capping were subjected to crotonylation. We also detected a number of
splicing factors, small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs), pre-mRNA-processing
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factors and heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs) that were substrates for
crotonylation (Table 3.1). These proteins are essential for mature mRNAs formation.
Stress-related proteins are crotonylated
GO enrichment analysis revealed that biological processes of response to various
biotic and abiotic stresses were favorably presented in the developing rice seed
crotonylome (Figure 3.3). Plants possess secondary messengers, such as Ca2+ and
reactive oxygen species (ROS), to interpret environmental stimuli (Cha et al., 2015).
Ca2+-related proteins, calmodulin and calcium-dependent protein kinase, were targeted
by crotonylation (Table 3.1), and these proteins are important for signal transduction to
stimulate plant responses to various stress conditions. Toxic ROS molecules are largely
accumulated in plants due to environmental stresses, resulting in the oxidative stress in
cells, plant growth inhibition and grain yield decrease (Caverzan et al., 2016; Cha et al.,
2015). ROS scavengers such as superoxide dismutase (SOD), ascorbate peroxidase
(APX), catalase (CAT), glutathione peroxidase (GPX), peroxiredoxin (Prx), thioredoxin
reductase (TrxR), thioredoxin (Trx), monodehydroascorbate reductase, and glutathione
reductase were also crotonylated in developing rice seeds (Table 3.1).
We further identified that proteins directly linked to biotic and abiotic stress
resistance were crotonylated (Table 3.1). For example, rice OsPti1a negatively regulates
RAR1-dependent defense responses to pathogens (Takahashi et al., 2007); xylanase
inhibitor protects plant cell wall from enzymatic depolymerizing by pathogenic microorganisms (Beliën et al., 2006); OsPBZ14 and OsPBZc are responsive to pathogen
infections; and these disease resistance proteins were shown to be subjected to
crotonylation (Table 3.1). For the abiotic stresses, acid phosphatase is responsive to
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phosphate (Pi) starvation (Lenburg and O'Shea, 1996); tripeptidyl-peptidase 2 and
phytochelatin are involved in resistance to metal poisoning (Cobbett, 2000); aldose
reductase, DIP3, aquaporins, dehydrins, and dehydration-responsive proteins are related
to water stress responses (Karuna et al., 2000); UBP1b plays a role in heat stress
tolerance in plants (Nguyen et al., 2017); GRP1A and glyoxylate/succinic semialdehyde
reductase play a protective role in plants for chilling stress (Kim et al., 2010; Zarei et al.,
2017); SRZ1 negatively regulates various abiotic stresses in rice (Huang et al., 2008); and
these proteins were also detected as crotonylated in rice (Table 3.1). Moreover, osmotin,
MAPK1, OsPR4b, OsUsp1, germin-like protein 8-2, and OsNDPK1 are broad-spectrum
stress resistance proteins (Table 3.1) and were found crotonylated.
Additionally, phytohormone-responsive proteins and enzymes associated with
biosynthesis of ethylene, auxin, ABA, and JA were found crotonylated in rice seeds
(Table 3.1). Endogenous plant growth regulators have been reported functioning in
responses to environmental stresses (Upreti and Sharma, 2016). For instance,
overexpression of indole-3-acetic acid-amido synthetase GH3.8 results in enhanced
disease resistance to the rice pathogen Xanthomonas oryzae pv oryzae (Ding et al.,
2008). Crotonylation was detected on this enzyme in rice seeds as well (Table 3.1). Cells
require adaptive strategies in response to dynamic environmental changes. The functions
of post-translational modifications are worth exploring in studies of plant responses to
biotic and abiotic stresses.
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Table 3.1

Selected crotonylated proteins in developing rice seeds.

Transcription and RNA processing
Q94LQ9
Q5SML0

CCR4-NOT transcription complex subunit 1;
Chromatin-remodeling factor CHD3

Q0D6B1
Q6AT27

Q652P4

Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 2

Q10MC6

Q0E3V3
Q0DQ04
Q6ZGM1
Q6Z5L9

DNA-directed RNA polymerase V subunit 1
DNA-directed RNA polymerase II subunit RPB2
DNA-directed RNA polymerase II subunit RPB4
DNA-directed RNA polymerases I and III subunit RPAC1
DNA-directed RNA polymerases I, II, and III subunit
RPABC3 RPB8

Q6H547
Q688H6
Q6EUD5
Q10DW3

Regulator of nonsense transcripts 1 (UPF1)
Putative fibrillarin
Pre-mRNA-splicing factor ATP-dependent RNA helicase
DHX15/PRP43
RNA binding protein Rp120
SF2/ASF splicing modulator Srp30
Splicing factor 3A subunit 1
Splicing factor 3A subunit 3

Q0E412

Splicing factor 3B subunit 1

Enhancer of mRNA-decapping protein 4

Q9ZQW8

Splicing factor U2AF 35 kDa subunit

H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex subunit 4

Q2R0Q1

Splicing factor U2AF 65 kDa subunit

Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1/A3;

Q6ZDR7

Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 2

Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2/B1-like
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein G;
Histone-like transcription factor and archaeal histone family
protein
NAC transcription factor
NAC transcription factor 25
Nuclear cap-binding protein subunit 1

Q69KL9
Q0JD63

Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 7
Transcription factor bHLH95

C7IWS5

Transcription initiation factor IIF beta subunit

Q8W0W3
Q53QT1
Q0DKM4

Transcription initiation factor TFIIB;
Transcription initiation factor TFIIF subunit alpha
U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A (SNRPA)

Polyadenylate-binding protein

Q6K476

U4/U6 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein PRP3

Pre-mRNA-processing factor 19
Pre-mRNA-processing factor 6
Pre-mRNA-processing factor 8
Pre-mRNA-splicing factor SYF1

Q9LGE6
Q6ZBS1
Q6Z6E6

U6 snRNA-associated Sm-like protein LSm4
U6 snRNA-associated Sm-like protein LSm7
Zinc finger transcription factor ZFP30

Q0D9D0

Starch branching enzyme I (OsBEI)

Q0JDF0

Starch branching enzyme IIa (OsBEIIa)

Q6H6P8

Starch branching enzyme IIb (OsBEIIb)

Q6AU80

Starch debranching enzyme: Isoamylase II (OsISA2)

Q6K4A4
Q7X834

Starch debranching enzyme: Isoamylase III (OsISA3)
Starch debranching enzyme: Pullulanase (OsPUL)

Alpha-amylase

Q8LQ33

Starch phosphorylase H (OsPHOH)

Disproportionating enzyme I (OsDPE1)
Disproportionating enzyme II (OsDPE2)
Floury endosperm 2 (FLO2)

Q9AUV8
Q0DEC8
Q0DDE3

Starch phosphorylase L (OsPHOL)
Starch synthase I (OsSSI)
Starch synthase IIa (OsSSIIa)

Floury endosperm-4 (FLO4)

Q6Z1D6

Starch synthase IIIa (OsSSIIIa)

UDP–glucose pyrophosphorylase
Granule-bound starch synthase 1, chloroplastic/amyloplastic
(OsGBSSI)
Inorganic pyrophosphatase (Chalk5)
Sucrose-phosphate synthase 1
Sucrose-phosphate synthase 4

P31924

Sucrose synthase 1 (OsSUS1)

P30298

Sucrose synthase 2 (OsSUS2)

Q43009
Q10LP5

Sucrose synthase 3 (OsSUS3)
Sucrose synthase 4 (OsSUS4)

Q0D9U8
Q6Z5M6/
Q5ZA31
Q10KT9
Q2QQ97/
Q6YVH4
Q5ZDX8
Q75LJ7
Q8LMX6
Q8RUI4
Q6AT85
Q10LJ0
Q6Z050/
Q6YYV1
Q9AV81
Q8W3F7
Q75IR5
Q8LIB1

Starch biosynthesis and regulation
Q5VNT5
Q6AVT2
Q69T99
P15280
Q6Z782
Q0DEX6
Q0J528/
Q0JJV2
Q8LI30
Q69Q02
Q7XQE6
Q6AVA8/
Q75KR1
Q93X08
Q0DEV5
Q75M03
Q0JGK4
Q6ZHZ1

ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase large subunit 2
(OsAGPL2)
ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase large subunit 3
(OsAGPL3)
ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase small subunit 1
(OsAGPS1)
ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase small subunit 2
(OsAGPS2)
ADP-glucose transporter (OsBT1)
ADP-sugar diphosphatase

Stress-related protein
Q67WU6

Acid phosphatase, response to phosphate (Pi) starvation

Q8H4M5

Alpha-amylase inhibitor 5

Q0JBL0

Alpha-amylase/subtilisin inhibitor

Q2QLS7
Q67VZ1/
Q6H450/
Q6Z6A7
Q6ZD29
Q2R3A1
O04138
Q7XCK6
Q9FYR9
Q9AV02
Q6ESR4
Q2R4Z7
Q5WMX0

Antifungal protein R

Q6YZW2/
Q2R134
Q943L0
Q8GVI3/
Q7XC37
Q75T45

Ca(2+)-dependent phospholipid-binding proteins, annexin

Q2QNT0

OsPBZc , disease defense-related gene

Bet v 1 allergen family protein
Chalcone synthase
Chitinase 4
Chitinase 8
Class III chitinase
Dehydration-responsive protein, putative
Dehydration-stress inducible protein 1
Dehydrin Rab16C
DIP3, drought-induced gene

Q2R1V2
Q75L45
Q75H96
Q6Z9F9
Q8H454
Q6YSC5
Q2QNS7
Q5VRI1
Q7XSQ9

OsPR4b，Barwin
OsPti1a，Pto kinase interactor 1
OsSWAP70, Os03g0666200
OsTIL-2, Temperature-induced lipocalin-2
OsUsp1, universal stress protein，
OsZIP14, response to iron toxin
PBZ1, probenazole inducible gene
Phytochelatin, resistance to metal poisoning
Probable aquaporin PIP1-2
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Oligouridylate binding protein 1b (UBP1b)
Osmotin
OsNDPK1, nucleoside diphosphate kinase 1
OsPBZ14, response to pathogen infection

Table 3.1 (continued)
Q8LH34
Q7XBT3
Q6YZA9
Q2QLR2
Q84VC8/
Q656T5
Q69U64
Q8L5K0
Q0DJE6
A3AHG5
Q8H8B0
P0C5A4
Q5QN75

Disease resistance response protein-like protein
Early-responsive to dehydration protein
Germin-like protein 8-2
Glycine-rich RNA-binding protein GRP1A

Q8H5N9
Q6K215
Q7XLR1
Q65WW3

Probable aquaporin PIP2-1
Probable aquaporin PIP2-2
Probable aquaporin PIP2-6
Putative aldose reductase (AR)

Glyoxylate/succinic semialdehyde reductase

Q67X37

Putative salt tolerance protein 5

Harpin-induced protein 1 family (HIN1)-like
Iron-storage protein, Ferritin
lactoylglutathione lyase
Late embryogenesis abundant protein 1
late embryogenesis abundant protein D-34
Late embryogenesis abundant protein, group 3
Mitogen-activated protein kinase 1(MAPK1)

Q6Z6E6
Q6H660
Q6K623
Q6ESI7
Q2R4Z4
Q53NL5

SRZ1(stress response zinc finger protein1)
Stress-induced protein sti1
Temperature stress-induced lipocalin
Tripeptidyl-peptidase 2, response to metal/environmental stress
Water stress-inducible protein Rab21
Xylanase inhibitor protein 2

Reactive Oxygen Species Scavenging
P0C5C9

1-Cys peroxiredoxin A

Q6ER94

2-Cys peroxiredoxin BAS1, chloroplastic

Q10S82

Catalase

Q94DM0
P55142
Q0DAE4
Q10L56/
Q0JB49/
Q6ESJ0

Class III peroxidase 23
Glutaredoxin-C6
Glutaredoxin-C8

Q652L6/
Q6ZJ08/
Q84PW3
Q10L32
Q5JMS4/
Q7XSV2
P0C5D5
Q9FR35
Q69TY4

Glutathione peroxidase

Q43008

Superoxide dismutase, Fe-Mn family

Glutathione reductase (NADPH)

Q0D3U5/
Q0DRV6/
Q0DTX5/
Q0J3N7

Superoxide dismutase [Cu-Zn]

Glutathione S-transferase

Q8S091

Thioredoxin F

Glutathione S-transferase GSTU6

Q0D840

Thioredoxin H1

Glutathione synthase

Q6H7E4

Thioredoxin M1

L-ascorbate peroxidase 1
L-ascorbate peroxidase 2
L-ascorbate peroxidase 4
L-ascorbate peroxidase 5
Monothiol glutaredoxin-S1
Monothiol glutaredoxin-S11
Monothiol glutaredoxin-S7

Q9ZP20
Q655X0
Q6ZFU6
Q7XKD0
Q5Z9Z3
Q0J9V5
Q6ES52

Thioredoxin M5
Thioredoxin O
Thioredoxin reductase NTRB
Thioredoxin X
Thioredoxin-like protein Clot
Thioredoxin-like protein CXXS1
TPR repeat-containing thioredoxin TDX

Q852M1
Q0DKE8
Q0D4Z6
B9FSC8
Q69QB4

Indole-3-acetaldehyde oxidase
L-tryptophan-pyruvate aminotransferase
Indole-3-acetic acid-amido synthetase GH3.8
Putative 12-oxophytodienoate reductase 11
Putative ABA-responsive protein

Q8S5T1/
Q0DWI9
Q0JMQ5/
Q5ZC86/
Q69RL1
Q9FUE3/
Q06398
C7JA70/
Q0IRE6
Q10N21
Q9FE01
Q6ZJJ1
P0C0L0
Q0JQ97
Q0IWL9
Q851Y7

Monodehydroascorbate reductase (NADH)
Peptide methionine sulfoxide reductase B5
Peroxidase
Peroxiredoxin Q, chloroplastic
Peroxiredoxin-2C
Peroxiredoxin-2E-1

Phytohormone biosynthesis and responsive proteins
Q53JF7
Q6ZHG2
B9G2A8
Q6K8D2
Q84TA8

ABA/WDS induced protein
Aminocyclopropanecarboxylate oxidase
Auxin transport protein BIG
Ethylene-responsive protein
Ethylene-responsive small GTP-binding protein

Proteins involved in carbon metabolism and starch biosynthesis are crotonylated
GO and KEGG pathway enrichment analyses showed that crotonylated proteins
were involved in multiple important biological processes, including carbohydrate
metabolisms, glucose metabolic process, carbon fixation in photosynthesis, citrate cycle
(TCA cycle), glycolysis / gluconeogenesis, and pyruvate metabolism (Figure 3.3). Grain
filling is mainly a process of carbohydrates accumulation, thus carbon metabolism is
critical for cereal seed development.
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Central carbon metabolism, including glycolysis and TCA cycle, is an essential
metabolic pathway for plants and all other organisms, which completes the oxidative
degradation of fatty acid, amino acid and monosaccharides for energy production.
Meanwhile, TCA cycle provides the building blocks for other molecules, such as amino
acid precursors and NADH. The gluconeogenesis pathway generates glucose as the key
substrate for starch biosynthesis. Our study reveals that a number of the known glycolysis
and TCA cycle key enzymes were crotonylated. Proteomic and transcriptional studies on
rice inferior spikelets and superior spikelets during grain filling indicated that the
expression of most identified proteins in glycolysis and TCA cycle was less abundant in
inferior spikelets than in superior spikelets (Sun et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014).
Moreover, the slower glycolysis and TCA cycle in inferior spikelets during early- to midgrain-filling stages reduced the endosperm cell enlargement and starch synthesis (Zhang
et al., 2014).
Starch is a primary energy reserve for various metabolic processes in plants. The
storage starch is not only essential for postembryonic development but also is an
important food source for humans and livestock. We found that a striking number of
proteins engaged in starch biosynthesis and regulation were crotonylated including ADPglucose pyrophosphorylases (OsAGPL2, OsAGPL3, OsAGPS1, and OsAGPS2), ADPglucose transporter (OsBT1), alpha-amylase, disproportionating enzymes (OsDPE1 and
OsDPE2), granule-bound starch synthase I (OsGBSSI), starch branching enzymes
(OsBEI, OsBEIIa, and OsBEIIb), isoamylases (OsISA2 and OsISA3), pullulanase
(OsPUL), starch phosphorylases (OsPHOH and OsPHOL), starch synthases (OsSSI,
OsSSIIa, and OsSSIIIa), FLO2, FLO4, and Chalk5 (Table 3.1). Sucrose is the major
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transported form of photoassimilates from source to sink tissues in rice plants, and is
involved in sucrose-to-starch pathway. We identified four pivotal sucrose metabolism
proteins including sucrose synthases (OsSUS1-4), sucrose phosphate synthases (SPS1
and SPS4), sucrose transport protein (SUT1) and UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase that
were crotonylated (Table 3.1).
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CHAPTER IV
PROTEOME-WIDE ANALYSIS OF LYSINE 2-HYDROXYISOBUTYRYLATION
IN DEVELOPING RICE (ORYZA SATIVA) SEEDS
This chapter is from article “Meng, Xiaoxi, et al. "Proteome-wide Analysis of
Lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation in Developing Rice (Oryza sativa) Seeds." Scientific
reports 7.1 (2017): 17486.” This article is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY 4.0).
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Introduction
In recent investigations, Zhao and his co-workers discovered the innovative,
evolutionarily-conserved short-chain lysine acylation, 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation (Khib)
(Dai et al., 2014). Khib significantly introduces a steric bulk with a mass shift of +86.03
Da due to acylation of the epsilon amino side-chain of lysine (Figure 4.1a). 2hydroxyisobutyryl group accumulation neutralizes lysine’s positive charge, potentially
fluctuating the association between histone and DNA. Concurrently, it attaches a
hydroxyl group to the designated substrate to enable hydrogen bond formation between
the modified lysine and other molecules (Dai et al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2015). Moreover,
Khib is associated with active gene transcription, and H4K8hib is a better indicator for
high gene expression than H4K8ac (Cluntun et al., 2015; Dai et al., 2014; Rousseaux and
Khochbin, 2015). Isotopic labeling of core histones from Hela cells showed that 2hydroxyisobutyryl-CoA (HibCoA), that can be synthesized from 2-hydroxyisobutyrate, is
likely a cofactor for Khib (Cluntun et al., 2015; Dai et al., 2014; Rousseaux and
Khochbin, 2015). Histone acetyltransferase Esa1p in budding yeast and its homologue
TIP60 in human could trigger Khib reaction both in vitro and in vivo (Huang et al.,
2017a). In addition, in vitro experiments provided noteworthy evidence of histone
deacetylases 1-3 (HDAC 1-3), Rpd3p, and Hos3p functioning as potential regulatory
enzymes for lysine de-2-hydroxyisobutyrylation reactions on core histones (Dai et al.,
2014; Huang et al., 2017b).
Presently, 63 histone 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated lysine sites have been identified in
human and mouse (Dai et al., 2014), which exceeds the known numbers of other
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extensively-studied histone PTM sites. Notably, 27 of these 63 modified sites are
exclusive to 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation compared to lysine acetylation and crotonylation
(Dai et al., 2014). The stoichiometries of histones H3K79, H2BK108, H4K91 and H1K62
in synchronized G2/M Hela cells were reported as comparable to or even higher than that
of many histone acetylation marks with known biological functions, indicating that Khib
is a highly dynamic PTM in cell (Dai et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2015). Zhao et al. (2014)
revealed that Khib positioned in both N termini and main globular domains of histones
encounters a modification mechanism that differs from acetylation. In addition, Khib has
shown dramatic changes in genomic distribution during male germ cell differentiation.
Past investigations specified that histone Khib level can be globally regulated by
glycolytic rate. Unlike lysine acetylation, it showed a quantitative response to changes in
glycolytic flux (Cluntun et al., 2015). These findings suggest that lysine 2hydroxyisobutyrylation is structurally and mechanistically distinct from lysine acetylation
(Dai et al., 2014). Xiao et al. (2015) developed the method for site-specific incorporation
of ε-N-2-Hydroxyisobutyryl-lysine into bacteria and mammalian cells by utilizing the
amber suppression-mediated strategy (Xiao et al., 2015), providing a beneficial tool for
investigation of 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation’s biological functions.
Lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation signals have been detected in HeLa cells, mouse
embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cells, Drosophila S2 cells and yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae cells on both histone and non-histone proteins by western blot (Dai et al.,
2014). These suggest that Khib should be present in non-histone proteins and should have
functions independent of nucleosomes. Proteome-wide profiling of Khib reported an
identification of 6,548 Khib sites on 1,725 substrate proteins in mammalian cells (Huang
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et al., 2017a). HPLC-MS/MS-based proteome analysis in S. cerevisiae identified 1,458
Khib sites on 369 proteins, and further bioinformatics analysis revealed that Khib is
enriched in the glycolysis/gluconeogenesis pathway (Huang et al., 2017b). Detection of
the non-histone substrates and modification sites is necessary for additional
characterization of the functions and regulatory mechanisms governed by lysine 2hydroxyisobutyrylation. However, non-histone substrates of lysine 2hydroxyisobutyrylation have not been reported in plants thus far.
Rice (Oryza sativa) is the staple food for over half of the world’s population, and
it is crucial for global food security (Bhullar and Gruissem, 2013). The regulations and
mechanisms of grain filling and nutritional accumulation during rice seed development
have garnered interest because of the magnitude of their impact in overall human health,
food security, grain yield, and economic value. Moreover, 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation
blocks trypsin cleavage at lysine residues that may impact the ability to digest and absorb
cereal proteins in human body. In order to explore the Khib status in rice proteome and
the potential regulatory functions of Khib for grain filling and development, we provide
the initial identification and characterization of lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylome in
developing rice seeds. Our study revealed that lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation is broadly
obtainable in the plant cells. The modification is highly conserved and enriched in a
number of important biological processes. Lysines in both histone and non-histone
proteins can be co-modified by Khib and other acylations. These findings have broadened
our perception of lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation involvement in protein regulation, and
they will be instrumental for illustrations of the potential functions and regulatory
metabolisms of this newly identified PTM.
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Materials and Methods
Plant materials and growth conditions
Rice plants of Oryza sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare were used in this study.
The leaves and roots of 20-day seedlings grown in incubator at 28 °C (16-h-day/8-hnight) were sampled. The flowers, pollens, 7, 15 and 21 dpa developing rice seeds and
mature rice seeds were collected from rice plants grown at 30°C during day and 25°C at
night in greenhouse of Mississippi State University, MS, USA. The cultured cells are rice
(Oryza sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare) NB2P suspension cell, which were maintained
as reported (Lee et al., 2004; Mujahid et al., 2013).
Protein extraction, Western blot and proteolytic enzyme digestion
Proteins were extracted by phenol isolation method as previously reported
(Hurkman and Tanaka, 1986; Nallamilli et al., 2014; Xing et al., 2016). For Western blot,
2-hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins were detected by using rabbit-derived pan anti-2hydroxyisobutyryllysine antibody (PTM-801, PTM Biolabs, Chicago, IL, USA) in a
1:1000 (v/v) dilution overnight at 4°C with gentle shaking as suggested by the supplier.
Anti-rabbit IgG alkaline phosphatase conjugated secondary antibody was used at a
1:30,000 (v/v) dilution. Trypsin digestion process is same as the description of proteolytic
enzyme digestion section in chapter II.
HPLC fractionation and affinity enrichment of peptides
HPLC fractionation process can be referred to the same part in chapter II. For
Khib peptides enrichment, fractionated peptides were re-dissolved in NETN buffer
consisting of 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 0.5% NP-40, pH 8.0, and
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incubated with pre-washed pan anti-2-hydroxyisobutyryllysine antibody conjugated
agarose beads (PTM-804, PTM Biolabs, Chicago, IL, USA) at 4°C overnight with gentle
oscillation. Then, the beads were rinsed four times with NETN buffer and twice with ice
cold sterilized ddH2O. Enriched peptides were eluted by 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid from
beads and cleaned up with C18 ZipTips column (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA).
Mass spectrometric analysis and database searching
Mass spectrometric analysis is same as the description in chapter II. The MS/MS
raw data was processed using MaxQuant (http://www.maxquant.org/) with integrated
Andromeda search engine (v.1.4.1.2). Database for Oryza sativa used was obtained from
Uniprot containing 63,195 sequences (released July 2014). It also concatenates with
reverse database and common contaminants. Precursor and fragment ions mass tolerances
were set to 10 ppm and 0.02 Da, respectively. Trypsin/P was specified as cleavage
enzyme, allowing a maximum of 4 missing tryptic cleavages, 5 modifications per peptide
and 5 charges. Static modification used was Carbamidomethylation for cysteine.
Dynamic modifications included oxidation on methionine and 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation
on both lysine and protein N-terminal. Minimum peptide length was set at 7. The FDR
thresholds for protein, peptide and modification site were set at 1%. Lysine 2hydroxyisobutyrylation sites identified with a localization probability of < 0.75 were
removed.
Bioinformatics analysis of 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated peptides and proteins
GO analysis was derived from the UniProt-GOA database
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/) based on the categories of biological process and molecular
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function. Proteins that were not annotated by UniProt-GOA database were further
searched by InterProScan software according to protein sequence alignment. KEGG
pathway analysis was performed by KEGG Automatic Annotation Server tool and the
annotation results were mapped to KEGG pathway database by using online service tool
KEGG mapper. Additionally, GO and KEGG pathway enrichment analyses were carried
out by functional annotation tool of DAVID bioinformatics resources 6.7 against the
background of rice (Oryza sativa). A two-tailed Fisher’s exact test was used to check the
identified 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins. Correction for multiple hypothesis testing
was carried out using standard FDR control method and annotation terms with a
corrected p-value below 0.05 were considered as significantly enriched. The subcellular
localization of identified proteins were predicated by WoLF PSORT software.
Sequence model around 2-hydroxyisobutyryl lysine was analyzed by motif-x
(http://www.motif-x.med.harvard.edu) with ten amino acids upstream and downstream of
the modification sites. Protein sequences of all proteins of Oryza sativa L. japonica were
used as background database. Cluster membership was visualized by heat map through
the “heatmap.2” function in the “gplots” R-package. Secondary structure analysis was
performed using NetSurfP (version 1.1). Only predictions with a minimum probability of
0.5 for one of the different secondary structures (coil, α-helix, β-strand) were considered
for analysis. The mean secondary structure probabilities of modified lysine residues were
compared with the mean secondary structure probabilities of a control dataset containing
all lysine residues of all modified proteins identified in this study. The p values were
calculated using non-paired Wilcox test.
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Results and Discussion
Identification of lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation modification in developing rice
seeds
Using pan anti-2-hydroxyisobutyryllysine antibody, the signal of Khib has been
detected by Western blot in all the rice samples examined, including suspension cells,
roots, leaves, flowers, pollens, as well as 7 dpa, 15 dpa, 21dpa and mature seeds (Figure
4.1b ), suggesting that Khib is ubiquitous in rice cells. Multiple protein bands of different
sizes and smears were observed from all tested samples in Western blot, which displayed
a pattern different from the one revealed by SDS-PAGE, suggesting that protein Khib is
specific for selected proteins instead of simply proportional to the protein.
We performed proteome-wide lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylaton identification in 15
dpa developing rice seeds. Following tryptic digestion, affinity enrichment and nanoHPLC/MS/MS analysis, a total of 9,916 2-hydroxyisobutyryl lysine sites across 2,512
proteins were identified with FDR of ≤ 1%. The mass spectrometry proteomics data have
been uploaded onto the ProteomeXchange Consortium (Vizcaíno et al., 2014) via the
PRIDE partner (Vizcaíno et al., 2015) repository with the dataset identifier of
PXD005986. The majority of the 2-hydroxyisobutyryl proteins carried 1 to 3 Khib sites,
while around 9.2% proteins carried more than 10 Khib sites (Figure 4.1c). To evaluate
the coverage of Khib in substrate protein, the rate of 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated lysines out
of total lysine residues in the each modified protein was counted and showed in Figure
4.1d. Most identified proteins had less than 20% lysines that harbor 2hydroxyisobutyrylation. Notably, 180 proteins had 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated lysine ratio
over 50%. The rice 2-hydroxyisobutyrylome is larger than the reported acetylome,
succinylome and ubiquitome in plants, which is consistent with previous reports that
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more Khib sites are present on histones than any other PTM sites (He et al., 2016; Xie et
al., 2015b; Xiong et al., 2016), suggesting that lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylaton is an
abundant PTM and may have more profound roles on substrate protein regulations in
plants.

Figure 4.1

Lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation in different rice tissues and proteins.

(a) Structure of lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation. (b) Lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation
profile in different rice organs/tissue revealed by Western blot. Molecular weight is
labelled on the left. The samples are labelled on the top. M: size marker; 1. suspension
cell protein; 2: roots protein; 3: leaves protein; 4: flowers protein; 5: pollens protein; 6:
protein from 7 dpa seeds; 7: protein from 15 dpa seeds; 8: protein from 21 dpa seeds; 9:
protein from mature dry seeds; 10: protein from mature dry seeds. Upper: Image of SDSPAGE stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250. Lower: Western blot image. Same
amount of proteins (25 μg per lane) were loaded for sample 1-8 and 10; 20μg protein was
loaded for sample 9. (c) Distribution of 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins based on
number of modification sites. (d) Distribution of 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation rate on lysine
residues of 2-hydroxyisobutyl-proteins.
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Analysis of 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated sites
Specific amino acid sequence motifs around the 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated sites
were detected by Motif-x tool. Twelve motifs were identified for amino acid residues
located within 10 amino acids upstream and downstream (2-hydroxyisobutyryl-21-mers)
of the 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated lysines (Figure 4.2a). The results revealed a strong bias
for negatively charged side chain amino acids, aspartic acid (D) and glutamic acid (E),
around the modified lysine residues. The three most enriched motifs with 1106, 842, and
816 matches were [EKhib], [DXXKhib], and [KhibE], respectively (Khib indicates the 2hydroxyisobutyrylated lysine, and x indicates a random amino acid residue, Figure 4.2b).
Furthermore, the frequency of amino acids flanking the 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated lysine
site was analyzed (Figure 4.2c). Besides D and E, lysine (K) at -9 position, arginine (R) at
+8 position, and valine (V) at -1 and +2 positions were over-presented around the
modified lysine sites. However, lysine (K), proline (P), arginine (R) and serine (S) at
position -4 to +4, were under-presented around the 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated lysines
(Figure 4.2c). The amino acid sequence features around the modification sites are usually
determined by the specificity of catalytic enzymes. Experiments on core histones found
that histone deacetylases HDAC1-3 are potential enzymes to regulate lysine de-2hydroxyisobutyrylation in vitro (Dai et al., 2014). Similar to 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation,
the preference of amino acid D and E flanking the modified lysine residue was also
observed from acetylomes of rat, M. abscessus and T. thermophilus (Guo et al., 2016;
Lundby et al., 2012; Okanishi et al., 2013), although at a less prevalent level and the
precise position of D and E are different. The similar amino acid sequence feature around
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the modification sites detected from both 2-hydroxyisobutyrylome and acetylomes may
explain the functions of HDAC1-3 on de-2-hydroxyisobutyrylation.
To determine the preferred structure of the Khib site in proteins, secondary
structure analysis was performed using NetSurfP (Figure 4.2d). Approximately 32.3% of
the 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated lysines were located at regions of ordered secondary
structure (alpha-helix and beta-strand), while the majority of Khib sites occur within
regions of intrinsic disorder and coil region. Moreover, Khib tended to occur moderately
in beta-strands and coil regions when compared to unmodified lysine residues. It is
suggested that the flexibility of disordered regions allows the modified amino acid
residue to be located in a folded polypeptide chain. Therefore, the amino acid side chains
would easily fit into a modifying enzyme’s catalytic site (Pang et al., 2007). Additionally,
lysine residues at Khib sites were less surface-accessible compared with unmodified
counterparts (Figure 4.2d). Non-specific modified lysines would have a higher likelihood
to distribute evenly in protein and/or with higher surface accessibility. The high sequence
specificity revealed by modification site motif analysis and lower surface accessibly of
the Khib sites suggested that lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation occurs in a selective
process.
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Figure 4.2

Characteristics of the 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated sites.

(a) Conserved motifs of 2-hydroxyisobutyl-21-mers flanking the modification sites (‘K’
in position 0). The size of each letter correlates to the frequency of that amino acid
residue occurring in that position. (b) Frequency of each motif occurred in the identified
2-hydroxyisobutyrylated peptides. (c) Heat map of the amino acid compositions around
the 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation sites. The –log10 (Fisher’s exact test p value) for every
amino acid in each position (from -10 to 10) is shown. (d) Secondary structure and
surface accessibility analyses of 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated lysine residues.
Functional enrichment analyses and cellular localization of 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated
proteins
Functional enrichment analyses of GO and KEGG pathway revealed that 2hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins in developing rice seeds were involved in multiple pivotal
metabolic processes (Figure 4.3a and b).
Enrichment analysis of GO biological process demonstrated that 2hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins associated with responses to biotic and abiotic stimulus,
including responses to bacterium, oxidative stress, temperature, salt stress and osmotic
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stress, were significantly enriched in 2-hydroxyisobutyrylome (Figure 4.3a), indicating
that Khib may play important roles in plant adaption to different environment stimulus. In
addition, proteins involved in amino acid metabolic processes and biosynthesis, as well as
protein folding, transport and localization were enriched in 2-hydroxyisobutyrylome of
the developing rice seeds (Figure 4.3a), suggesting a potential role of Khib in protein
biosynthesis and processing. Enrichment analysis of GO molecular function
demonstrated that proteins bearing Khib were significantly related to enzyme activities
and binding of various targets (Figure 4.3a). Consistent with biological process
enrichment analysis, proteins involved in translation and aminoacyl-tRNA ligase
activities were highly enriched with 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation.
Metabolic pathway enrichment analysis using KEGG pathway annotation
database demonstrated that proteins bearing Khib were enriched in multiple central
metabolic pathways including glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, TCA cycle, pyruvate
metabolism, pentose phosphate pathway, and oxidative phosphorylation (Figure 4.3b).
We found almost every enzyme involved in glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, TCA cycle,
pyruvate metabolism and pentose phosphate pathway were 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated
(Figure 4.4), suggesting a possible function of Khib in regulating cellular glucose
metabolism. A number of these enzymes were also acetylated (Figure 4.4). In addition to
carbon metabolism, pathways related to protein biosynthesis and processing, including
biosynthesis of amino acids, ribosome, protein processing in endoplasmic reticulum, and
aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis were also enriched with 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins
(Figure 4.3b). Notably, the 2-hydroxyisobutyrylome profiling of S.cerevisiae also
revealed that the Khib proteins were enriched in the glycolysis/gluconeogenesis pathway,
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ribosome, aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis pathway and in some amino acid metabolism
pathways (Huang et al., 2017b), consistent with our KEGG pathway enrichment results.
Subcellular localization of 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins in developing rice
seeds was analyzed by WoLF PSORT software (Figure 4.3c). The 2hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins located in chloroplast and cytosol represented 36% and
31% of the total modified proteins, respectively, ranking as the top two classifications.
Moreover, there were approximately 14%, 6%, and 5% 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins
assigned to the nucleus, mitochondria and plasma membrane, respectively.
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Figure 4.3

Enrichment and subcellular localization analyses of 2hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins.

(a) GO-based enrichment analysis of identified proteins. The value of -log10 (Fisher's test
p value) is shown. (b) KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of identified proteins. The
value of -log10 (Fisher's test p value) is shown. (c) Subcellular localization of the
identified 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins.
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Figure 4.4

2-hydroxyisobutyrylated enzymes involved in TCA cycle, pentose
phosphate pathway, pyruvate metabolism, glycolysis/gluconeogenesis and
starch biosynthesis pathway.

Proteins highlighted in green color are modified by 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation only, and
proteins highlighted in red color are modified by both acetylation and 2hydroxyisobutyrylation.
Storage proteins and proteins involve in starch and lipid metabolisms are preferably
targeted by Khib
The enrichment analyses of GO annotation and KEGG pathway demonstrated that
processes associated with biosynthesis of amino acid, translation factor, aminoacyl-tRNA
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ligase, ribosome, protein folding, protein transport and localization, are significantly
enriched with 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation. Interestingly, other PTMs involving lysine were
also significantly associated with protein biosynthesis and processing such as lysine
malonylation in E.coli, lysine acetylation and succinylation in M. tuberculosis and V.
parahemolyticus (Pan et al., 2015; Pan et al., 2014; Qian et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2014; Xie
et al., 2015a). These indicate a possible function of lysine modifications in coordinating
protein biosynthesis and processing. In rice, we identified 10 glutelins and 3 globulins
that were 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated (Table 4.1). Storage proteins are predominant
nutrition reservoir proteins in the rice grain endosperm during seed development, and are
important nitrogen source for seed germination and initial seedling development.
Glutelin, accounting for 60-80% by weight of total seed protein, is the major seed storage
protein in rice (Kawakatsu et al., 2008). Out of the 15 glutelin storage proteins, 10 were
2-hydroxyisobutyrylated, including GluA-1, GluA-2, GluA-3, GluB-1a, GluB-2, GluB-5,
GluB-6, GluB-7, GluC-1, and GluD-1. At least 50% of lysines were modified in 8
glutelin proteins including GluA-1, GluA-3, GluB-1a, GluB-5, GluB-7, GluC-1, GluD-1
and globulin (Q75GX9). GluB-1a showed the highest Khib occupancy of 81.25% among
the modified storage proteins. These findings could indicate that lysine 2hydroxyisobutyrylation may be involved in storage protein packaging, trafficking, or
accumulation in the rice grain. However, further experiments are needed to prove these
hypotheses. During digestion process, dietary proteins are broken down by digestive
enzymes into peptides in the human body. Trypsin is one of the principal proteases in the
human digestive system that cleaves peptide chain at the carboxyl side of lysine or
arginine (Goodman, 2010). 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation blocks trypsin cleavage at lysine
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residues. The prevalence of 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation in rice grain storage proteins either
via an enzymatic or nonenzymatic reaction may reduce the ability of trypsin to digest
dietary proteins and nutrient absorption in human body.
A striking number of enzymes involved in starch biosynthesis were found to be
modified by 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation including ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylases
(OsAGPS1, OsAGPS2, OsAGPL2 and OsAGPL3), granule-bound starch synthase I
(OsGBSSI), starch branching enzymes (OsBEI, OsBEIIa and OsBEIIb), starch
debranching enzymes (OsISA3, OsISA2 and OsPUL), starch synthases (OsSSI, OsSSIIa
and OsSSIIIa), starch phosphorylase (OsPHOH and OsPHOL), and disproportionating
enzymes (OsDPE1 and OsDPE2) (Figure 4.4 and Table 4.2). OsAGPs catalyze the first
committed step of starch biosynthesis, which is related to rice grain filling rate and starch
accumulation (Bao et al., 2012). OsGBSS is responsible for synthesis of amylose and
OsSS, OsBE, OsISA, OsPUL and OsPHO catalyze amylopectin formation. Starch quality
regulators including FLO2, FLO4, and Chalk5 were also 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated (Table
4.2). Mutation of FLO2 and FLO4 resulted in smaller grain size and floury-white
endosperm (Kang et al., 2005; She et al., 2010). Overexpression of Chalk 5, which
regulates rice chalkiness, affects pH homeostasis of endomembrane trafficking system
resulting in a chalky phenotype in the grain (Li et al., 2014; Qiu et al., 2016). A study in
S. cerevisiae revealed that Khib on histone H4K8 is a glucose-responsive reaction
through a pathway depending on glycolysis, and the Khib proteome is closely related to
glucose metabolism as well (Huang et al., 2017b). Connecting the study of S. cerevisiae
with the fact that the essential enzymes for starch biosynthesis are 2-
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hydroxyisobutyrylated in rice, it is worthwhile to evaluate if Khib plays a regulatory role
in the starch synthesis during seed development.
Seed lipids have important nutritional roles during seed germination, seedling
growth, and serve as an energy supplement for humans through dietary consumption
(Schmid et al., 2002; Ying et al., 2012). In developing seeds, fatty acids are synthesized
in the plastid with the initial input of acetyl-CoA from TCA cycle and beta-fatty acid
oxidation. The resulting fatty acids are transported to the endoplasmic reticulum in the
form of acyl-CoA. Rice seeds store lipids as triacylglycerol (TAG) which is synthesized
from glycerol 3-phosphate and acyl-CoA by acyltransferases (Ichihara et al., 2003; Ying
et al., 2012). In this study, we found that lipid metabolism-associated proteins were 2hydroxyisobutyrylated including acetyl-CoA C-acyltransferase, long chain acyl-CoA
synthetase, 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase 2, 3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier-protein] synthase, acylcoenzyme A oxidase, enoyl-CoA hydratase, enoyl-[acyl-carrier-protein] reductase, nonspecific lipid transfer protein, acyl carrier protein, and lysophospholipase 2. In addition to
Khib, proteins involved in lipid metabolism were also found modified by other lysine
acylations such as succinylation and malonylation. In mouse liver, the majority of
enzymes in the fatty acid oxidation were succinylated and a large proportion of the sites
were overlapped with acetylation (Weinert et al., 2013). Proteins associated with fatty
acid beta-oxidation and ketone body synthesis were significantly enriched with
succinylation in mitochondria of mouse liver (Rardin et al., 2013). Increasing the rate of
lysine malonylation resulted in impaired fatty acid oxidation in human cells (Colak et al.,
2015). It is possible that lipid metabolism is regulated by PTMs and Khib may have a key
role for lipid metabolism in cereal seeds as well.
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Table 4.1
Storage
Protein
GluA-1

2-hydroxyisobutyrylated storage proteins.
Uniprot ID

RAP Locus

Khib site(s)

Modification
rate
0.667

Q0JJ36

Os01g0762500

147, 149, 154, 210, 395, 418, 431, 444

GluA-2

P07730

Os10g0400200

147, 149, 395, 418

0.333

GluA-3

Q10JA8

Os03g0427300

0.733

GluB-1a

Q0E2D2

Os02g0249800

GluB-2

Q0E2D5

Os02g0249600

146, 153, 210, 225, 297, 343, 394, 417, 430, 443,
487
72, 142, 149, 197, 247, 263, 270, 312, 340, 391,
414, 427, 440
245, 261, 268, 308, 336

GluB-5

Q6ERU3

Os02g0268100

0.733

GluB-6

Q6T725

Os02g0248800

72, 142, 245, 265, 313, 341, 392, 415, 416, 428,
441
149, 204, 261, 268, 290, 387

GluB-7

Q0E2G5

Os02g0242600

68, 147, 195, 215, 265, 293, 384, 407, 408, 433

0.5

GluC-1

Q6K7K6

Os02g0453600

0.733

GluD-1

Q6K508

Os02g0249000

gb1

Q6ZK46

Os08g0127900

95, 107, 152, 214, 254, 290, 301, 331, 431, 443,
456
142, 190, 238, 254, 261, 295, 323, 397, 410, 423,
467
368, 373, 376, 508

Globulin

Q75GX9

Os03g0663800

0.579

Globulin

Q852L2

Os03g0793700

59, 249, 257, 262, 265, 269, 272, 367, 488, 495,
524
121, 163, 216, 264, 274, 434

Patatin

Q8S0E1

Os01g0898500

48, 125, 145, 159, 245, 277, 341, 192

0.242
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0.813
0.313

0.428

0.647
0.364

0.333

Table 4.2

Proteins bearing 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation in starch biosynthesis pathway.
Enzyme
Entry

Uniprot
ID

[EC:2.7.7.27]

Q69T99

442, 249, 462, 234, 203

[EC:2.7.7.27]

P15280

106, 248, 456, 263, 132, 102, 406, 268, 360, 385,
285, 467, 441, 239, 261, 447, 217, 403, 476, 496

[EC:2.7.7.27]

Q5VNT5

[EC:2.7.7.27]

Q6AVT2

334, 443, 449, 371, 459, 504, 301, 364, 74, 250,
223, 392, 302, 425, 286, 37, 263,310, 187, 312,
273
100, 331, 446, 456, 470, 247, 196, 326, 299, 369,
194

[EC:2.4.1.21]

Q0DEV5

309, 381, 192, 385, 181, 549, 530, 538

[EC:2.4.1.18]

Q0D9D0

Starch branching enzyme
IIa
Starch branching enzyme
IIb

[EC:2.4.1.18]

Q0JDF0

118, 157, 423, 683, 775, 809, 122, 62, 64, 186,
744, 236, 796, 689, 372, 89, 697, 549, 540, 164,
664, 614, 324, 108, 662, 524, 171, 84, 506, 319,
103, 500, 215
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[EC:2.4.1.18]

Q6H6P8

Starch debranching
enzyme: Isoamylase III
Starch debranching
enzyme: Isoamylase II
Starch debranching
enzyme: Pullulanase

[EC:3.2.1.68]

Q6K4A4

677, 636, 158, 328, 134, 466, 773, 564, 612, 268,
688, 603, 738, 558, 719, 191, 587, 299, 386, 146,
231, 571
266, 269

[EC:3.2.1.68]

Q6AU80

319, 369

[EC:3.2.1.41]

Q7X834

OsSSIIIa
OsSSIIa
OsSSI
OsPHOH
OsPHOL

Starch synthase IIIa
Starch synthase IIa
Starch synthase 1
Starch phosphorylase H
Starch phosphorylase L

[EC:2.4.1.21]
[EC:2.4.1.21]
[EC:2.4.1.21]
[EC:2.4.1.1]
[EC:2.4.1.1]

Q6Z1D6
Q0DDE3
Q0DEC8
Q8LQ33
Q9AUV8

OsDPE1

Disproportionating
enzyme I
Disproportionating
enzyme II
Floury endosperm 2
Floury endosperm 4

[EC:2.4.1.25]

Q8LI30

590, 263, 549, 535, 817, 163, 682, 392, 669, 239,
796, 488, 140, 274, 732, 805, 123, 573, 388, 832,
777
794, 1604, 761, 961, 808, 649, 1203, 228
346, 378, 532, 244, 151
357, 349, 570, 193, 196, 467, 461, 429
115, 721, 425, 542, 595, 818, 409, 533
734, 946, 590, 259, 493, 289, 255, 725, 657, 617,
441, 277, 846, 738, 928, 636, 893, 940, 630, 904,
665, 429, 504, 410, 913, 381, 356, 681, 471, 418,
451, 134
583, 275, 59, 428

[EC:2.4.1.25]

Q69Q02

481, 245, 888

[EC:2.7.9.1]

Q7XQE6
Q6AVA8

Inorganic
pyrophosphatase
UDP–glucose
pyrophosphorylase

[EC:3.6.1.1]

Q75M03

916, 833, 1369
903, 384, 391, 266, 235, 889, 539, 307, 609, 341,
302, 440, 815, 238, 922, 803, 198, 92, 496, 259,
462, 252, 464, 230, 731, 275, 860, 810, 555, 607,
446
721, 47

[EC:2.7.7.9]

Q93X08

SUS1
SUS2

Sucrose synthase 1
Sucrose synthase 2

[EC:2.4.1.13]
[EC:2.4.1.13]

P31924
P30298

SUS3

Sucrose synthase 3

[EC:2.4.1.13]

Q43009

Gene Name
OsAGPS1
OsAGPS2
OsAGPL2
OsAGPL3
OsGBSSI
OsBEI

OsBEIIa
OsBEIIb
OsISA3
OsISA2
OsPUL

OsDPE2
FLO2
FLO4

Chalk5
UGP

Encoded Protein
ADP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase small
subunit 1
ADP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase small
subunit 2
ADP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase large
subunit 2
ADP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase large
subunit 3
Granule-bound starch
synthase I
Starch branching enzyme
I
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2-hydroxyisobutyrylated site(s)

8, 205, 291, 303, 412, 180, 403, 315, 438, 402,
285, 449, 251, 75, 185, 214, 323, 18, 80, 27, 346,
150, 257, 329, 424
447, 630, 733
622, 623, 402, 180, 207, 591, 515, 38, 319, 439,
164, 613, 169, 58, 536, 725, 60, 235, 747, 437,
350, 242, 632, 559, 567, 580
156, 797, 630, 631, 544, 800, 43, 447, 172, 621,
68, 177, 755, 358, 218, 733, 243, 445, 327, 743,
523, 575, 588, 618, 456

Lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation of histone proteins in rice
Emerging studies revealed that histone modifications and recognition genes are
closely associated with many aspects of plant growth, development regulation, and
responses to environmental conditions (Ding et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2015; Jeong et al.,
2015; Pesaresi et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2016). Affinity-directed HPLC/MS/MS analysis
on histones identified 63 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation sites from HeLa cells and mouse total
testis cells (Dai et al., 2014). Unlike lysine acetylation, 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation is
located in both N-terminal tail domains and other regions of core histones (Dai et al.,
2014). In this study, we identified 3 sites on histone H2A and 6 sites on H2B, while 3 and
4 sites on H3 and H4, respectively. Sequence alignment analysis found that rice 2hydroxyisobutyrylation on H2BK71, H2BK74, H2BK136, H2BK144, H3K56, H3K79,
H3K122, H4K31, H4K59, H4K79 and H4K91 were also observed in human and mouse
(Figure 4.5a), suggesting that lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation is highly conserved across
plants, human, and mouse. Meanwhile 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation on H2BK66 and
H2BK107 were only identified in rice.
Apart from 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation, other types of histone acylations have been
reported, including lysine acetylation, succinylation, malonylation, glutarylation,
butyrylation, and β-hydroxybutyrylation (Basu et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2007; Chen et al.,
2012; Colak et al., 2015; Garcia et al., 2007; Goudarzi et al., 2016; He et al., 2016;
Huang et al., 2015; Mujahid et al., 2017; Park et al., 2013; Tan et al., 2011; Tan et al.,
2014; Tweedie-Cullen et al., 2012; Weinert et al., 2013; Xie et al., 2012; Xiong et al.,
2016). An up-to date comprehensive list of these histone marks on human, mouse and
rice are presented in Figure 4.5a. Lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation is a relatively
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abundant histone modification based on the number of histone marks in comparison with
other PTMs. Figure 4.5a shows that a number of lysine residues on histones can be
modified by multiple PTMs. Lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation is favorable to form
combinations with other lysine acylations on the same sites. For instance, acetylation,
malonylation, succinylation, 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation and β-hydroxybutyrylation were
detected on H3K56. Only one or two acylations have been identified in some histone
lysine sites. H3k64 was detected to be unique to 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation. Only 2hydroxyisobutyrylation and succinylation were identified on H2BK44, while H2BK23,
24, 57 and H4K59 harbor 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation and acetylation exclusively. The
studies of glutarylation, butyrylation, and β-hydroxybutyrylation are lacking in rice, and
data of other PTMs on rice was derived from proteome-wide acylation analyses instead
of studies specific to histones. These explain that less histone PTMs were reported in rice
in Figure 4.5a.
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Figure 4.5

Conservation of histone Khib sites and overlapping among 2hydroxyisobutyrylation, acetylation and succinylation.

(a) Comparison of histone H2B, H3 and H4 lysine acylation sites among rice, human and
mouse. Lysines with modifications are indicated by red color. The numbers indicate
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modified lysine positions on histones. (b) Venn diagram showing the number of proteins
overlapped among 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation, acetylation and succinylation in rice. (c)
Venn diagram showing the number of lysine sites overlapped among 2hydroxyisobutyrylation, acetylation and succinylation. (d) 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated,
acetylated and succinylated sites on the representative protein ADP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase small subunit 2 (P15280).
Comparison between Khib and other PTMs in rice
We conducted a comparison of the current 2-hydroxyisobutyrylome dataset with
lysine acetylome and lysine succinylome datasets identified in 15 dpa developing rice
(Oryza sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare) seeds (ProteomeXchange dataset identifier
PXD002773 and PXD005582) to investigate the similarities and differences among these
lysine acyl modifications. The size of 2-hydroxyisobutyrylome reported in this study is
significantly larger than the acetylome and succinylome identified in the same organ. We
found that 531 and 300 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated proteins were also acetylated and
succinylated, respectively (Figure 4.5b). The three acyl modifications were overlapped in
162 proteins (Figure 4.5b), which are mainly involved in central carbon metabolism,
protein biosynthesis, energy production, signal transduction and storage proteins. Of the
2,512 identified proteins, 1,843 (73.37%) had only 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation detected
compared to acetylation and succinylation (Figure 4.5b). There were 468 and 623 2hydroxyisobutyrylated lysine sites shared with acetylation and succinylation, respectively
(Figure 4.5c). Interestingly, starch biosynthesis rate-limiting enzyme ADP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase small subunit 2 (OsAGPS2, P15280) was found heavily modified by
2-hydroxyisobutyrylation, acetylation, and succinylation. The modification sites of PTMs
on OsAGPS2 protein are highlighted in Figure 4.5d. The co-modification of 2hydroxyisobutyrylation, acetylation and succinylation on identical lysine sites in specific
proteins suggest that these acyl modifications may share a common mechanism for
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modification site selection. It has been reported that p300 has enzymatic activities for
lysine acetylation, succinylation and glutarylation (Hirschey and Zhao, 2015; Tan et al.,
2014). It is unknown if similar proteins are involved in plants.
Lysine could allow multiple PTMs to occur at the same sites including
acetylation, succinylation, propionylation, butyrylation, crotonylation, malonylation and
glutarylation (Rousseaux and Khochbin, 2015; Weinert et al., 2013). Crosstalks have
been identified on acetylation of H3K9 and H3K27 with phosphorylation of Ser10 and
Ser38, respectively (Latham and Dent, 2007; Yang and Seto, 2008). It was also reported
that downregulating succinylation levels by applying α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase
complex inhibitor CESP also diminished acetylation levels in cells (Gibson et al., 2015).
Crosstalk between 2-hydroxyisobuturylation and other PTMs may also exist and form a
complex regulatory network on substrate functions and regulations. In this study, 99 sites
were found modified by acetylation, succinylation and 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation, but the
effect of the three different modifications on protein function remains to be investigated
(Figure 4.5c). A reported example of histone modifications may provide us with some
clue. H4K8hib and H4K8ac are both related to active gene transcription, but H4K8hib
appeared to be a better indicator of transcriptional activity than H4K8ac (Dai et al.,
2014). However, the occurrence of specific PTMs and the interplay of functions among
these PTMs are not yet clearly understood (Rousseaux and Khochbin, 2015).
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CHAPTER V
ALLELIC VARATION OF HD1 INVOLVES IN PHOTOPERIOD
REPONSE IN RICE
Introduction
Molecular mechanisms of photoperiod pathways have been extensively studied in
LD and SD model plants, Arabidopsis and rice, respectively. Under LD conditions, the
circadian clock gene GIGANTEA (GI) in Arabidopsis regulates a transcription factor of
CONSTANS (CO), and sequentially activates the expression of FLOWERING LOCUS T
(FT). The photoperiodic pathway of OsGI-Hd1-Hd3a in rice is similar to GI-CO-FT in
Arabidopsis in regulating flowering time. Hd1 (Heading date 1), the CO ortholog in rice,
is the major regulator of a florigen gene Hd3a (ortholog of FT). Hd1 accelerates
flowering under SD conditions but represses it under LD conditions by up- or downregulating Hd3a expression (Kojima et al., 2002). It has been demonstrated that Hd1
physically interacts with DTH8, which is a putative HAP3 subunit of the CCAAT-boxbinding transcription factor (Du et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2010). The DTH8-Hd1 complex
promotes H3K27me3 at Hd3a in LD, which is necessary for transcriptional suppression
of Hd3a by Hd1 (Du et al., 2017). Under SD conditions, DTH8-Hd1 module activates
flowering, and thus Hd1 maintains its function as an activator of Hd3a gene expression
(Du et al., 2017). Similar as it in Arabidopsis, the Hd1-Hd3a pathway is regulated by
OsGI, a rice ortholog of GI (Hayama et al., 2003). Moreover, a rice-specific
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photoperiodic flowering pathway involving EARLY HEADING DATE 1 (Ehd1) and
GRAIN, PLANT HEIGHT and HEADING DATE 7 (Ghd7) are not evolutionarily
conserved in Arabidopsis. Ehd1 is a flowering promotor upstream of Hd3a and RFT1 in
both SD and LD (Doi et al., 2004). Hd1 and Ehd1 activate the expression of Hd3a by two
independent flowering pathways under SD conditions (Doi et al., 2004). While, under LD
conditions, the expression of Ehd1 is repressed by Hd1 and DTH8 (Wei et al., 2010).
Ehd1 is mediated by various floral regulators, such as Ehd3, SE5 and, GhD7, and tends to
be an integrator of different pathways in regulation of flowering (Wei et al., 2010).
Hd1 was identified as a major determinant of diversity in flowering time of
cultivated rice (Takahashi and Shimamoto, 2011; Takahashi et al., 2009). Rice Hd1
encodes a zinc-finger protein with a C-terminal CCT (CONSTANS, CO-LIKE, and
TIMING OF CAB EXPRESSION1) domain (Tsuji et al., 2011). Under LD conditions,
loss-of-function alleles of Hd1 promote flowering (Luan et al., 2009; Yano et al., 2000);
while, loss-of-function alleles of Hd1 delay flowering under SD conditions (Yano et al.,
2000). Non-functional Hd1 alleles were commonly found in cultivated rice, and thus Hd1
gene is a possible target for domestication in the flowering time trait (Takahashi and
Shimamoto, 2011; Takahashi et al., 2009; Wei et al., 2016a). Higher latitude regions have
longer day length in summer that is unfavorable for rice flowering and fertilization before
the arrival of cold season. Mutations that repress Hd1 function could enable rice to be
less sensitive to day length. Therefore, loss-of-function or weak alleles of Hd1 are
widespread in northern rice cultivation area at high latitudes (Takahashi and Shimamoto,
2011; Takahashi et al., 2009), indicating such alleles are engaged in the expansion of rice
cultivation areas and ecological adaption (Matsubara et al., 2014).
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Map-based cloning of the gene(s) underlying a QTL (quantitative trait locus) is an
important and effective approach for genetic dissection of agronomical quantitative traits
(Das et al., 2015). Conventional QTL analysis typically requires a large number of
advanced generation progeny derived from distantly related parents and the selection of
polymorphic DNA markers for linkage analysis (Illa-Berenguer et al., 2015; Wei et al.,
2016b). However, the processes of generating mapping population, polymorphic marker
screening and genotyping are laborious and time-consuming (Takagi et al., 2013; Wei et
al., 2016b). QTL-seq method, described by Takagi et al. (2013), can rapidly identify
QTLs in rice taking advantages of whole genome resequencing technique and bulked
DNA samples from two sets of individuals showing distinct phenotype of desired traits in
a segregating population (Takagi et al., 2013). This method involves the selection of 2050 individuals with extreme phenotypic values, bulking the individual DNA in equivalent
ratio followed by sequencing of the two bulks and SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism)
analysis (Takagi et al., 2013). The major advantage of this approach is that the identified
SNPs from whole genome resequencing process between the parental lines make it no
longer requires polymorphic DNA marker development and genotyping for mapping
purposes (Takagi et al., 2013). Therefore, QTL-seq method is applicable to progeny
obtained from genetically closer related parents as the number of nucleotide
polymorphisms is not a limitation when conducting a whole genome resequencing
approach (Illa-Berenguer et al., 2015; Takagi et al., 2013). Moreover, it does not
necessitate a large number of progeny or a repeated backcrossing to fix background
markers. Thus, QTL-seq is a superior strategy for expedite and cost-effective
identification of QTLs. Recently, QTL-seq method for rapid detecting genomic regions
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or candidate genes has successfully been applied to rice, cucumber, chickpea, tomato and
groundnut (Das et al., 2015; Illa-Berenguer et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2014; Pandey et al.,
2017; Singh et al., 2016; Takagi et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2016b).
In this study, we utilized the QTL-seq approach to map flowering time controlling
gene in rice. We found that the allelic variations on Hd1 gene weaken photoperiod
sensitivity in rice, resulting in earlier flowering in LD and later flowering in SD
compared to the wild type. Diurnal expression pattern analyses revealed that the reduced
transcript level of Hd1 affected expression of other flowering time regulators includes
DTH8. Hd1 may regulate DTH8 positively, and the DTH8-Hd1 complex subsequently
mediates downstream Hd3a in flowering time regulation.
Materials and Methods
Plant materials for mapping population
Rice plants (Oryza sativa spp. Japonica) “Nipponbare” and “HSS” were used as
parental lines to develop segregating populations. HSS is a less photoperiod-sensitive
mutant plant obtained from National Institute of Agrobiological Sciences, Japan. A cross
was made between Nipponbare (female parent) and HSS (pollen donor) to create F1,
which was further self-pollinated to generate the F2 population in 2015 (June 8, 2015
germinated). “Days-to-flowering”, defined as the number of days from germination to the
first panicle emergence in each plant, was recorded for the 532 F2 individuals. From F2
population, the 75 earliest flowering individuals and the 78 latest individuals were
selected. In year 2016, the selected individuals (lines) from previous year were selfed to
generate 10 F3 plants per line to confirm the phenotype (Apr 9, 2016 germinated). The 37
earliest flowering F3 individuals and the 35 latest flowering F3 individuals were selected
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for QTL-seq analysis. The plant materials referred above were grown in the R. R. Foil
Plant Science Research Center, Mississippi State University, USA (33.458772 N,
88.832629 W) and were under natural long day condition (>13.5hrs day length) during
light sensitive period.
Whole-genome sequencing of bulked DNA and short reads alignment to reference
sequence
DNA was isolated from 100mg fresh leaves from selected F3 plants by using the
DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (QIAGEN). DNA was quantified using Qubit 2.0 fluorometer and
Qubit dsDNA HS assay kit (Invitrogen). The DNAs isolated from 37 earliest flowering F3
individuals were mixed in an equal ratio to construct the “early bulk”, and the “late bulk”
was generated from the DNAs of 35 latest flowering F3 individuals in a same way as the
“early bulk”. The two DNA bulks were subjected to whole-genome pair-end sequencing
using Illumina HiSeq3000 with read length of 150bp and > 30x genomic coverage. The
quality of the 150bp paired-end reads was evaluated using FastQC (Weinert et al., 2017),
and the following quality-based trimming was performed with Trimmomatic (Bolger et
al., 2014): Q<30 extremities were removed; a 5bp sliding window filtered out regions
with Q<20 and finally reads below 100bp after trimming were discarded. The resulting
reads from the two DNA bulks were aligned to the “Nipponbare” reference genome
(Oryza sativa 204 v7.0, https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html) using the BWA
aligner (Li and Durbin, 2009), and the obtained alignments were post-processed with
Coval-refine (Kosugi et al., 2013).
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SNP calling and sliding window analysis
Variant calling was performed with GATK (McKenna et al., 2010), and the SNPindex was calculated for every variant as described in Takagi et al. (2013). For positions
in the genome, the SNP-index was assigned to 0 if the entire short reads were same with
the reference sequence (Nipponbare genome), while the SNP-index was assigned to 1 if
all the short reads were from the mutant (HSS). We excluded SNP positions with SNPindex <0.3 and read depth <10 from the two sequences, as these maybe false SNPs called
due to sequencing or alignment errors. However, if a SNP with SNP-index <0.3 was
observed in the other bulk sample, but with a SNP-index >= 0.3, then it was kept in the
final variant dataset. Overall SAM/BAM files manipulation was performed using
Samtools (Li et al., 2009) and Picard tools (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). Δ
(SNP-index) was generated from subtraction of SNP-index of “late bulk” from that of the
“early bulk”. The graphs of SNP-index for “early bulk” and “late bulk”, as well as
corresponding Δ (SNP-index) were plotted. A sliding window analysis was applied to the
SNP-index and Δ (SNP-index) plots using a 2Mb window size and 5kb increments.
Sequence analysis of Hd1 gene
The coding regions of Hd1 gene were amplified from the genomic DNA using
high-fidelity KOD Xtreme hot start DNA polymerase (71975-3, EMD Millipore), using
the following thermocycler profile: 94℃ for 2min; 35 cycles of 98℃ for 10s, 56℃ for
30s and 68℃ for 55s; and a final extension at 68℃ for 5min. Primers used for PCR
amplification are listed in Table B.2. The PCR products were purified using the
QIAquick gel extraction kit (QIAGEN) before sequencing (Eurofins genomics). Contig
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assembly was performed using DNA Baser v4.36.0. Sequences were aligned using the
online tool of Clustal Omega (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/).
Gene expression analysis
Rice leaves were collected at zeitgeber times (ZT) 0, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 from 6week old seedlings under short-day condition (10hrs light/14hrs dark) and 8-week old
seedlings under long-day condition (14hrs light/10hrs dark) in plant growth chamber. The
day and night temperature of the growth chamber was controlled at 30℃ and 25℃,
respectively. Total RNA was isolated using TRIzol (Invitrogen) and treated with DNase I
(Ambion). Corresponding cDNA was synthesized from 5μg of total RNA using M-MLV
reverse transcriptase kit (Invitrogen). The qRT-PCR primers for UBQ, Hd1, Hd3a,
DTH8, SE5, Ehd3, Ehd1, RFT1, and OsGI are listed in Table B.2.The qRT-PCR was
performed by Bio-Rad CFX96 real-time system with 50ng cDNA and SsoFast™
EvaGreen® Supermix (Bio-Rad). Changes in gene expression were calculated via the 2ΔΔCt

method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001).
Results

Flowering time divergence between Nipponbare and HSS under SD and LD
conditions
The mutant line HSS was obtained from National Institute of Agrobiological
Sciences, Japan, with a background of Nipponbare (WT). The staggered sowing
experiment of HSS and Nipponbare in greenhouse and field from 2012 to 2017 revealed
that the flowering date of the mutant was 6-16 days earlier than the wild type under longday conditions, and was 5-11days later under short-day conditions in average (Figure
5.1A and B). The differences on flowering time between HSS and Nipponbare under SD
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and LD conditions were also confirmed by controlled plant chamber, and the results were
in line with the experiment in greenhouse (Figure 5.1C and D). The variation in flowering
time between Nipponbare and HSS under different day length indicated that HSS is less
sensitive to photoperiod compared to Nipponbare. No significant differences were
observed between HSS and Nipponbare grown in natural field in terms of tiller number,
panicle length, seeds per panicle and 1000-seed weight. However, the HSS were higher
than Nipponbare in plant height (Figure 5.1E). However, the panicle length and grains
per panicle of HSS were superior to Nipponbare in SD in controlled growth chamber
(Figure 5.1D).

Figure 5.1

Phenotypic divergence between Nipponbare and HSS.
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(A) Response of Nipponbare and HSS to photoperiod in field and greenhouse
experiments. Planting of Nipponbare and HSS was staggered at different date between
March and January to expose the plants to LD and SD conditions. Error bars stand for
standard deviations. (B) HSS flowers earlier than Nipponbare in natural filed long-day
condition. (C-D) Flowering time and panicle length phenotypes between Nipponbare and
HSS grown in controlled plant growth chamber under LD (14hrs light/10hrs dark, C) or
SD (10hrs light/14hrs dark, D) condition. (E) Agronomic traits of Nipponbare and HSS
from natural field LD condition.
A cross was made between Nipponbare (female parent) and HSS (pollen donor)
for generating mapping population. F1 plants flowered earlier than HSS under natural LD
condition, suggesting a dominant QTL presents in HSS to control flowering time.
Frequency distribution of flowering time in the F2 population planted in the year of 2015
(June 8, 2015 germinated) is presented in Figure 5.2. The individuals flowered within 6788 days in the F2 population (n= 532) and the segregating population showed continuous
variation, suggesting that the early flowering trait in HSS is quantitative. From F2
population, the 75 earliest flowering individuals (flowered within 72 days) and the 78
latest individuals (flowered after 83 days) were selected (Figure 5.2). These individual
plants were further self-pollenated to generate F3 plants in the year of 2016 (Apr 9, 2016
germinated). We sampled DNA from the 37 earliest flowering F3 individuals (flowered
between 60 to 66 days after germination), and the 35 latest flowering F3 individuals
(flowered between 110 to 118 days) and bulked them to generate “early bulk” and “late
bulk”, respectively, for further whole genome re-sequencing analysis (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2

Brief scheme of QTL-seq analysis for this study.

The scheme includes frequency distribution for flowering time phenotypic variation in F2
population and constitution of bulks showing extreme phenotypes from F3 plants.
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QTL-seq method identified a candidate genomic region controlling flowering time
on chromosome 6
The raw data from Illumina high-throughput sequencing was processed by
quality-based trimming. This produced a clean data set of 63 and 71 million 150bp
paired-end reads from DNA samples of “early bulk” and “late bulk”, respectively,
corresponding to >30x coverage of the rice genome. The resulting short reads were
aligned to the “Nipponbare” reference genome (Oryza sativa 204 v7.0) using BWA
software. Aligned data were subjected to a “Coval-refine” filter to increase SNP-calling
accuracy. SNP-index and Δ(SNP-index) were calculated for each SNPs as described
(Takagi et al., 2013). We excluded SNP positions with SNP-index <0.3 in both bulked
samples, and filtered out positions with read depth<10 to reduce spurious SNPs caused
by sequencing and alignment errors. In the end, 140 and 138 thousand SNP were
identified for samples “early bulk” and “late bulk”, respectively. Average values of SNPindex for “early bulk” and “late bulk” and Δ(SNP-index) were visualized by sliding
window analysis with a 2Mb window size and 5Kb increments for all 12 chromosomes of
rice (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3

SNP-index plots of “early bulk”, “late bulk” and Δ(SNP-index) plot from
QTL-seq analysis.

The x-axis represents the position of 12 chromosomes, and y-axis represents the SNPindex or Δ(SNP-index). Average values of SNP-index for “early bulk” (green) and “late
bulk” (yellow) and Δ(SNP-index) (blue) were calculated by sliding window analysis with
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a 2Mb window size and 5Kb increments. Red color box highlights SNP-index and
Δ(SNP-index) distributions on chromosome 6.
SNP-index is defined as the ratio of short reads representing mutant SNPs that are
different from the reference genome (Abe et al., 2012; Takagi et al., 2013). Accordingly,
we expect that the SNP-index would be 1 if the entire short reads harbor the genomic
region contributing from the HSS genome. The SNP-index would be 0 if all the short
reads represent the reference genome. We expect that the SNP-index distribution for
“early bulk” and “late bulk” would be identical for the genomic regions that are not
relevant to the flowering time divergence. In contrast, the genomic regions harboring the
QTLs responsible for phenotypic difference would appear as mirror images from the two
bulk (Takagi et al., 2013). We found highly contrasting patterns of SNP-index graphs
with respect to the line of SNP-index =0.5 for the “early bulk” and “late bulk” on
chromosome 6 as shown in Figure 5.3. The result was further elucidated to combine the
graphs of “early bulk” and “late bulk” by subtracting the SNP-index value of the latter
from the former to generate the Δ(SNP-index) distribution plot against the genome
positions. Figure 5.3 revealed that most of the genomic regions exhibited Δ(SNP-index)
value closed to 0. However, a significant peak that differs from 0 in genomic region
between 4.5 Mb and 12.8 Mb on chromosome 6 was observed (Figure 5.3). This interval
was expect to have a high probability of harboring a major QTL contributed to the early
flowering time trait in HSS.
Sequence variation and expression analysis of Hd1 gene
The genomic region from 4.5 Mb to 12.8 Mb of chromosome 6 covers a flowering
time regulating gene Hd1 (Loc_Os06g16370) that locates at 9.3 Mb of chromosome 6 in
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rice. The gene Hd1 encodes a zinc-finger type transcriptional activator with a CCT
domain (Yano et al., 2000). Hd1 was found to be involved in the photoperiodic flowering
pathway by promoting flowering under SD conditions and inhibiting flowering under LD
conditions (Yano et al., 2000). The Hd1 gene garnered our attention due to its function in
regulating flowering time coincident with the phenotype shown by Nipponbare
comparing with the mutant. Hence, we sequenced the Hd1 alleles of Nipponbare and
HSS. Comparing with the Nipponbare Hd1 allele, the HSS allele harbors a singlenucleotide substitution and a 36bp insertion in the first exon, and the insertion was
located at the terminal region of the zinc finger domain (Figure 5.4A). The singlenucleotide substitution in the Hd1 allele of HSS changed the amino acid from H to Y, and
the 36bp insertion did not result in reading-frame shift but included a basic amino acid
motif (RRHQR) in the C terminus of the zinc finger domain (Figure 5.4A and B).

Figure 5.4

Sequence analysis of Hd1 in Nipponbare and HSS.

(A) Hd1 gene structure and sequence variations between Nipponbare and HSS. The black
triangle indicates insertion; vertical line indicates single-base substitution. Primers used
for genotyping the sequence divergent region are P1 and P2. (B) Amino acid sequence
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variation between Nipponbare and HSS. (C) PCR detection of the 36bp insertion on the
Hd1 allele of HSS by primer pair of P1 and P2.
To examine the expression level of Hd1 gene in HSS, leaf tissues were collected
from 6-week or 8-week old seedlings under SD or LD conditions in diurnal cycle from
ZT0 to ZT20. Quantitative PCR revealed that Hd1 gene expression level was
significantly reduced from ZT8 to ZT20 in HSS, especially under darkness, in both SD
and LD compared to WT (Figure 5.5 and 5.6). However, the Hd1 gene was not abolished
in HSS due to no frame shifts or premature stop codons in CDS. The single-nucleotide
substitution and the insertion in Hd1 gene did not result in a loss of function mutation in
HSS, but lower gene expression level, suggesting that the Hd1 allele in HSS acts as a
knockdown of function allele.
To further investigate if the mutation in Hd1 locus contributes to flowering time
phenotypic differences between HSS and Nipponbare, we amplified the mutation region
of Hd1 gene by PCR in selected F3 plants used for bulks generation. First, the Hd1 allele
was successfully distinguished between Nipponbare and HSS using primers P1 and P2
(Figure 5.4A and C). Moreover, the early flowering F3 individuals in the “early bulk”
mainly had HSS-type allele of Hd1, except one is heterozygous (Figure B.1). Whereas
late flowering F3 individuals in the “late bulk” had Nipponbare-type allele in the same
region (Figure B.1), except one shows HSS-type allele. Genotyping analysis indicated
that the variation of Hd1 gene is the major effect that differentiating the flowering time
between Nipponbare and HSS.
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Expression pattern of flowering pathway genes
To study the molecular mechanisms by which the mutation in Hd1 influences
flowering time in rice, we used quantitative PCR to analyze the expression levels of
flowering time regulators in Nipponbare and HSS over diurnal time courses. Transcript
abundance of Hd1 showed a diurnal rhythm, and a higher level expression of Hd1 was
observed at night time in both LD and SD (Figure 5.5A and 5.6A) , which is consistent
with previous observations in rice (Izawa et al., 2002; Luan et al., 2009), indicating a
night-time expression pattern of Hd1.
HSS plants exhibit earlier flowering phenotype under LD conditions. The most
important upstream regulator of Hd1 is OsGI. Expression levels of OsGI in HSS
displayed slightly higher under LD condition but not significantly affected (Figure 5.5C),
indicating the fluctuation of Hd1 transcripts was not mainly attributed to upstream OsGI
gene. On the other hand, Hd1 has a major impact on downstream photoperiodic Hd3a
expression, which is an inhibitor of rice flowering in LD (Tsuji et al., 2011). In HSS, a
Hd1 gene knock-down mutant, the accumulation of Hd3a mRNA increased compared to
the WT as shown in Figure 5.5B, which is approximately in line with the changing trend
of Hd1. The transcripts level of RFT1, another key factor promoting flowering and the
closest paralog of Hd3a, was slightly higher in HSS at ZT4, and lower from ZT8 to ZT16
(Figure 5.5D), but the overall mRNA accumulation was not largely altered. These
observations suggested that the elevated expression level of Hd3a was the major reason
responsible for earlier flowering phenotype in HSS under LD conditions. Ehd1 acts as a
flowering activator upstream of Hd3a and RFT1. However, as indicated by Figure 5.5F,
Ehd1 was not a major contributor for the Hd3a accumulation in HSS, especially from
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ZT4 to ZT20 in LD. Additionally, Ehd1 is regulated by several upstream genes, such as
OsGI, Ehd3 and SE5. Slightly transcripts level changes were observed of SE5 in HSS,
while significant ascent of Ehd3 expression level was shown at ZT4 when comparing
between HSS and the WT (Figure 5.5G and H). These relative expression results
indicated that variations in Hd1 allele may also affect expressions of genes in other
flowering pathways either directly or indirectly. Recent study revealed that Hd1 interacts
with DTH8 to form a DTH8-Hd1 complex (Du et al., 2017). Hd1 plays a repressor role in
flowering under LD by down-regulating Hd3a, and this regulation is dependent on
presence of functional allele of DTH8 (Du et al., 2017). The DTH8 locus of HSS was
sequenced, including the coding region and untranslated 5’ region, and was found to be
identical to DTH8 locus of Nipponbare, indicating the DTH8 allele of HSS encodes for a
functional protein. Interestingly, the transcripts level changing trend of DTH8 roughly
coincident with Hd1 between HSS and Nipponbare in diurnal pattern of LD (Figure
5.5E). Since no sequence variation at DTH8 allele between HSS and Nipponbare, the
changing of DTH8 expression level in HSS may largely due to the expression variation of
Hd1.
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Figure 5.5

The rhythmic expression patterns of Hd1 and other flowering time
regulators in Nipponbare and HSS under LD conditions.

Rice leaves were collected at ZT 0, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 from 8-week old seedlings in LD
(14hrs light/10hrs dark) in plant growth chamber. The day and night temperature of the
growth chamber was controlled at 30℃ and 25℃, respectively. White bars represent light
and black bars represent darkness. The rice Ubiquitin gene was used as the internal
control. Primers used for qRT-PCR are shown in Table B.1. Relative changes in gene
expression were calculated via the 2-ΔΔCt method. Values indicate means±standard
deviation from three independent biological replicates.
Diurnal expression pattern of rice key flowering time regulators in HSS and the
WT under SD conditions were investigated (Figure 5.6A-H). HSS plants display a late
flowering phenotype in SD compared to Nipponbare from both greenhouse and
controlled growth chamber experiments over years. Transcriptional levels of Hd1 were
strongly reduced in HSS during night time in SD (Figure 5.6A). Interestingly, a
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noticeable suppression was observed of DTH8 in HSS, compared to Nipponbare, during
the entire diurnal cycle (Figure 5.6E). Rice flowering is fully dependent on florigen
activities of Hd3a and RFT1 (Komiya et al., 2008). The expression levels of Hd3a and
RFT1 were reduced in HSS (Figure 5.6B and D), which led to late flowering of HSS
under SD conditions. In addition to Hd1’s mediation upon Hd3a, florigen genes of Hd3a
and RFT1 are also activated by Ehd1 in SD (Doi et al., 2004). Expression level of Ehd1
was not largely affected in HSS (Figure 5.6F), suggesting Ehd1 was not a major
contributor to the reduction of Hd3a transcripts in HSS. Transcripts level of up-stream
regulators of Ehd1, such as Ehd3, OsGI, SE5 and DTH8, were also fluctuated in HSS
comparing to Nipponbare in SD (Figure 5.6C, E, G and H). The higher level of OsGI and
Ehd3 may in turn induced Ehd1 at ZT4. Interestingly, the diurnal pattern of Ehd3 was
reversed with a peak at daytime in HSS instead of at nighttime in Nipponbare. Moreover,
DTH8 was reported as a flowering inducer under SD conditions and promotes the
expression of Ehd1 (Du et al., 2017; Matsubara et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2011). The
reduced expression of Ehd1 from ZT12 to ZT16 may be, at least in part, a consequence of
the repression of DTH8 in HSS.
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Figure 5.6

The rhythmic expression patterns of Hd1 and other flowering time
regulators in Nipponbare and HSS under SD conditions.

Rice leaves were collected at ZT 0, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 from 6-week old seedlings in SD
(10hrs light/14hrs dark) in plant growth chamber. The day and night temperature of the
growth chamber was controlled at 30℃ and 25℃, respectively. White bars represent light
and black bars represent darkness. The rice Ubiquitin gene was used as the internal
control. Primers used for qRT-PCR are shown in Table B.1. Relative changes in gene
expression were calculated via the 2-ΔΔCt method. Values indicate means±standard
deviation from three independent biological replicates.
Discussion
Analysis of QTLs is important for facilitating breeding by isolating valuable
alleles of the genes controlling agronomic important traits (Yano, 2001). However,
traditional QTL mapping is labor-intensive and time-consuming requiring the generation
of a large number of advanced generation progeny, polymorphic molecular marker screen
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and marker genotyping. The QTL-seq method was first reported in rice at 2013, which
employed the bulk segregant analysis and whole genome resequencing for rapid and costeffective identification of QTLs (Takagi et al., 2013). By using QTL-seq approach,
advanced generation progeny or repeating backcross is not required for mapping
population development. F2 populations containing hundreds of recombinant individuals
were proofed for efficiently isolating QTLs, which greatly expedite mapping process
(Illa-Berenguer et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2014; Takagi et al., 2013). Moreover, the number
of polymorphic DNA markers is not a limiting factor due to DNA maker development
and marker genotyping are not required for QTL-seq (Illa-Berenguer et al., 2015; Takagi
et al., 2013). Taking this advantage, QTL-seq is applicable for rice cultivars with low
level of DNA polymorphisms that is difficult for molecular marker development in
conventional QTL mapping. In our study, HSS is a mutant rice plant from cultivar of
Nipponbare indicating genetically closely related parents is suitable for QTL-seq
approach.
QTL-seq method has been successfully applied to F2, F3, F4 and RIL (recombined
inbred lines) populations (Das et al., 2015; Illa-Berenguer et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2014;
Pandey et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2016; Takagi et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2016b). RIL has a
high degree of homozygosity and each individual can be treated as proxy clones, and thus
is suitable for detecting QTLs for minor effects (Takagi et al., 2013). While, F2
population is not suitable for detecting minor effect QTLs but quicker for population
generation (Takagi et al., 2013). Takagi et al. (2013) evaluated the power of F2 and RILs
of F7 generation to detect a QTL, and revealed that F7 RILs have higher codominance and
complete dominance power than in F2 populations (Takagi et al., 2013). In this study, we
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used F3 plants for QTL mapping. More background variations are fixed in F3 compared to
F2 progeny, and the selection of individuals with extreme phenotypic values was more
solid as it was continuously confirmed from the two generations. The size of mapping
population is also critical for successful implementation of QTL-seq. Usually, a
population with hundreds of individuals is sufficient for conducting QTL-seq approach,
and only 20-50 plants with extreme opposite trait values for each bulk are needed (Das et
al., 2015; Lu et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2016; Takagi et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2016b). A
population harbors more recombinant F2 plants is desirable with the aim to clone the
underlying gene (Illa-Berenguer et al., 2015). And a larger population would result in
shorter interval of the genomic region of the gene (Illa-Berenguer et al., 2015). In
contrast, a relatively smaller size of F2 population is suitable for identify closely linked
markers without further gene identification (Illa-Berenguer et al., 2015). In our study, we
selected 75 early flowering and 78 late flowering extremes from F2 population with 532
plants. To double confirm the phenotype of selected individuals, approximately of 1600
F3 plants were grown in the next year, and 37 earliest and 35 latest plants were selected
for QTL-seq. These resulted in the identification of major QTL controlling flowering
time located in an approximate of a 8.3 Mb interval. The efficiency to identify QTLs by
QTL-seq approach can be influenced by the read depth at a specific locus and coverage
rate of the genome as well. These are critical for detecting reliable variations and
analyzing the contribution of each parent to the bulked DNA (Illa-Berenguer et al., 2015).
Rice has a compact genome of roughly 400Mb that allowed read depth more than or
equal to 20-fold of coverage to sufficiently detect variants by QTL-seq approach (Takagi
et al., 2013). We applied an average of 30-fold of coverage for whole genome sequencing
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in this study that is highly effective to detect variants associated with quantitative traits of
interest.
Genetic analysis indicated that Nipponbare might have an allele of Hd1 with a
strong response to photoperiod sensitivity (Yano et al., 2000). In this study, HSS has
weaker sensitivity to photoperiod. Relative mRNA expression analysis indicated that the
function of Hd1 allele in HSS was not completely lost but expressed at a lower level,
especially during night time (Figure 5.5A and Figure 5.6A). Therefore, HSS can be
categorized as a knock-down-functional mutant at the Hd1 locus. Hd1 protein possesses a
zinc finger domain and a CCT domain. The zinc finger domain is typically involved in
nucleic acids binding (Jantz et al., 2004), and the CCT domain functions as a nuclear
localization signal (Robert et al., 1998). Comparison of the sequences of HSS and
Nipponbare revealed a single-base substitution and a 36bp insertion located at the C
terminal region of the zinc finger domain within the first exon in HSS. It is noteworthy
that sequence of the 36bp insertion introduces a basic amino acid motif RRHQR to the
zinc finger domain terminus of Hd1 allele. This basic amino acid motif is conserved
among rice Hd1, Arabidopsis CO and Brassica napus BnCOA1 protein (Hd1 orthologs)
downstream from the zinc finger (Robert et al., 1998), and considered to be important for
protein-DNA interaction (Omichinski et al., 1993). The 36bp insertion also present in
other rice cultivars of Zhonghua11(Luan et al., 2009), Kasalath, Ginbouzu (Yano et al.,
2000), Bengal, Cypress (Subudhi et al., 2018), Kitaake (Gao et al., 2013), and weedy rice
of PSRR-1 (Subudhi et al., 2018). It’s more like a 36bp deletion happened in Nipponbare
during evolutionary process. This allelic variation in Hd1 gene has not obtained enough
attention because characterizing its function by genetic analysis is not easy due to lacking
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of good control for comparison. The available 36bp insertion allele is often associated
with other sequence variations that also influence functions of Hd1, for example in
Kasalath, Bengal and Cypress (Subudhi et al., 2018; Yano et al., 2000). Moreover, allelic
differences in other flowering time regulators obstruct studies on clarifying functions of
the insertion. For example, apart from the 36bp insertion in Hd1 gene, Kitaake has an
immature stop in Ghd7 compared to Nipponbare (Gao et al., 2013). According to our
result, the 36bp insertion in HSS could at least partially explain its insensitivity or
Nipponbare’s sensitivity to day-length.
Hd1 is a major photoperiodic floral regulator in rice that promotes flowering in
SD and represses flowering in LD by regulating the expression of Hd3a (Du et al., 2017;
Kojima et al., 2002). Diurnal expression pattern analyses revealed a lower transcripts
level of Hd1 in HSS under both SD and LD conditions comparing to Nipponbare,
especially during dark period (Figure 5.5A and Figure 5.6A). In HSS, the corresponding
mRNA accumulation of Hd3a was lower in SD but higher in LD, resulting in phenotypic
divergences between HSS and Nipponbare in response to different photoperiods. Recent
studies demonstrated that Hd1 can physically interact with DTH8 forming DTH8-Hd1
complex (Du et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017). DTH8 is a NF-YB transcription factor in rice
which is homologous with the Arabidopsis HEME ACTIVATOR PROTEIN (YEAST)
HOMOLOG 3 subunit of the CCAAT-box-binding transcription factor (Du et al., 2017;
Matsubara et al., 2014). Du et al. (2017) elucidated that Hd1 represses Hd3a expression
with a prerequisite of the presence of functional DTH8 under LD conditions, without
DTH8, Hd1 plays an activator role in flowering (Du et al., 2017). Similar results were
observed in this current study and previous report (Du et al., 2017) that plants harboring
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weakened-functional or non-functional Hd1 allele, but with a functional DTH8
background, the Hd3a mRNA level was dramatically elevated under LD condition and
brought forward flowering time. Moreover, under LD conditions, DTH8 represses Ehd1
and Hd3a, and therefore suppresses flowering (Du et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2010; Yan et
al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2017). While, DTH8 promotes flowering under SD conditions (Du et
al., 2017; Yan et al., 2011). The dual role of DTH8 in flowering time regulation is
functional similar to Hd1, indicating that Hd1 and DTH8 may regulate the same pathway
in photoperiodic flowering by forming DTH8-Hd1 complex. Wei et al. (2010) examined
the expression of DTH8 at ZT0 in NIL(Hd1) line under LD conditions, and found no
changes of DTH8 expression level compared to the WT (Wei et al., 2010). However, in
our study, a distinct difference was observed of DTH8 mRNA level between HSS (has
weak functional allele of Hd1) and Nipponbare in both SD and LD via diurnal expression
analyses from ZT0 to ZT20 (Figure 5.5E and Figure 5.6E), and the changings of DTH8
expression were in a way following Hd1 in LD (Figure 5.5). These results demonstrated
that Hd1 expression level could affect the transcripts of DTH8 in a positive manner
(Figure 5.7). Hd1 and DTH8 may regulate downstream genes, such as Hd3a, together in
the form of DTH8-Hd1 complex (Figure 5.7). Additionally, it is possible that the
abundance of DTH8-Hd1 complex is affected by day length through regulating Hd1
protein abundance. If the basic amino acid motif (RRHQR) in HSS makes the interaction
between Hd1 and DTH8 more closely and thus enables Hd1 to regulate DTH8 worth
further study. Moreover, we found that the transcripts changing patterns of RFT1 in SD
and LD, and Ehd3 in SD were also similar to the changes of Hd1 or DTH8. It is not clear
whether RFT1 and Ehd3 can be regulated by Hd1 or DTH8 directly.
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Figure 5.7

A proposed model for DTH8-Hd1 complex in regulating flowering time
under LD and SD conditions.

Prior studies revealed that rice flowering regulation also undergoes the complex
chromatin modifications. It has been reported that histone acetylations, and methylations
of H3K4 and H3K36 are associated with active transcription of several genes in the rice
flowering pathway (Shi et al., 2015). Histone H4 acetylation levels were found to
positively correlate with the expression of Hd1 and OsGI (Li et al., 2011a).
Overexpression of OsHDT1, a HD1-family HDAC gene, leads to early flowering in
hybrid rice in LD through transcriptional suppression of Hd1 and OsGI (Li et al., 2011a).
A promoting role of methylation in rice flowering activation was initially studied on the
S-adenosyl-L-methionine synthetase gene (Li et al., 2011b). Late flowering and reduced
transcripts of Ehd1, Hd3a, and RFT1 were observed in deficiency of S-adenosyl-L
methionine due to the reduction of H3k4me3 level at these flowering regulators (Li et al.,
2011b). Moreover, the H3K36-methyltransferases of SDG725 and SDG724 are necessary
for H3K36me2/3 deposition at flowering genes including Ehd3, Hd3a, and RFT1. Both
the SDG725- and SDG724- knockdown mutant exhibit late-flowering phenotypes in
either SD or LD (Sui et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2012). JMJ701 is a JmjC-domain protein
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encoding a demethylase that elevate H3K4me3 levels at RFT1 promotion region which
results in increasing RFT1 expression and early flowering under LD conditions (Yokoo et
al., 2014). The repressive mark H3K27me3 deposited by PRC2-like complexes plays a
critical role in rice flowering time regulation involving in reduction of Ehd1 expression
(Yang et al., 2013). These studies demonstrated that rice plant flowering time regulators
are involved in different types of chromatin modifications. On the other hand, nonchromatin related PTMs also have potentials to regulate flowering time. It has been
reported that an HDR1-interacting kinase protein encoded by OsK4 functions to
phosphorylate Hd1 to regulate flowering time in rice (Sun et al., 2016). It is interesting to
investigate if other PTMs, such as succinylation, crotonylation, and 2hydroxyisobutyrylation, could modify flowering time pathway regulators.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
In order to understand the regulatory mechanism associated with rice flowering
time and seed developments, we profiled proteome-wide post-translational modifications
(PTMs) in developing rice seeds, and investigated functions of photoperiodic regulators
in flowering time mediation in rice plant. The first objective of this dissertation was to
identify proteins subjected to post-translational modifications of acetylation,
succinylation, crotonylation and 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation, and to reveal unique and
common regulatory features of these PTMs. These four of PTMs were initially identified
on histones and associated with transcriptional activity regulations. Previous studies
found that these modifications are conserved across organisms and widely present on
non-histone proteins. PTMs have been reported involving in multiple metabolic processes
to regulate flowering time, seed development, seed fertility, photosynthesis and abiotic
and biotic stress responses. Detection of the non-histone substrates and modification sites
is necessary for additional characterization of the functions and regulatory mechanisms
governed by PTMS. However, substrates of these PTMs and their potential regulatory
roles in cereal crop grains are not well known. The advances in both the mass
spectrometry technologies and modified-peptide enrichment methods provide more
opportunities for researchers to investigate potential functions of PTMs in metabolic
regulations and other biological processes. Assisted by specific antibodies for modified
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lysine and high-throughput mass spectrometry analysis, we conducted proteome-wide
systematic mapping of lysine acetylation, succinylation, crotonylation, and 2hydoxyisobutyrylation sites in developing rice seeds. A total of 1003 lysine acetylation
sites, 854 succinylation sites, 6367 crotonylation sites, and 9916 2-hydoxyisobutyrylation
sites have been discovered (Table 6.1). Noteworthy, the crotonylome and 2hydoxyisobutyrylome reported here are the first proteome-wide studies of these two
modifications in rice.
Table 6.1

Number of modification sites and modified proteins studied in this
dissertation.

Post-translational modifications

Number of modification sites

Number of modified proteins

Lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation

9916

2512

Lysine crotonylation

6367

2132

Lysine acetylation

1003

692

Lysine succinylation

854

347

The amino acid sequence features around the modification sites are usually
determined by the specificity of catalytic enzymes. Amino acid position predilections
adjacent to the modification sites were obtained via motif and flaking sequence analyses.
Seven, six, fifteen, and twelve distinguished motifs were identified for acetylated,
succinylated, crotonylated and 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated lysines, respectively. Some
motifs were shown to be conserved for both eukaryotes and prokaryotes. Analyses of
amino acid motifs revealed that positive charged amino acids, K, R and H, were strongly
preferred around the acetylated and succinylated sites. Whereas, crotonylation and 2hydroxyisobutyrylation meticulously favor negatively-charged amino acids, D and E,
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flanking the modified lysines. Moreover, aromatic amino acids were identified around
acetylated and crotonylated lysines; and aliphatic amino acids were enriched around
crotonylated, succinylated and 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated lysines as well. Additionally, we
found crotonylated and 2-hydroxyisobutyrylated lysines were less surface accessible than
unmodified lysines. These structural features of modification sites suggested that the
PTMs occur in a highly selective process, and insinuate the occurrence of specific
enzymatic catalysis for PTMs in rice. Functional characterization of modified proteins
demonstrated that PTMs constitute diverse biological processes, including transcription,
protein biosynthesis, lipid metabolism, central carbon metabolisms and stress responses
are encompassed. The widespread acetylation, succinylation, crotonylation and 2hydroxyisobutyrylation in rice grain storage proteins was observed and may have an
impact on the ability of trypsin to digest crop proteins in human body. Moreover, proteins
associated with starch biosynthesis pathway were also favorably targeted by these
modifications. The main components of cereal grains are starch and protein. Rice seed
storage starch and protein are important storage resource for plant reproduction and serve
as a nutrient source for the human diet. The content of storage starch and protein are
mainly determined during the seed development. It is worthwhile to evaluate if PTMs
play a regulatory role in the starch synthesis and storage protein accumulation during
seed development. Conserved modification sites were identified from histone and nonhistone proteins between human cells and plants. Extended investigations revealed that
lysine acetylation, succinylation, crotonylation and 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation can overlap
with each other at identical lysine residues in many proteins. We found 89 lysine sites
could be modified by all the four modifications, while a portion of sites were unique to
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specific modifications (Figure 6.1), indicating that these modifications may have distinct
but also functional intersecting regulations in substrate proteins. Overall, our studies have
provided comprehensive profiles for lysine acetylation, succinylation, crotonylation and
2-hydroxyisobutyrylation in developing rice seeds.

Figure 6.1

Venn diagram shows the number of lysine sites overlapped among
acetylation, succinylation, crotonylation and 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation.

Another objective of this dissertation is to understand regulatory mechanisms of
flowering time in rice. In this study, a major effect on chromosome 6 for regulating
flowering time in rice was identified by using QTL-seq approach. Sequence and mRNA
expression analyses indicated that allelic variations of Hd1 on chromosome 6 were the
major reason for phenotypic divergences between Nipponbare and HSS. The Hd1 allele
in HSS has a single-base substitution and a 36bp insertion compared to Nipponbare,
which induced a basic amino acid motif (RRHQR) to the C-terminus of zinc finger
domain in Hd1. This weak functional Hd1 allele makes HSS less sensitive to photoperiod
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by altering transcripts level of downstream florigen Hd3a. Rhythmic expression pattern
analyses demonstrated that the relative expression level of DTH8 has a roughly positive
correlation with Hd1. Our results indicated that DTH8 is regulated by Hd1 in both LD
and SD. Given the fact that DTH8 and Hd1 can form a complex, and DTH8 is functional
similar to Hd1 in regulating Hd3a revealed by previously published results, we
speculated that Hd1 can positively regulates the expression of DTH8 and the abundance
of DTH8-Hd1 complex in response to day length, and the DTH8-Hd1 complex
subsequently controls flowering time in rice by downstream regulating Hd3a. In addition,
we discussed prior reported histone and non-histone methylation, acetylation and
phosphorylation on rice flowering time regulators. Further researches are needed to
investigate the potential functions of PTMs studied in this dissertation, including
acetylation, succinylation, crotonylation and 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation, in flowering time
regulations.
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Introduction
Basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) proteins are found throughout eukaryotic
kingdoms. The rice genome is predicted to contain 177 bHLH genes, and constitutes one
of the largest families of transcription factors (Carretero-Paulet et al., 2010; Li et al.,
2006b). The bHLH domain contains approximately 60 amino acids with two functionally
regions, the basic region and the HLH region. The basic region, typically rich in basic
amino acids, is located at N-terminus of bHLH domain and functions as DNA-binding
motif (Atchley et al., 1999). The HLH region contains two amphipathic α-helices
separated by a loop region. The HLH region promotes protein-protein interaction by
forming homodimeric or heterodimeric complexes (Carretero-Paulet et al., 2010; Massari
and Murre, 2000).
Although the bHLH transcription factors are thought to be one of the largest
families of regulatory protein, few plant bHLH proteins have been studied functionally.
Zhou et al. (2009) reported a bHLH transcription factor (OrbHLH2) from wild rice that
improves tolerance to salt- and osmotic stress in Arabidopsis (Zhou et al., 2009).
Microarray analysis revealed bHLH transcription factors (Os01g39580, Os02g21090,
Os04g35010, and Os08g38080) were constantly induced during heat treatment in rice
post-meiosis panicle (Zhang et al., 2014). In addition, several studies focused the
functions of bHLH transcription factors on reproductive organ development. Heang and
colleagues found an atypical bHLH protein gene (atypical bHLH is unable to bind DNA
because lacking conserved amino acid residues), Positive Regulator of Grain Length 2
(PGL2), is involved in controlling grain length and weight of rice (Heang and Sassa,
2012). Four bHLH transcription factors, UDT1 (OsbHLH164), TDR1 (OsbHLH5),
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EAT1/DTD1 (OsbHLH141), and OsbHLH142 are known to mediate rice pollen
development (Ji et al., 2013; Jung et al., 2005; Ko et al., 2014; Li et al., 2006a).

.

Prior study in our lab on polycomb group gene OsFIE2 ( a specific H3
methyltransferase) revealed its functions in seed development and grain filling
(Nallamilli et al., 2013). In that study, they additionally found rice helix-loop-helix DNA
binding domain containing protein LOC_Os04g35010 (OsbHLH144) is enriched in the
ChIP-Seq experiment for H3K27me3 modification, and the gene was overexpressed in
OsFIE2 RNAi lines (Nallamilli et al., 2013). Prior microarray study revealed that
OsbHLH144 mRNA highly expresses in rice seeds (Li et al., 2006b). Moreover, it has
been reported the ortholog of OsbHLH144 in Arabidopsis, RGE1 (AT1G49770), is
expressed in the endosperm surrounding region which directly affected embryo growth
(Kondou et al., 2008). Rice is one of the most important cereal crop providing over 21%
of the food for world population and up to 76% of the calorific intake in Southeast Asia
(Fitzgerald et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2013). Grain development is closely linked to grainyield potential and milling yield of rice. Taking these above together, we decided to study
the molecular functions of OsbHLH144 in rice seed development. In this study, we
constructed overexpression lines of OsbHLH144, and observed divergences on grain
length, thickness and weight in these lines compared to the wild type. The mutant
characterization study is in progress.
Materials and methods
Plant material and growth conditions
Oryza sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare rice materials were used in this study.
All plants were grown in greenhouse of the Department of Biochemistry and Molecular
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Biology, Mississippi State University, MS, USA. RdSpm5348A mutant line generated
from Nipponbare with stable dSpm transposable element insertion was obtained from
Sundar Lab in UC Davis, CA, USA.
Vector construction and rice transformation
To make the overexpression (Ox) construct, the coding sequence of
OsbHLH144 (LOC_Os04g35010) from ATG to the translation stop codon was amplified
from Nipponbare developing seeds cDNA using primers OxF (5’GGGGTACCTCCTCCCCAATTCCCAAT-3’) and OxR (5’CGGGATCCTAGCAAGGGGGACAGCAA-3’), and high fidelity PlatinumTM Pfx DNA
polymerase (cat# 11708039, Invitrogen). The full length cDNA sequence of
LOC_Os04g35010 was obtained from RiceGE database (http://signal.salk.edu/cgibin/RiceGE). And then the amplified fragment was inserted into the KpnI and BamHI
cloning sites of vector pU1301, which embraces a strong constitutive ubiquitin promoter
upstream of the multi-cloning sties (Zhang et al., 2010). To generate the OsbHLH144
RNAi construct, a 365bp sequence fragment from 83bp upstream of start codon was
amplified using primer set RNAiF (5’-CACCCCTCCCCAATTCCCAATCT-3’,
underlined sequence indicates overhang for TOPO cloning method) and RNAiR (5’TGTGCTGACACCACTGCTGA-3’), subcloned into pENTRTM/D-TOPO vector by the
TOPO cloning kit (Invitrogen). After linearization with EcoRV digestion, the constructed
plasmid was applied to an attL x attR recombination reaction with vector pANDA (Miki
and Shimamoto, 2004) using Gateway cloning system II (Invitrogen).
After sequencing confirmation, the constructed overexpression vector was
transformed into Agrobacterium strain EH105A using electroporation, and then
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introduced into rice callus (Oryza sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare) as described (Wu et
al., 2003). Briefly, embryogenic callus tissues were selected and co-cultivated with
Agrobacterium EH105A harbored Ox::OsbHLH144 or RNAi:: OsbHLH144 strain. The
co-cultivated calluses were transferred to selection medium supplemented with 50 mg/L
of hygromycin B (cat# ant-hm-1, InvivoGen, USA). Hygromycin-resistant callus were
transferred to regeneration medium, and the resulting resistant seedlings were
transplanted in potted soil in the greenhouse.
Gene expression pattern analysis
Total RNA were isolated from different rice tissues using TRIzol (Invitrogen) and
treated with DNase I (Ambion). Corresponding cDNA (100μL) was synthesized from
5μg of total RNA using M-MLV reverse transcriptase kit (Invitrogen). The qRT-PCR
primers for UBQ (Fw 5’-AGTTGACAGCCCTAGGGTG-3’, Rw 5’ACCCTGGCTGACTACAACATC-3’) and LOC_Os04g35010 (Fw 5’AGCACCCTACATGGCCTCCT-3’, Rw 5’- GACGACGTCCTCCAACGTCT-3’) were
used for gene expression analyses. The qRT-PCR was performed by Bio-Rad CFX96
real-time system with 50ng cDNA and SsoFast™ EvaGreen®Supermix (Bio-Rad).
Changes in gene expression were calculated via the 2-ΔΔCt method (Livak and Schmittgen,
2001).
Identification of transgenic plants
The putative T0 transgenic plants were analyzed by PCR for the presence of the
hygromycin resistance marker from external overexpression vector. Leaf samples from
putative transgenic rice plants were collected, and genomic DNAs were isolated by using
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CTAB method. Transgenic T0 plants were differentiated by PCR using hygromycin
specific primers (Fw 5’-AAGCCTGAACTCACCGCGAC-3’, Rw 5’CTATTCCTTTGCCCTCGGAC-3’). Confirmed T0 transgenic plants with Hygromycin
resistance marker were selected for generating T1 and T2 plants. To evaluate the
LOC_Os04g35010 expression level, total RNA were isolated from 14dpa developing
seeds from T2 plants. Procedures of cDNA synthesis and qRT-PCR are same as above
description.
Phenotyping of overexpression lines
Protein content of mature dehulled seeds was determined by Kjeldahl method.
Amylose content was measured by FOSS InfratecTM 1241 Grain Analyzer. The length,
width and thickness of dehulled seeds were measured by electronic caliper (cat# 18-0109, IP54, SPI). Student’s t-test of two-tail distribution was used to test significant
differences between overexpression lines and controls.
Genotyping of homozygous mutant lines
To identify homozygous mutated plants, DNA was isolated from leave samples of
putative dSpm inserted lines by CTAB method. Primer set designed on OsbHLH144 gene
(mFw: 5’-ACCCTCAACCTCAATTAATCC-3’, mRw: 5’GACGACGTCCTCCAACGTCT-3’) and on dSpm transposon (Spm3-1: 5’GTCGGTCCCCACACTTCTATACG-3’) were used for genotyping putative
homozygous mutated lines. High-fidelity KOD hot start DNA polymerase (71086-3,
EMD Millipore) was used for PCR amplification with the following thermocycler profile:
95℃ for 3min; 35 cycles of 95℃ for 20s, 53℃ for 10s and 70℃ for 45s; and a final
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extension at 70℃ for 5min. Fragments in homozygous inserted mutants can only be
amplified with mFw and Spm3-1 primer pairs, but not by mFw and mRw primers.
Results
Construction of OsbHLH144 overexpression lines
The rice genome encodes 177 putative bHLH family proteins that makes the
bHLH family be one of the largest transcription factor families in rice (Carretero-Paulet
et al., 2010; Li et al., 2006b). OsbHLH144 (LOC_Os04g35010) protein contains putative
G-box sequence (CACGTG) binder on bHLH domain and belongs to the subfamily
cluster O (Li et al., 2006b).
To study the biological function of OsbHLH144, we made OsbHLH144
overexpression construct via expressing the full length of gene coding region driven by a
strong constitutive ubiquitin promoter on pU1301 vector, and made RNAi construct via
disrupting 365bp 5’-end of OsbHLH144 gene using pANDA vector. Sequencing
confirmed single colonies of Agrobacterium EH105A-Ox::OsbHLH144 and EH105ARNAi::OsbHLH144 strains were cultured and used for rice calluses infection.
Regenerated Hygromycin-resistant seedlings were obtained through tissue culture
processes (Figure A.1).
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Figure A.1

Production of transgenic rice plants.

(a-c) Generation of callus from rice seeds. (d) Infection of rice callus with Agrobacterium
EH105A-Ox::OsbHLH144 or EH105A-RNAi::OsbHLH144 strain. (e) Selection of
hygromycin-resistant callus. (f-g) Regeneration of hygromycin-resistant callus. (h-i)
Regenerated rice seedlings.
OsbHLH144 mRNA was highly expressed in developing rice seeds
Spatial and temporal expression patterns of OsbHLH144 during vegetative and
reproductive development were analyzed by qRT-PCR (Figure A.2). OsbHLH144 was
barely expressed in some vegetative organs and early stages of reproduction, such as in
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root, stem, sheath, mature leaf, flower, young panicle, and 1-2dpa (days post anthesis)
seeds, and lower expressed in young leaf, mature panicle, and 3-4dpa seeds. However,
the transcripts level of OsbHLH144 were increased from 5dpa developing rice seeds and
then sharply decreased in 28dpa seeds. The highest expression level was observed in
14dpa seeds (Figure A.2). These results indicated that OsbHLH144 mRNA highly
expresses in developing rice seeds, which is in line with the previous expression pattern
analysis through microarray (Li et al., 2006b).

Figure A.2

Spatial and temporal expression pattern of OsbHLH144.

(a) qRT-PCR analysis of the expression level of OsbHLH144 in different tissues. (b)
qRT-PCR analysis of the expression level of OsbHLH144 during seed development.
Values are presented as means±standard error (n=3) for (a) and (b).
Confirmation of overexpressed OsbHLH144 transgenic plants
The regenerated plants from transgene process were screened by the presence of
hygromycin resistance marker. We obtained more than 20 independent T0
Ox::OsbHLH144 lines with detectable positive hygromycin resistance marker. These
plants were allowed to grow and self-pollinate to retrieve T1 and T2 progeny. Eight
independent T2 Ox::OsbHLH144 lines were selected for further studies. We evaluated
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expression of OsbHLH144 from 14dpa developing rice seeds. The transcription levels of
OsbHLH144 in these transgenic lines (OX2, OX6, OX7, OX9, OX12, OX13, OX16, and
OX21) were 4.6 to 13.6 fold higher than those in corresponding wild type (WT, Oryza
sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare) analyzed by qRT-PCR (Figure A.3).

Figure A.3

qRT-PCR analysis confirmed the overexpression of OsbHLH144 in 14dpa
seeds of eight independent Ox::OsbHLH144 T2 lines.

Values are presented as means±standard error (n=3). OX2, OX6, OX7, OX9, OX12,
OX13, OX16, and OX21 are T2 Ox::OsbHLH144 lines; WT is rice variety of Oryza
sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare as control.
Grain length, thickness and weight were altered in Ox::OsbHLH144 T2 lines
Phenotype evaluation of grain development in Ox::OsbHLH144 T2 lines revealed
significant differences compared to the wild type Nipponbare. The wild type grain length
was 5.11mm in average, whereas the grain lengths of T2 overexpression lines were
ranging from 5.30mm to 5.69mm (Table A.1 and Figure A.4), which were 3.72% to
11.35% longer than the wild type. The average grain thickness in Ox::OsbHLH144 T2
lines was about 8.90% to 21.6% thinner than that of the wild type (2.08mm) (Table A.1
and Figure A.4). While, the grain width was not significantly altered in the majority of
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transgenic lines (Table A.1). The grain weight was reduced in most of the overexpression
lines which mainly resulted from the drop of grain thickness (Table A.1). No obvious
morphological phenotypes of other plant tissues and organs were observed from the
Ox::OsbHLH144 lines. Percentage of total protein and amylose in seeds were also
investigated, but no significant differences showed in most transgenic lines (Table A.1).
Moreover, the phenotypes of increased grain length and reduced grain thickness were
also observed in T0 and T1 transgenic lines (data not shown).
Table A.1

Agronomic traits of wild type and Ox::OsbHLH144 T2 lines.

OX2

5.31±0.04*

2.67±0.01

1.71±0.05**

17.25±0.12**

15.77±0.28**

Percentage
of Amylose
in seeds
(%)
23.7±1.20

OX6

5.58±0.12**

2.6±0.01*

1.86±0.08**

18.99±0.20**

10.77±0.37

22.77±0.61

OX7

5.30±0.03*

2.77±0.01

1.85±0.06**

20.43±0.10*

9.37±0.65

24.33±0.60

OX9

5.49±0.04**

2.72±0.02

1.88±0.09**

20.07±0.02**

9.88±0.50

24.13±0.40

OX12

5.69±0.03**

2.68±0.04

1.87±0.07**

19.53±0.49*

9.51±1.30*

23.30±0.66

OX13

5.67±0.04**

2.80±0.01

1.91±0.06**

21.20±0.14

10.08±0.30

24.03±0.29

OX16

5.30±0.01*

2.74±0.03

1.89±0.10**

19.96±0.11**

10.63±0.27

24.17±0.29

OX21

5.30±0.03*

2.62±0.01

1.76±0.04**

17.79±0.30**

11.22±0.46

23.80±0.56

WT

5.11±0.02

2.72±0.09

2.08±0.07

21.81±0.21

10.86±0.45

23.20±1.40

T2
lines

Grain
length
(mm)

Grain
width (mm)

Grain
thickness
(mm)

1000-grain
weight (g)

Percentage of
total protein
in seeds (%)

*p<0.05 when compared with wild type using Student’s t-test.
**p<0.01 when compared with wild type using Student’s t-test.
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Figure A.4

Phenotypic evaluation of grain shape in representative Ox::OsbHLH144 T2
lines of OX9, OX2, and OX7.

Values are presented as means±standard error (n=3). WT is rice variety of Oryza sativa
L. japonica cv. Nipponbare.
Gene expression level of RNAi transgenic lines
We obtained more than 20 independent T0 RNAi::OsbHLH144 lines with
detectable positive hygromycin resistance marker. Sixteen independent T2
RNAi::OsbHLH144 lines were selected for gene expression analysis. The transcription
levels of OsbHLH144 in these transgenic lines were 0.75 to 4.24 fold of corresponding
wild type (WT, Oryza sativa L. japonica cv. Nipponbare) analyzed by qRT-PCR (Figure
A.5). These indicated that no efficient knock-down RNAi lines were produced by
transgenic process in this study. Phenotypic evaluation of OsbHLH144 higher expressed
T2 RNAi::OsbHLH144 lines revealed similar phenotypes of grain shape and grain weight
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as shown in overexpression lines.

Figure A.5

qRT-PCR analysis of OsbHLH144 transcription level in 14dpa seeds of
independent RNAi::OsbHLH144 T2 lines.

Values are presented as means±standard error (n=3). WT is rice variety of Oryza sativa
L. japonica cv. Nipponbare.
Phenotypic characterization of homozygous mutant lines
Defective Spm (dSpm) transposon element is a stable insertion that inserted in the
first intron of OsbHLH144 gene (Figure A.6a). The homozygous dSpm insertion mutant
plants were selected with three PCR primers on gene and transposon (Figure A.6a and b).
Phenotypic evaluation of seed development in the homozygous insertion mutants
revealed longer primary rachis branches, less number of primary rachis branches, and
aborted seeds compared to the wild type (Figure A.6 c-f). However, the phenotypes of
mutant lines need further confirmation of advanced generations to exclude environmental
impacts.
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Figure A.6

Genotyping and phenotyping of putative dSpm transposon insertion lines.

(a) Position of dSpm transposon insertion on OsbHLH144 gene, and primers used for
mutant genotyping. The dSpm element (~5kb) is not drawn to scale. (b) PCR products
shown on agarose gel of homozygous mutant, heterozygous mutant and wild type after
PCR amplification. M: 100bp ladder; Homo: homozygous insertion mutant; Hetero:
heterozygous insertion mutant; WT: plant without insertion. (c-e) Panicle phenotypes of
three homozygous dSpm transposon insertion mutants. (f) Panicle of the wild type as
control.

Discussion and conclusion
Rice grain weight is one of the most important factors for high grain-yield potential
(Huang et al., 2013). Grain length, grain width, and grain thickness are determinants for
grain shape, and these parameters are positively correlated with grain weight (Huang et
al., 2013). However, the grain thickness are much less variable in different rice varieties
comparing to grain length and width (Huang et al., 2013). Thus, only approximate 20%
of the number of QTLs has been associated with grain thickness compared to identified
QTLs for grain length or grain width (Huang et al., 2013). Cloned genes associated with
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grain thickness in rice are GW2, SLG7, and GS3 to date. However, these genes have
pleiotropic effects on grain shape regulation and not specific for grain thickness (Fan et
al., 2006; Xuan et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2015).
In this study, we observed that the Ox::OsbHLH144 T2 lines were significantly
longer in grain length compared to the wild type (Table A.1). As for grain thickness and
width, the majority of overexpression lines showed a thinner grain phenotype comparing
to the control, whereas no obvious differences in grain width (Table A.1). Noteworthy,
1000-grain weight of most Ox::OsbHLH144 T2 lines was reduced (Table A.1), which
may largely due to the decreased grain thickness. According to thickness grading during
milling process, grains can be classified into thin (<2mm) and thick (≥2mm) fractions
(Grigg and Siebenmorgen, 2013). The thin grains often break during milling which in
turn affect milled rice yield. In the Ox::OsbHLH144 T2 lines, the grains were all less than
2mm in terms of thickness and are categorized into thin grains. Thus, overexpression of
OsbHLH144 is not desirable for high grain-yield breeding as well as for milling process.
However, the RNAi experiment was not successfully knocked down OsbHLH144
gene expression. Instead, transcription levels of plants harbored RNAi vector were either
similar or higher than the wild type. Therefore, charactering phenotypes in OsbHLH144
mutant plants is very important for confirming the functions of OsbHLH144. This work is
in progress now. Currently, we observed aborted seeds, longer primary rachis branches,
and less number of the primary rachis branches in immature homozygous transposon
insertion mutants.
Our study illustrated that grain shape, especially grain length and thickness, was
altered in Ox::OsbHLH144 lines. The reduced grain thickness may be the major
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contributor to 1000-grain weight loss. However, more evidence is needed for further
confirming the functions of OsbHLH144 in seed development.
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Table B.1

Primers used in for qRT-PCR analysis and Hd1 genotyping.

Primers for qRT-PCR analysis
Hd1 F
Hd1 R
Ehd1 F
Ehd1 R
Hd3a F
Hd3a R
RFT1 F
RFT1 R
SE5 F
SE5 R
DTH8 F
DTH8 R
Ehd3 F
Ehd3 R
OsGI F
OsGI R
UBQ F
UBQ R

AGTTGTGGGAGCAGACCAGG
GCTCCAGCAGGTGTCAGGAT
GAGCAAGTTGCCAGTC
CATGCACTCTGAGCCA
CCAATGGCTGCGAGCTCAAG
TCTTGCCCAAATGACGCTGC
TGGGTTAGCTGACCTAGATTCAAA
GCCAACCACAAGAGGATCGT
AGGACTCCCAAGCTTTTATC
CTCCAGAATACGAGAACGAC
CAGCGCCGGGTATGTCGTCT
GTCGTCGCCGTTGATGGTCTT
GGACCACCTCGTCACCTACAA
CGCCGTTGGCCATGAG
GCATAAGTTGTGGGTGCTTCC
GAAAATACGCAGCTGGTGGAG
AGTTGACAGCCCTAGGGTG
ACCCTGGCTGACTACAACATC

Primers for Hd1 gene genotyping
HD1-1F
HD1-1R
HD1-2F
HD1-2R
HD1-3F
HD1-3R
HD1-4F
HD1-4R
HD1-5F (P1)
HD1-5R (P2)

CAAGTGTCAATCGCTGGATTCG
TCAGCGAGGACGGAGGT
GCTCCCGGCCATCACCAT
CACGCTGTTGCTGATGGAATC
CAGCATAGTGGTTATGGAGTTGT
CATAAGGAGATTGCAGGTGTCAG
TCACCACACGAAAGACCTCAT
ACTACTCCCACTGGATCGATGT
TGGATCGATAGACTTGTCCATGTG
CATCCCATACTGCCGATCTTGG
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Figure B.1

Genotyping of Hd1 allele of F3 individuals in “early bulk” and “late bulk”.

The F3 individuals from “early bulk” and “late bulk” were loaded alternated in agarose
gel. The two red circles indicated a heterozygous Hd1 allele of one individual from “early
bulk” and a HSS Hd1 allele of one individual from “late bulk”.
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Figure B.2

Three technical replicates for succinylation intensity measurement based on
Western blot analyses.

(a-c) Indicates three independent technical replicates of Western blot for succinylation
intensity measurement.
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Table C.1

List of abbreviation.

Abbreviated

Full Name

CCT

CONSTANS, CO-LIKE, and TIMING OF CAB EXPRESSION1
domain
Coding sequence
Days post anthesis
DAYS TO HEADING 8
Early heading date 1
Early heading date 3
False discovery rate
FLOWERING LOCUS T
GIGANTEA
Gene ontology
Heading date 1
Heading date 3a
Histone deacetylases
High-performance liquid chromatography
Lysine
Lysine acetylation
Lysine acetyltransferases
Lysine crotonylation
Lysine deacetylases
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
Lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation
Lysine succinylation
Liquid chromatography
Long day
Mass spectrometry
Noise Contrastive Estimation
NanoSpray Ionization
Polymerase chain reaction
Post-translational modification
Quantitative trait locus
RICE FLOWERING LOCUS T
Short day
Photoperiodic sensitivity 5
Sirtuin family deacetylases
Single nucleotide polymorphism
Ultra performance liquid chromatography
Wild-type
Zeitgeber times

CDS
dpa
DTH8
Ehd1
Ehd3
FDR
FT
GI
GO
Hd1
Hd3a
HDACs
HPLC
K
Kac
KATs
Kcr
KDACs
KEGG
Khib
Ksu
LC
LD
MS
NCE
NSI
PCR
PTM
QTL
RFT1
SD
SE5
SIRTs
SNP
UPLC
WT
ZT
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